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Abstract
We investigate the effect of coupling an essentially nonlinear and dissipative
attachment to a linearly-sprung circular cylinder undergoing rectilinear vortex-
induced vibration (VIV) normal to the mean flow. The attachment is a nonlinear
energy sink (NES). The essentially nonlinear coupling between the rectilinear
motion of the cylinder and the motion of the NES allows for efficient, one-way
transfer of kinetic energy from the former to the latter, where it is dissipated
through a process known as targeted energy transfer. We use a spectral-element
approach to compute the flow and the rigid-body quantities, and show that for
values of the Reynolds number in the laminar regime (20 ≤ Re ≤ 350) and well
into the turbulent regime (Re ≈ 10,000), the addition of an NES to a linearly-
sprung cylinder undergoing transverse VIV gives rise to a variety of physical
phenomena not seen otherwise.
We consider two NES configurations, namely, a rotational NES and a trans-
lational NES. The former consists of a mass allowed to rotate about the cylinder
axis, with its rotational motion being linearly damped. The latter consists of a
mass allowed to translate in the direction of travel of the cylinder, with its rec-
tilinear motion being restrained by a cubic spring and a linear viscous damper.
We show that, in a range of Re values (20 ≤ Re ≤ 100) in which the flow
is expected to be two-dimensional and laminar, a rotational NES leads to phe-
nomena as diverse as passive VIV suppression, partial stabilization of the vortex
street formed downstream of the cylinder, drag reduction, capture of the trajec-
tory on underlying slow-invariant resonance manifolds, and coexistence of mul-
tiple long-time solutions. We also investigate the extent to which a rotational
NES affects the linear stability of the steady, symmetric, motionless-cylinder so-
lution, as well as the onset of three-dimensionality in the wake. We additionally
present preliminary evidence that, in the turbulent regime, the rotational NES
displays great potential for being used not only as a VIV suppression device,
but also as an efficient hydrokinetic energy harvester.
For a translational NES, at a value of the Reynolds number slightly above
the fixed-cylinder Hopf bifurcation, we construct a reduced-order model (ROM)
of the fluid–structure interaction based on a wake oscillator, asymptotic analysis
of which predicts the existence of complete and partial VIV-suppression mech-
anisms, relaxation cycles, as well as Hopf and Shilnikov bifurcations. These
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outcomes are confirmed by numerical integration of the ROM and comparison
against spectral-element computations of the full-order system.
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Vortex-induced vibration (VIV) of a rigid cylinder is of practical importance in
a range of applications involving flow past bluff bodies. This has led to a large
number of fundamental studies devoted to understanding how the motion of a
linearly-sprung cylinder is coupled to the dynamics of the wake, including the
alternate shedding of vortices that gives rise to, and is modified by, the VIV. In
addition to active and passive VIV suppression, there is also growing interest
in harvesting energy from VIV in submarine flows to generate electrical power.
This thesis investigates how coupling essentially nonlinear and dissipative at-
tachments to a linearly-sprung cylinder can achieve these purposes. In this
chapter, we give an overview of the current literature on the subject, motivate
our approach, and outline the structure and main contributions of the thesis.
1.1 Background
When a bluff body is immersed in a fluid, flow separation can result in alternate
shedding of vortices, which in turn generates an oscillating lift force in the
direction transverse to the mean flow. If the body is elastically restrained and
the natural frequency is close to the frequency of the lift force, a resonance
phenomenon occurs in which the vortex-induced vibration of the body can be
as large as its characteristic length (Bearman, 1984; Williamson & Govardhan,
2004; Bearman, 2011).
Structures subject to VIV abound in science and engineering (Blevins, 1977).
Examples include tall buildings and chimneys, heat-exchanger tubes in nuclear
power plants, power transmission lines, and off-shore structures. In these cases,
and in the vast majority of engineering applications, large-amplitude VIV can
cause severe damage to, or even failure of, the structure. This is why suppression
of VIV, using passive or active approaches, has been a subject of active research
in the last few decades (Owen et al., 2001; Bernitsas & Raghavan, 2008; Assi
et al., 2010). In other situations, for instance in the context of energy harvesting
and power pick-off in marine currents, the effects of VIV can be beneficial, since
it can be incorporated into designs to achieve efficient harvesting of kinetic en-
ergy from the fluid motion. Under such circumstances, focus is directed toward
enhancing the flow-induced vibrations to realize large-amplitude motion of the
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structure that, in turn, can lead to efficient energy harvesting (Bernitsas et al.,
2008; Barrero-Gil et al., 2010, 2012; Grouthier et al., 2013, 2014).
The geometrically simplest, yet perhaps most iconic, model for vortex-induced
vibration is that of flow past a rigid, circular cylinder allowed to execute rectilin-
ear motion transverse to the free stream and restrained by a linear spring. This
system, owing to its practical significance, has received considerable attention.
Recent theoretical, computational and experimental advances on the subject
have been reviewed by Sarpkaya (2004), Williamson & Govardhan (2004), Gab-
bai & Benaroya (2005), and Bearman (2011). In the context of VIV suppres-
sion, several active (Tokumaru & Dimotakis, 1991; Skaugset & Larsen, 2003)
and passive (Owen et al., 2001; Bernitsas & Raghavan, 2008; Dong et al., 2008;
Assi et al., 2010) approaches have been proposed and implemented; however,
they all suffer from several shortcomings. Active approaches either demand ex-
cessive power requirements, or require suction and blowing involving internal
“plumbing” within the cylinder. On the other hand, passive approaches gener-
ally involve geometric modification of the cylinder with addition of appendages
(e.g., shrouds, splitter plates, helical appendages, freely rotating plates) to the
cylinder surface, which can significantly compromise drag performance and en-
tail structural issues of their own.
Among the numerous phenomena seen in VIV of a linearly-sprung circular
cylinder, we describe a few relevant to this thesis. We first note that in the
limit when the stiffness of the spring restraining the cylinder is infinite, the
flow is identical to that past a fixed cylinder. For this configuration, it is well
known that the fluid motion depends on only one dimensionless parameter, the
Reynolds number (Re), defined as the product of the free-stream velocity U of
the fluid by the cylinder diameter D, divided by the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid ν. For sufficiently small values of Re, flow past a fixed cylinder is two-
dimensional, steady and symmetric, thus generating no net lift on the cylinder.
At Recrit ≈ 47, the steady solution loses stability through a Hopf bifurcation,
leading to the development of a Kármán vortex street aft of the cylinder in which
alternate shedding of vortices generates a time-periodic lift force on the cylinder
(Roshko, 1954; Provansal et al., 1987; Jackson, 1987). It is widely believed that
flow past a fixed circular cylinder remains two-dimensional (2-D) and time-
periodic in a range of Reynolds number between Recrit ≈ 47 and Re3Dcrit ≈ 190,
at which point the flow becomes three-dimensional (3-D) and aperiodic (Roshko,
1993; Williamson, 1996), while retaining its laminar character. This three-
dimensional, laminar regime persists until about Re ≈ 1000, beyond which the
flow becomes turbulent (Williamson, 1996).
When the stiffness of the restraining spring is finite, the flow is governed by
three dimensionless parameters, namely, the Reynolds number, a dimensionless
spring constant f∗n, and the cylinder-to-fluid density ratio m
∗. In this case,
interaction between the shedding frequency and the structural frequency can
lead to large-amplitude VIV at either or both of these frequencies through a
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resonance phenomenon dubbed “lock-in” (Singh & Mittal, 2005; Prasanth &
Mittal, 2008). Recent work by Tumkur et al. (2017a) showed that the linear
stability of the steady, symmetric solution in the linearly-sprung case depends
not only on the Reynolds number (as is the case when the cylinder is fixed),
but also on the other two dimensionless parameters, f∗n and m
∗. Specifically,
they found that the critical Reynolds number for steady, symmetric flow past
a fixed cylinder is an upper bound for the critical Re in the linearly-sprung
case. They established that the stability boundary has two turning points and
is triple-valued in between (Tumkur et al., 2017a). It is similarly expected that
the onset of three-dimensionality should depend on Re, f∗n, and m
∗, although
we are not aware of any previous work related to the subject.
Observation, understanding, and prediction of the phenomena associated
with fluid–structure interaction (FSI) usually require considerable computa-
tional or experimental effort. This motivated the quest for reliable reduced-
order models (ROM) which started with Hartlen & Currie (1970), Skop & Grif-
fin (1973) and Blevins & Iwan (1974) in the 1970s, with the goal of describing
the evolution of an appropriate fluid observable (generally, the lift coefficient)
with a wake oscillator consisting of at most two second-order ordinary differ-
ential equations (ODE). Such an approach has the advantage of considerably
reducing the dimensionality of the original infinite-dimensional fluid–structure
interaction problem, as the resulting set of coupled ODEs is obviously more
amenable to analysis. The form of the wake oscillator, the way it is coupled
to the structural oscillator, and the scope of validity of the model, are three of
the many challenges that this approach faces. It has become almost custom-
ary to include in the wake oscillator a nonlinear component (e.g., Rayleigh or
van der Pol nonlinearity) that models the self-sustained oscillations of the fluid
observable (Skop & Balasubramanian, 1997; Krenk & Nielsen, 1999). Coupling
of the wake oscillator to the structural one has been investigated in detail by
Facchinetti et al. (2004) who showed that, for a wake oscillator including a van
der Pol nonlinearity, acceleration coupling (in the form of a term proportional
to the cylinder acceleration) seemed to adequately reproduce the main features
of VIV for a range of flow parameters, as seen in experiments and computations.
Several variants of this model have been subsequently cataloged by Parkinson
(1989) and Gabbai & Benaroya (2005).
1.2 Motivation
In recent years, Tumkur and co-workers (2013a; 2013b; 2014; 2017b) have in-
vestigated the possibility of passively suppressing (and more generally, altering)
VIV by coupling the oscillating cylinder to an essentially nonlinear and dissipa-
tive device commonly referred to as a nonlinear energy sink (NES). Essentially
nonlinear coupling between the cylinder and the NES, in conjunction with small
damping, allow for passive, one-way, nearly irreversible transfer of kinetic energy
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from the cylinder to the NES, where it is trapped and dissipated. This process
occurs over broad frequency and energy ranges and for various types of narrow-
band or broadband excitations, and has been termed “targeted energy transfer”
(TET) (Vakakis et al., 2008). Use of an NES for passive mitigation of unde-
sired, large-amplitude vibration of a primary structure has been successful in
a variety of applications, including suppression of aeroelastic instabilities in an
aircraft wing (Gendelman et al., 2010), shock mitigation of mechanical compo-
nents (Georgiadis et al., 2005; Wierschem et al., 2012; Al-Shudeifat et al., 2013),
blast and seismic mitigation (Nucera et al., 2008, 2010; Wierschem et al., 2013),
acoustic isolation (Bellet et al., 2010), and drill-string instability suppression
(Viguié et al., 2009). In the present context of VIV, there is no direct coupling
between the attached NES and the flow. Thus, interaction of the former with
the latter is necessarily mediated by the cylinder motion.
Tumkur et al. (2013a,b) were the first to show that a translational NES, con-
sisting of a mass allowed to translate along the axis of travel of the cylinder and
whose rectilinear motion is restrained by an essentially cubic spring and a lin-
ear viscous damper, can be used to passively mitigate VIV of a linearly-sprung
cylinder. They identified two types of nonlinear interaction of the NES mass
with the cylinder at Re = 100, namely, a time-periodic solution and a slowly
modulated response (SMR) corresponding to relaxation oscillations. They also
compared the performance of the translational NES to that of a tuned linear
absorber with equal mass, and demonstrated the superiority of the former in
regard to broadband vibration suppression. In subsequent efforts, Mehmood
et al. (2014) and more recently Dai et al. (2017) partially confirmed the findings
of Tumkur et al. (2013a) and likewise reported the existence of multiple stable
responses for the cylinder equipped with a translational NES, depending on the
NES parameters and initial conditions. Following their initial work, Tumkur
et al. (2013b) proposed a self-excited reduced-order model (ROM) of the fluid–
structure interaction (FSI) with the clearly stated objective to reproduce with
an easily tractable low-dimensional model the two TET mechanisms respon-
sible for passive VIV suppression seen in their high-dimensional finite-element
computations. Their approach was partly inspired by prior work of Gendelman
et al. (2010), in which the coupling of a translational NES to a rigid wing subject
to flutter in a subsonic flow was shown to result in partial or complete passive
suppression of aeroelastic instabilities.
More recently, Tumkur et al. (2017b) investigated the effect of coupling
a linearly-sprung cylinder undergoing VIV at intermediate Reynolds numbers
(20 ≤ Re ≤ 120) to a rotational NES, consisting of a mass that can freely rotate
at constant radius about the cylinder axis and from whose motion energy is
dissipated by a rotational linear viscous damper (Sigalov et al., 2012a,b; Gen-
delman et al., 2012). Tumkur et al. (2017b) found that coupling a rotational
NES to the oscillating cylinder not only results in significant passive suppres-
sion of VIV, but also gives rise to a variety of remarkable phenomena not found
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for transverse VIV with no such attachment. Specifically, they found situations
at values of Re close to 100 in which VIV suppression takes the form of an
intermittently chaotic response and is accompanied by a significant reduction
in lift and drag, as well as considerable elongation and symmetrization of the
vorticity distribution behind the cylinder. They also found situations at values
of the Reynolds number well below the critical value for the fixed cylinder, in
which the NES can either stabilize or destabilize the steady, symmetric solution
(Tumkur et al., 2017b).
1.3 Organization and main research objectives
This thesis builds on, and goes beyond, the pioneering work of Tumkur and co-
workers (2013a; 2013b; 2014; 2017b). Here, we propose to explore the nonlinear
interactions between the linearly-sprung cylinder, the attached NES, and the
fluid by combining the strengths of a high-fidelity spectral-element approach
to simulate the flow and powerful analytical techniques from nonlinear dynam-
ics. One critical objective of this work is to unravel the nonlinear mechanisms
governing targeted energy transfer between the rigid-body components and the
flow, and to thus better understand the associated alteration of the wake be-
hind the cylinder. Considerable effort will be devoted to gain insight into these
phenomena from a theoretical standpoint at low Re (close to 100), but we will
also investigate how TET seen for two-dimensional flows carries over to three-
dimensional laminar and turbulent regimes. As such, this thesis lies at the
crossroad of nonlinear dynamics, fluid mechanics, and computational science.
In chapter 2, we describe the computational approach used to simulate two-
dimensional flow past a linearly-sprung cylinder with and without an NES. The
two-dimensional computational code is validated by comparing our spectral-
element approach to standard literature results for three canonical cases at Re =
100, namely flow past a fixed cylinder, a cylinder subject to forced oscillation,
and a cylinder undergoing free VIV.
Chapters 3 to 6 center around the effect of a rotational NES on VIV at low-
to-intermediate values of the Reynolds number (20 ≤ Re ≤ 100). In chapter 3,
we recall some of the physical phenomena reported by Tumkur et al. (2017b)
at Re = 100, specifically the VIV-suppression mechanism in which the cylinder
undergoes repetitive cycles of slowly decaying oscillations interrupted by chaotic
bursts. We show that, as surmised by Tumkur (2014), this mechanism exists
over a wide range of NES parameters, and discuss the associated flow behavior.
We also extend the work of Tumkur et al. (2017b) and present evidence that the
nonlinearity of a rotational NES can be used to suppress the linear instability
of the steady, symmetric flow in a range of Reynolds number.
Chapter 4 provides as an analytical proof that the intermittently chaotic
solution discussed above is in fact the manifestation of a resonance capture
into a slow invariant manifold (SIM) that leads to TET from the cylinder to
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the NES, with capture into the SIM corresponding to transient cylinder stabi-
lization, and escape from the SIM to chaotic bursts. In chapter 5, we employ
proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) of the fluid variables to show that the
significant elongation of the wake seen in some of the intermittently chaotic
responses is the result of “leakage” of energy from the cylinder motion back to
the high-frequency, low-energy fluid modes.
Chapter 6 is a study of multiplicity and coexistence of long-time solutions
in VIV with a rotational NES at Re values below the fixed-cylinder critical
value. For fixed density ratio and NES parameters, we use an approach based
on inlet transients to excite the flow, and find situations in which different inlet
transients lead to different coexisting long-time solutions. In some cases, we
find as many as three unsteady long-time solutions, and one or more steady,
symmetric, motionless-cylinder solutions. This study lays the groundwork for
exploring basins of attraction of the Navier–Stokes equations in a relatively
simple flow, as well as transitions between, birth of, and disappearance of, the
long-time solutions.
In chapter 7, we consider VIV of a linearly-sprung cylinder equipped with a
translational NES and echo the conjecture put forth by Tumkur (2014) according
to which, for this system, no complete suppression could be achieved atRe = 100
because “the Kármán vortex street is well established and strong (based on the
magnitude of the lift coefficient), making the action of the translational NES
incapable of completely eliminating the LCO.” Tumkur (2014) hypothesized,
however, that complete elimination of limit-cycle oscillations may be possible at
lower Re. This is precisely the subject of chapter 7, in which we consider a value
of Re (48) slightly above the critical value for the fixed cylinder, and show that
different NES parameters lead to different VIV mechanisms, two of which being
characterized by partial VIV suppression, and one of which by nearly complete
suppression. Regions of existence of these mechanisms in the parameter space
are completely predicted by asymptotic analysis of an appropriate ROM of the
FSI dynamics.
Chapter 8 compiles results pertaining to three-dimensional VIV with and
without an NES. We begin by describing how the computational model and ap-
proach differ in the three-dimensional case as compared to the two-dimensional
one, and validate the 3-D code by computing several well-established results for
flow past a fixed cylinder. We then describe the methodology used to determine
the critical value for onset of three-dimensionality for that flow, and for flow
past a linearly-sprung cylinder with and without a rotational NES. We present
preliminary evidence that this onset is affected for the linearly-sprung cylinder.
We finally consider values of Re well into the turbulent regime, and investigate
how a rotational NES can be used for energy harvesting purposes in marine
flows.
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1.4 Use of notation
Because this thesis brings together results that have been published in different
journals, we make no attempt to develop a single set of non-overlapping notation
that unifies the variables used hereinafter. Rather, we have decided to adhere
as closely as possible to the notation used specifically in each publication. This
is done to avoid confusion between the work presented and the work referenced
to. Thus, certain variables may take on different meanings depending on the
context. In other words, a particular variable name may not retain its meaning
across chapters, and a particular variable may not have the same name from




Description and validation of the
computational approach
In this chapter, we describe the computational model used to simulate the fluid–
structure interaction problem in the absence of a nonlinear attachment and un-
der the assumption of two-dimensionality of the FSI dynamics. We consider
three classic examples of flow past a cylinder for which a large amount of ex-
perimental and computational data is available in the literature, namely, flow
past a fixed cylinder, a moving cylinder undergoing forced oscillations in the
direction transverse to the free stream, and a linearly-sprung cylinder under-
going transverse VIV. For these three configurations, we present the equations
of motion governing the dynamics of the system, and perform benchmark com-
putations at values of the parameters that allow direct comparison with results
available in the literature. The results presented herein aim to show that the
numerical algorithm performs as expected, and allow determination of compu-
tational parameters that guarantee robustness and convergence of the computed
solutions.
2.1 Physical model and computational
approach
2.1.1 Model for VIV
We consider two-dimensional (2-D) flow of an incompressible fluid (of density
ρf , kinematic viscosity ν, and with uniform upstream velocity U) past a rigid
circular cylinder of diameter D and mass Mcyl per unit length. The cylinder is
mounted on a linear spring of stiffness Kcyl per unit length and is only allowed
to execute rectilinear motion in the direction transverse to the free stream. The
density of the cylinder is denoted by ρb. We assume that the out-of-plane z-axis
(with which the cylinder axis is aligned) is vertical, so that gravitational effects
can be ignored. A schematic of the system is shown in figure 2.1.
The flow is governed by the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations,
∂v
∂τ
+ v ·∇v = −∇p+ 1
Re
∇2v, (2.1a)









Figure 2.1: Linearly-sprung circular cylinder in cross-flow undergoing vortex-
induced vibration.







v = ex, (2.2b)
where we have defined a dimensionless time τ = tU/D, a dimensionless cylinder
displacement y1 = Y/D, and we have scaled the length, velocity v and pressure p
by D, U and ρfU
2, respectively. In (2.2b), r is a dimensionless radial coordinate.
The Reynolds number Re = UD/ν is based on the diameter of the cylinder
and the free-stream velocity. Throughout this work, Γcyl denotes the cylinder
surface. (Note that when the cylinder is allowed to move, Γcyl is a function of
time.)









In the above equation, the lift force FL per unit length, which couples the rigid-






We note that, in terms of dimensionless flow quantities, the lift and drag coef-









(σ · n) · ex dΓ, (2.5b)
respectively, where σ is the dimensionless stress tensor, and n is the outward
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unit normal to the cylinder surface. The other dimensionless parameters appear-
ing in (2.3) are the ratio m∗ = ρb/ρf of the cylinder density to fluid density,
and a dimensionless natural frequency defined as
ω∗r






We note that, for “standard” VIV (i.e., free rectilinear oscillation of the cylinder
in the cross-stream direction and with no nonlinear attachment), there are only
three dimensionless parameters governing the problem, namely, the Reynolds
number Re, the density ratio m∗, and a dimensionless frequency f∗n defined
above.
Throughout this thesis, we consider only one value of the density ratio,
m∗ = 10, to facilitate comparison of our results to previous studies.
2.1.2 Computational approach
The Navier–Stokes equations are integrated numerically using Nek5000 (Fischer
et al., 2008), a spectral-element code that converges exponentially fast as the
polynomial order N used in each element increases. Nek5000 has been success-
fully applied to a variety of problems involving VIV with and without nonlinear
attachments (Tumkur et al., 2017b).
The Navier–Stokes equations are cast in an Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian
(ALE) frame and integrated forward in time using an unconditionally-stable
time-stepping scheme based on backward-differentiation/extrapolation discretiza-
tion formulas. The rigid-body motion is advanced using a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta scheme. The rigid-body equations and the discretized Navier–Stokes
equations, used to evaluate the lift coefficient, are solved in a staggered fashion;
i.e., we have assumed that, in the solution of the fluid–structure interaction
problem, there is no need for equilibrating iterations in each time step, since
the structure considered here is rigid, and provided that the time-step size is
chosen small enough. This assumption was shown to be satisfactory by Tumkur
(2014), who performed computations in which the fluid and structural responses
at each time step were computed iteratively, with insignificant effects on the re-
sponse of the system (compared to the solution obtained without equilibrating
iterations). Unless otherwise indicated, the time-step size is ∆τ = 2 × 10−3.
The cylinder is initially motionless, at its equilibrium position.
We show in figure 2.2 a computational domain on which the Navier–Stokes
equations are solved. We define the inflow length Lin as the distance between
the inlet boundary and the axis of travel of the cylinder, and similarly, the
outflow length Lout as the distance between the outlet boundary and the axis
of travel of the cylinder. The undisplaced cylinder center is located Lw away
and equidistantly from the side boundaries. Symmetry boundary conditions
are prescribed at the side boundaries. (These are no-penetration conditions
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equivalent to v · n = 0 and (∇v · t) · n = 0, where n and t are the unit
vectors normal and tangential to the boundary Γw, respectively.) A stress-free
boundary condition (σ · n = 0) is enforced at the outlet. The cylinder wall is
a free boundary on which the no-slip condition is satisfied. The velocity profile













Figure 2.2: Computational domain. The grounded support of the linear spring
should not be thought of as part of a physical boundary.
Throughout this work, we have used several domain sizes and, in turn, sev-
eral meshes, to discretize the Navier–Stokes equations. Figure 2.2 shows that,
for each mesh used, the corresponding domain size can be described by three
parameters (Lin, Lout, and Lw) which, if chosen poorly, can lead to incorrect
results. The cross-stream extent of the domain is particularly critical, because
if it is it chosen too small, blockage effects will be important (Prasanth et al.,
2006; Prasanth & Mittal, 2008). Table 2.1 makes the inventory of those spatial
discretization parameters (domain size, number of elements nelt, and polyno-
mial order) that were used to generate the results presented in the following
chapters. As discussed by Tumkur et al. (2017b), and in more detail below, the
computational parameters listed in table 2.1, together with a time-step size less
than, or equal to, ∆τ = 2× 10−3, guarantee adequate robustness of the results.
2.2 Validation of the computational approach
In this section, we validate our 2-D computational approach by computing flow
past a cylinder at Re = 100 in three configurations (namely, when the cylin-
der is held fixed, is subject to forced oscillations, and undergoes free VIV). For
the fixed cylinder and the linearly-sprung cylinder undergoing VIV, we present
results for those meshes that were introduced in table 2.1 (labeled M1a–M6).
These results are compared to previous literature data from experiments and
11
Mesh Lin/D Lout/D Lw/D nelt N
M1a 15 35 15 1348 7
M1b 15 35 15 1348 9
M2 24 72 36 2784 5
M3 12 36 12 3614 5
M4 12.6 19.8 24 964 7
M5 20 30 20 704 5
M6 8 24 12 316 5
Table 2.1: Parameters of the two-dimensional meshes used for the spectral-
element computations. Meshes M1a and M1b are identical, save for the poly-
nomial order N .
computations, which allows us to assess adequate spatial (and temporal) reso-
lution for the computational parameters considered.
2.2.1 Flow past a fixed cylinder
Flow past a fixed cylinder at Re = 100 has long been a test case for validating
computational code, leading to a large amount of available experimental or
computational data (Williamson, 1996).
As discussed by Williamson (1996), flow past a fixed cylinder is known to
become unsteady at a Reynolds number close to 47 through a Hopf bifurca-
tion. At Re = 100, the flow is believed to be two-dimensional, unsteady, and
time-periodic, with alternating vortices being shed behind, and generating an
oscillating lift force on, the cylinder. Figures 2.3(a,b) show time series for the
lift and drag coefficients computed with mesh M1b. After some initial tran-
sient (the duration of which depends on the initial conditions for the velocity of
the fluid and the computational details of the algorithm), the trajectory settles
into the well-known limit cycle in which the time series for the lift coefficient is
periodic with a frequency equal to the frequency of vortex shedding (i.e., the
Strouhal number St); and the frequency of the drag coefficient is equal to twice
the shedding frequency.
Figure 2.4 shows the distribution of the spanwise vorticity ωz at four equally-
spaced time instants in one shedding cycle. One recognizes the classic von
Kármán vortex street. As discussed by Williamson (1996), the wake possesses
the space-time symmetry
vx(x, y, τ) = vx(x,−y, τ + T/2), (2.7a)
vy(x, y, τ) = −vy(x,−y, τ + T/2), (2.7b)
p(x, y, τ) = p(x,−y, τ + T/2), (2.7c)
where T is the period associated with vortex shedding.
In table 2.2, we report values for Strouhal number St, maximum lift co-
efficient CL,max and average drag coefficient C̄D in the limit cycle, computed
12
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Figure 2.3: (a) Lift coefficient and (b) drag coefficient for flow past a fixed
cylinder at Re = 100.
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Figure 2.4: Vorticity distribution for flow past a fixed cylinder at Re = 100 at
(a) τ = τ0, (b) τ = τ0 + T/4, (c) τ = τ0 + T/2, and (d) τ = τ0 + 3T/4.
using the meshes listed in table 2.1. We compare the spectral-element results
to values reported previously in the literature for the same flow. We see that
the agreement is satisfactory. We also note the effect of blockage on the results.
Specifically, the average drag is somewhat lower for mesh M2 than for mesh M6,
corresponding to a blockage of less than 1% and more than 4%, respectively. It
is generally expected that high blockage tends to stabilize the flow (Prasanth
et al., 2006; Prasanth & Mittal, 2008).
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St CL,max C̄D
Stansby & Slaouti (1993) 0.166 0.350 1.320
Anagnostopoulos (1994) 0.167 0.270 1.200
Henderson (1995) 0.166 0.330 1.350
Zhou et al. (1999) 0.162 0.310 1.480
Shiels et al. (2001) 0.167 0.300 1.300
Tumkur (2014) 0.168 0.328 1.360
Tumkur et al. (2017b) 0.167 0.340 1.381
Present work:
M1a 0.167 0.336 1.372
M1b 0.167 0.336 1.372
M2 0.165 0.327 1.339
M3 0.170 0.336 1.372
M4 0.167 0.336 1.365
M5 0.167 0.330 1.347
M6 0.170 0.342 1.392
Table 2.2: Comparison of computed values for flow past a fixed cylinder at
Re = 100.
2.2.2 Flow past a cylinder undergoing forced oscillations
Flow past a cylinder undergoing forced sinusoidal oscillations has received just
as much attention as the fixed cylinder, largely due to the fact that it provides a
convenient framework for predicting VIV (Williamson & Roshko, 1988; Leontini
et al., 2006; Placzek et al., 2009). In the present context of code validation,
computation of this flow is a useful intermediate step between the simpler case
of a fixed cylinder and the more complicated linearly-sprung configuration in
which the motion of the cylinder (and therefore the mesh velocity) is not known
a priori.
Of the many results available in the literature focusing on forced cylinder
oscillations, we mention two that provide valuable insight into the dynamics of
the fluid–structure interaction. One of the early experimental studies in the
laminar regime (for Re ≤ 300) was done by Koopmann (1967) who established
that the flow strongly depends on the ratio f∗ of the shedding frequency fSt
to the external forcing frequency fext, and the amplitude A
∗ of the prescribed
cylinder oscillation. In particular, Koopmann (1967) showed that there is a
threshold amplitude below which synchronization (or “lock-in”) between the
lift and the cylinder motion is not possible; and that, for increasing values of A∗
above that threshold, synchronization occurs in an increasingly wider range of
f∗ values on both sides of f∗ = 1. Placzek et al. (2009) subsequently confirmed
Koopman’s findings in a computational study at Re = 100. In what follows, we
perform computations on mesh M1b using parameters identical to those used
by Placzek et al. (2009).
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The rectilinear motion of the cylinder is prescribed as
y1,p(τ) = A
∗ sin(2πfextτ) = A
∗ sin(2πf∗fStτ), (2.8)
where fSt = 0.167 is the shedding frequency for a fixed cylinder at Re = 100
(see table 2.2). We set the dimensionless amplitude A∗ to 0.25, which value is
above the threshold reported by Koopmann (1967) for this Reynolds number.
For these values of Re and A∗, Koopmann (1967) showed that synchronization
occurs in the range 0.85 ≤ f∗ ≤ 1.15. We therefore perform computations
for f∗ = 0.5, 0.9, 1.1 and 1.5, corresponding to synchronization and absence
of synchronization on either side of f∗ = 1. These are also the values of f∗
considered by Placzek et al. (2009).
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show time series and Fourier spectra of CL for the four
values of f∗ considered. Figures 2.6(b,c) clearly show that for f∗ = 0.9 and 1.1,
the time series for the lift coefficient is periodic, with a first harmonic coinciding
with the forcing frequency fext. This evidences synchronization between vortex
shedding and structural oscillations. In contrast, figures 2.6(a,d) show that for
f∗ = 0.5 and 1.5, the lift coefficient is composed of two dominant frequencies.



































Figure 2.5: Lift coefficient for flow past a cylinder subject to forced oscillations
at Re = 100 and (a) f∗ = 0.5, (b) f∗ = 0.9, (c) f∗ = 1.1, and (d) f∗ = 1.5.
We complement these time series and Fourier spectra with Lissajous plots
of CL versus y1 (see figure 2.7). For values of f
∗ in the synchronization range
(figures 2.7a and 2.7d), the response is time-periodic (with period 1/fext) and
the Lissajous curves are closed. On the other hand, for values of f∗ outside the
synchronization range (figures 2.7b and 2.7c), the response appears to be quasi-
15
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Figure 2.6: Fourier spectrum of CL computed over the window 100 ≤ τ ≤ 500
for (a) f∗ = 0.5, (b) f∗ = 0.9, (c) f∗ = 1.1, and (d) f∗ = 1.5.
periodic as the Lissajous curves densely fill the CL–y1 plane. These observations
are consistent with what has been reported by Placzek et al. (2009).
We finally show in figure 2.8 snapshots of the vorticity distribution for the
four values of f∗ considered, at a time instant in the asymptotic regime at which
the cylinder crosses the midplane y = 0. We note that, consistent with the re-
sults of Placzek et al. (2009), the vorticity distributions are reminiscent of the
von Kármán fixed-cylinder vortex street for values of f∗ leading to synchroniza-
tion, and are considerably different otherwise.
2.2.3 Flow past a linearly-sprung cylinder undergoing
VIV
We lastly consider flow past a linearly-sprung cylinder undergoing VIV at Re =
100. This constitutes a good computational test case, with more complexity
than the two previous configurations, as it is a moving-boundary problem in
which the fluid velocity on the moving boundary does not explicitly depend on
time, but is rather computed by simultaneously solving the rigid-body equations.
We set the dimensionless frequency f∗n to 0.167, which value is close to
the shedding frequency for the fixed cylinder (see table 2.2). It is well known
that, at super-critical Re, and when the structural frequency f∗n is close to
the shedding frequency, large-amplitude vibration of the cylinder arises from a
resonance mechanism between the lift force and the cylinder motion. This lock-


































Figure 2.7: Lissajous curve of CL versus y1 for (a) f
∗ = 0.5, (b) f∗ = 0.9, (c)
f∗ = 1.1, and (d) f∗ = 1.5.
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Figure 2.8: Vorticity distributions for (a) f∗ = 0.5, (b) f∗ = 0.9, (c) f∗ = 1.1,
and (d) f∗ = 1.5.
& Mittal, 2008) has been observed both computationally and experimentally for
a wide range of Re values in the laminar regime (between about 70 and 140 for
m∗ = 10). It has been shown that, for constant f∗n, lock-in between the cylinder
and the fluid is hysteretic, with a jump at the high-Re end of the synchronization
range (Williamson & Govardhan, 2004; Singh & Mittal, 2005; Tumkur et al.,
17
2013a).
For the above dimensionless parameters (Re = 100, f∗n = 0.167 and m
∗ =
10), we compute the response of the system using mesh M1b. Time series for y1,
CL, and CD (figure 2.9) show that the trajectory, after some initial transient,
settles into a time-periodic state in which y1 and CL oscillate at St, and CD at
2St. Comparison of figures 2.3a and 2.9b shows that the oscillation amplitude
of CL in the asymptotic regime is much higher in the linearly-sprung case than
in the fixed case. On the other hand, the mean value of CD is smaller in the
linearly-sprung case than in the fixed case. Figure 2.10 shows that at long times,
the wake is qualitatively similar to the fixed-cylinder von Kármán vortex street,
with alternating vortices being shed and space-time periodicity being preserved.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Cylinder displacement, (b) lift coefficient, and (c) drag coefficient
for flow past a linearly-sprung cylinder at Re = 100.
Table 2.3 compares computed values using the meshes in table 2.1 to pub-
lished results for the same flow. The results of Fischer et al. (2017) were com-
puted on mesh M4 using the spectral-element approach described above, save
for the algorithm used for mesh motion which was based on a Green’s func-
tion formulation introduced by Fischer et al. (2017). The results reported in
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Figure 2.10: Vorticity distribution for flow past a linearly-sprung cylinder at
Re = 100 at (a) τ = τ0, (b) τ = τ0+T/4, (c) τ = τ0+T/2, and (d) τ = τ0+3T/2.
table 2.3 validate our computational approach for two-dimensional flow past a
linearly-sprung cylinder.
St CL,max C̄D y1,max
Prasanth & Mittal (2008) 0.164 0.190 1.880 0.503
Fischer et al. (2017) 0.167 0.178 1.884 0.504
Tumkur et al. (2013a) 0.167 − − 0.490
Tumkur et al. (2017b) 0.167 − − 0.500
Present work:
M1a 0.167 0.168 1.887 0.501
M1b 0.167 0.169 1.887 0.501
M2 0.167 0.206 1.869 0.513
M3 0.167 0.169 1.887 0.501
M4 0.167 0.178 1.884 0.504
M5 0.167 0.195 1.873 0.508
M6 0.167 0.161 1.895 0.497
Table 2.3: Comparison of computed values for flow past a linearly-sprung cylin-
der at Re = 100.
2.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented and validated the computational approach that
will be used in the following chapters to compute flow past a linearly-sprung
cylinder with a nonlinear attachment. We considered three test cases (fixed
cylinder, cylinder subject to prescribed sinusoidal motion, and VIV of a linearly-
sprung cylinder) at Re = 100 for which a large amount of computational and
experimental data is readily available in the literature. In all three cases, we
found that our spectral-element framework guarantees adequate robustness and
convergence of the results with respect to the computational parameters.
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Chapter 3
Effect of a rotational NES on VIV at
low-to-intermediate Reynolds number
In this chapter, we investigate the extent to which the addition of a rotational
NES to the transverse VIV model presented in chapter 2 affects the flow and
the motion of the cylinder. Interaction of the rotational NES with the flow
is mediated by the cylinder, whose rectilinear motion is mechanically coupled
to rotational motion of the NES mass through essentially nonlinear inertial
coupling. Building upon the work of Tumkur et al. (2017b), we show that at
low-to-intermediate Re (between 20 and 100), the rotational NES gives rise to
a range of behavior not found in VIV of an NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder.
Specifically, we show that the NES can either stabilize or destabilize the steady,
symmetric, motionless-cylinder solution, and can induce conditions under which
suppression of VIV (and concomitant reduction in lift and drag) is accompa-
nied by a greatly elongated region of attached vorticity in the wake, as well as
conditions in which the cylinder motion and flow are temporally chaotic.
3.1 Formulation of the problem
We consider the two-dimensional VIV model introduced in §2.1.1, and augment
it with a rotational NES consisting of a mass MNES per unit length attached
to the cylinder and free to rotate at constant radius r0 about the cylinder
axis. The angular motion of the attached mass is retarded by a rotational linear
viscous damper with damping coefficient CNES per unit length. Inertial coupling
between the rectilinear motion of the cylinder and the rotational motion of the
NES allows energy to be transferred from the former to the latter, part of which
is dissipated by the linear rotational viscous damper. A schematic of the system
is shown in figure 3.1.
The equations governing the motion of the cylinder and the NES mass are
















where overdot denotes differentiation with respect to the dimensionless time τ ,












Figure 3.1: Linearly-sprung circular cylinder in cross-flow equipped with a ro-
tational NES.
with respect to the nonrotating part of the cylinder. We take θ = 0 to coincide
with the positive y-axis. These equations are coupled to the flow via the lift
coefficient CL defined in (2.4). The other dimensionless parameters include the
ratio m∗ = ρb/ρf of the density of the NES-equipped cylinder to that of the








of the linear spring. The presence of the NES introduces three additional di-





of the NES mass per unit length (idealized to lie at a point or on a line a distance
r0 from its axis of rotation) to the sum of the total mass of the cylinder (the










We now make several remarks regarding the nature of the coupling between
the cylinder and the rotational NES. First, we do not restrict our attention
to a lightweight NES mass (0 < ε  1) as is usually done in the context of
weakly nonlinear coupling (Vakakis et al., 2008), but rather consider values
of the mass ratio that might be a significant fraction of the overall cylinder
mass (0 < ε < 1). This, in addition to the fact that linearization of (3.1b)
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about any equilibrium position (θ = nπ, with n an integer) yields no linear
terms, makes the inertial coupling between the NES mass and the cylinder
essentially nonlinear (Sigalov et al., 2012b). Essential nonlinearity is a key
attribute of the rotational NES since, lacking a preferential resonance frequency,
it is capable of engaging in resonance capture with the cylinder (directly) and
the surrounding fluid (indirectly) over a broad range of excitation frequencies.
Weak dissipation, characterized in the system by λ, is the second prerequisite
for realizing targeted energy transfer (TET) from the cylinder to the rotating
mass. In many situations, this transfer of energy from the primary structure
to the nonlinear dissipative attachment occurs in a one-way, quasi-irreversible
fashion, thus making the rotational NES an efficient vibration suppression device
(Vakakis et al., 2008).
The circular cylinder is initially motionless at its equilibrium position, while
the NES initial conditions are selected as θ(0) = θ0 and θ̇(0) = 0. We note that,
if the NES is initially motionless at θ0 = nπ, then it remains so for all τ > 0.
In this case, the rectilinear motion of the cylinder is coupled only to the flow,
and the dynamics is identical to flow past an NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder.
Throughout this thesis, we refer to a situation in which
vx(x, y, τ) = vx(x,−y, τ), (3.6a)
vy(x, y, τ) = −vy(x,−y, τ), (3.6b)
p(x, y, τ) = p(x,−y, τ), (3.6c)
as a symmetric flow. (Note that the corresponding vorticity distribution is anti-
symmetric.) We refer to the situation in which there is no cylinder motion, and
the flow is symmetric and steady, as an SSMC (steady, symmetric, motionless-
cylinder) solution.
3.2 VIV of a linearly-sprung cylinder equipped
with a rotational NES at Re = 100
In this section, we assume that θ0 = π/2, the Reynolds number is fixed at
Re = 100, and the dimensionless natural frequency f∗n is set to 0.167, which
value is close to the Strouhal number at Re = 100 (see table 2.2). The results
presented in this section were computed using mesh M1b.
We mention that we observed no sensitivity of the phenomena reported
herein to changes in the initial value of the NES angular displacement (with
other initial conditions set to zero). However, strong sensitivity of the long-time
solution to other initial conditions (e.g., different initial angular displacement
of the NES mass, or application of an asymmetric finite-duration inlet transient
for the fluid velocity) is possible.
Time-frequency analysis is performed by means of the Morlet wavelet trans-
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form (Grossmann & Morlet, 1984; Argoul & Le, 2003), which provides insight
into the dynamic evolutions of the main frequency components of the transient
responses. In the wavelet spectra shown throughout this thesis, dark and light
areas correspond to regions where the amplitude of the wavelet transform is
high and low, respectively. Such plots allow for identification of transitions be-
tween different regimes of the response as the nonlinear system evolves, and can
thus be regarded as dynamic analogs of the classic Fourier transform, whose ap-
plicability is restricted to stationary signals and which provides the frequency
content of a signal in an averaged sense (Kerschen et al., 2006; Vakakis et al.,
2008). Other techniques such as the Hilbert–Huang transform (Huang et al.,
1998; Kerschen et al., 2008), which are widely used in reduced-order modeling of
nonlinear systems, have limited relevance to the present analysis and therefore
will not be considered here.
3.2.1 Physical phenomena
We first recall the recent work of Tumkur et al. (2017b), who established the
existence of at least three passive VIV-suppression mechanisms that have been
attributed to nonlinear interactions between the flow, the cylinder and the rota-
tional NES. The first suppression mechanism reported by Tumkur et al. (2017b)
is characterized by a strongly modulated response of the cylinder which under-
goes relaxation oscillations, and whose transverse displacement is reduced by
about 71% compared to the NES-less case. The second suppression mechanism,
which shows a reduction of nearly 50% of the cylinder displacement, is char-
acterized by a 1:1:1 resonance lock-in between the NES, the cylinder and the
lift.
In what follows, however, we focus on the third suppression mechanism,
which features repetitive cycles of slowly decaying cylinder motion interrupted
by intermittent chaotic oscillations (Tumkur, 2014; Tumkur et al., 2017b). We
do so in recognition of the fact that the strongly modulated response of the first
suppression mechanism is ubiquitous in NES-equipped systems under external
forcing or self-excitation; and the second suppression mechanism is characterized
by a periodic long-time solution. In contrast, the third suppression mechanism is
by far the most interesting of the three, as it refers to neither periodic nor quasi-
periodic long-time solutions, but rather exhibits significantly richer and more
complex dynamics. We also emphasize that the striking changes in the wake
structure are specific to the third suppression mechanism, and that no compa-
rable changes in the flow were found in the first two suppression mechanisms,
for which the wake structure remains quite similar to that of the fixed-cylinder
von Kármán vortex street, with small differences being attributable to cylinder
motion.
For NES parameters ε = 0.3, λ = 0.0034 and r̄0 = 0.5, Tumkur et al. (2017b)
showed that the fluid–structure interaction is characterized by successive cycles
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Figure 3.2: Vorticity distribution for VIV of a linearly-sprung cylinder with no
NES at Re = 100.
of regular motion of the cylinder and the NES, interspersed by chaotic bursts.
During each interval of regular motion, the amplitude of cylinder oscillation
gradually decreases, and the rotational NES executes unidirectional rotational
motion. As each such slowly decaying cycle progresses, the amplitude of the lift
coefficient decreases drastically, and so does that of the drag coefficient, which
assumes a nearly constant value toward the end of the cycle.
Frequency analysis shows that, during each slowly decaying cycle, the recti-
linear motion of the cylinder, the rotational motion of the NES, and the lift are
dominated by a frequency close to, but not equal to, the Strouhal frequency.
This frequency slowly decreases with time and reaches a local minimum right
before the slowly decaying cycle ends, and the dynamics transitions toward in-
stability. This phenomenon has been correlated to an increase of NES-induced
effective mass of the coupled system as the cycle progresses (Tumkur et al.,
2017b).
Even more interesting, as the lift coefficient approaches zero and the drag
coefficient tends to a local minimum, the structure of the wake aft of the cylinder
changes noticeably. In the far field, the strength of the vortices is significantly
lower compared to the fixed-cylinder von Kármán vortex street and the NES-
less linearly sprung case (shown in figure 3.2). In the near field, the attached
vorticity is considerably elongated and straightened, which strongly suggests
that the steady, symmetric, motionless-cylinder solution (unstable at Re = 100)
is partially stabilized due to the action of the NES on the flow, mediated by the
cylinder motion (Tumkur et al., 2017b).
Motivated by these results, obtained by Tumkur et al. (2017b) for a particu-
lar set of NES parameters (ε = 0.3, λ = 0.0034 and r̄0 = 0.5), we perform a para-
metric study to determine the range of NES parameters over which the slowly
decaying behavior exists, and how the time series of the rigid-body quantities
as well as the structure of the wake are affected by changes in NES parameters.
An extensive series of numerical simulations indicated that this mechanism does
not persist for values of the mass ratio exceeding 0.4. Therefore, for each value
of ε between 0.05 and 0.35, we coarsely scan the parameter space to determine
what (not necessarily unique) combinations of dimensionless damping coefficient
and radius lead to the slowly decaying behavior. The results of this parametric
search are compiled in figure 3.3, which shows combinations of NES parameters
for which intermittent chaotic bursts followed by slowly decaying motion were
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observed.
There is no a priori reason that such a region should be continuous in the
parameter space, although both λ and r̄0 appear to depend continuously and
monotonically on the mass ratio, rather than randomly. Therefore, figure 3.3
should not be interpreted as an indication that there exists a continuous region
containing the type of previously described solutions, but merely as a demonstra-
tion that slowly decaying solutions exist over a wide range of NES parameters.
There may be a deterministic dependence of λ and r̄0 on ε; however, whether
this observation bears any physical significance is unclear and lies beyond the















Figure 3.3: NES parameters for which slowly decaying, intermittently bursting
solutions are found.
Among all triplets of NES parameters represented in figure 3.3, we identify
at least two distinct mechanisms by which the system alternates between slowly
decaying cycles and instability bursts, which we illustrate in figure 3.4. For
values of ε between 0.05 and 0.18 (see figure 5.1a), the response of the cylinder
during the slowly decaying portion is dominated by a frequency that remains
very close to the Strouhal number (see figures 3.5(a, c, e, g)). Additional har-
monics may be observed for values of ε between 0.09 and 0.18, owing to strongly
nonlinear resonance interactions between the NES, the cylinder and the fluid.
(We note that these additional harmonics seem much less pronounced or even
absent from the response for values of ε smaller than 0.09.) The decay in the
amplitude of cylinder oscillations is slow, and the amplitude of the lift coeffi-
cient does not exhibit strong variations throughout the cycle. As will be shown
later, such small values of ε (less than 0.1) are desirable in that they fall within
the range of traditional asymptotic analysis, where the mass ratio is the small
parameter of the problem.
For values of ε between 0.23 and 0.4 (cf. figure 5.1b), the response of the
system remains qualitatively similar to what has been previously reported by
Tumkur et al. (2017b). That is, during the slowly decaying portion of the
solution, the cylinder and NES responses are dominated by a single, slowly
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decreasing frequency with small or even negligible higher or lower harmonics
(see figures 3.5(b, d, f, h)). The decays in amplitude of the cylinder, drag
force and lift force oscillations are much more pronounced compared to lower
values of ε. The minimum value of the drag force reached toward the end of
the slowly decaying cycle diminishes as well. The drastic change in the vorticity
distribution in the wake of the cylinder from the beginning to the end of the
slowly decaying cycle is evident from figures 5.1d and 5.1f, as opposed to what
is seen in figures 5.1c and 5.1e.
3.2.2 Quantitative measures of wake elongation and
partial wake stabilization
Based on these results, we wish to assess the effect that the NES has on the
surrounding flow, and in particular we aim to develop numerical measures that
quantify the extent to which the NES partially stabilizes the steady symmet-
ric motionless-cylinder (SSMC) solution, unstable at Re = 100. To this end,
we propose two measures, one measuring wake asymmetry, and the other mea-









for measuring the temporal perturbation from the SSMC flow, which we denote
by vsteady(x, y), where ωz, steady(x, y) = [∇ × vsteady(x, y)] · ez. This measure
provides a strong indication regarding the degree to which the rotating NES
partially stabilizes the steady symmetric flow during the slowly decaying part
of the cycle. However, use of (3.7) alone to characterize the effect of the NES
on the flow is not sufficient, for several reasons. First, if the NES leads to
a flow that is nearly steady and symmetric, but is significantly different from
vsteady(x, y), then G(τ) will be nearly steady, but not close to zero. Second, the
nearly symmetric state induced by the NES is quite different than the SSMC
solution, with the wake of the former having a considerably shorter axial extent
than that of the latter. As a result, one should not expect G to approach zero,
indicating only partial stabilization of the wake aft of the oscillating cylinder.
Third, there is no well-defined upper bound forG(τ), which makes interpretation
of its time-average difficult.
Thus, we propose an additional measure to complement G, which focuses



































































































































Figure 3.4: Time series for NES parameters (a) ε = 0.05, r̄0 = 0.85, λ = 0.054,
and (b) ε = 0.33, r̄0 = 0.458, λ = 0.002745, along with vorticity distributions
(c) at tU/D = 1159.6 (red line in (a)), (d) at tU/D = 1499.2 (red line in (b)),
(e) at tU/D = 1480 (blue line in (a)), and (f) at tU/D = 2302.4 (blue line in
(b)).
where y = 0 is the midline passing through the fore and aft stagnation points
of the cylinder. It is simple to show that 0 ≤ H(t) ≤ 1, with the lower bound
being achieved only if the vorticity distribution is perfectly antisymmetric (cor-
responding to a “symmetric” velocity field).
We compute the two aforementioned instantaneous measures for several val-
ues of ε (and values of λ and r̄0 chosen according to the data points in figure
3.3) to study the unsteadiness and asymmetry of the flow over one slowly decay-
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Figure 3.5: Wavelet spectra of (a, b) Y/D, (c, d) sin θ, (e, f) CL, and (g, h) CD,
for NES parameters ε = 0.05, r̄0 = 0.85, λ = 0.054 (left panel), and ε = 0.33,
r̄0 = 0.458, λ = 0.002745 (right panel).
ing cycle. The spatial integration in (3.7) and (3.8) is performed on a domain
that lies within the original computational domain as the cylinder oscillates,
and whose cross-stream extent spans 4D on both sides of the cylinder center,
and extends 4D upstream and 20D downstream of it. Figure 3.6 shows that
the measures of unsteadiness and asymmetry decrease as the system progresses
through the slowly decaying cycle, until they both reach local minima. (We
note that these minima vary from cycle to cycle.) This state of minimal mea-
sures coincides with the end of the slowly-decaying cycle and the transition of
the dynamics towards instability and chaos (Tumkur et al., 2017b). Past this
point in time, the measures G and H grow, as the response gains amplitude and
becomes chaotic.
These results indicate that the unsteadiness and asymmetry of the flow con-
tinuously decrease during the slowly decaying intervals of the solution, suggest-
ing that the dissipative action of the NES gradually (but partially) stabilizes




Figure 3.6: Evolution of the measure of unsteadiness G and measure of asym-
metry H for the flow during one slowly decaying cycle for NES parameters: (a)
ε = 0.11, r̄0 = 0.856, λ = 0.0153, and (b) ε = 0.26, r̄0 = 0.584 and λ = 0.004.
of partial stabilization and the beginning of an interval of intermittent instabil-
ity that persists until the cycle repeats itself after some finite-duration chaotic
transient. We note that, for lower values of ε, the frequency contents of G and
H appear to be much richer than the corresponding content for higher values
of ε. The amplitude of oscillations of these measures is also noticeably smaller
in the latter case.
Following these computations, we compare the structure of the vorticity field
for the NES-equipped cylinder, to those for an NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder
and a fixed cylinder. In the NES-equipped case, the time instants at which snap-
shots of the vorticity field are taken correspond to those time instants at which
the measure G reaches a local minimum over a given slowly decaying cycle (i.e.,
just before the transition to transient chaos). Figure 3.7 suggests that smaller
values of ε do not lead to significant elongation of the attached vorticity com-
pared to the fixed-cylinder and NES-less VIV cases. However, as ε increases, the
downstream vorticity is noticeably elongated and more straight, with maximum
elongation apparently seen for ε = 0.25 (up to nearly ten cylinder diameters






Figure 3.7: Vorticity distribution for (a) a fixed cylinder, (b) an NES-less sprung
cylinder, and (c–h) an NES-equipped cylinder with parameters (c) ε = 0.07,
r̄0 = 0.929, λ = 0.031, (d) ε = 0.13, r̄0 = 0.82, λ = 0.012, (e) ε = 0.2, r̄0 = 0.71,
λ = 0.006, (f) ε = 0.25, r̄0 = 0.6, λ = 0.0039, (g) ε = 0.31, r̄0 = 0.493, λ =
0.003027, and (h) ε = 0.35, r̄0 = 0.415, λ = 0.0028. The vorticity distributions
are visualized on a domain extending one cylinder diameter (1D) upstream,
30D downstream of the cylinder center, and 4D in the cross-stream direction.
diminishes slightly, but is still much more pronounced than for smaller ε.
To provide quantitative verification of these observations, we introduce an




where T refers to the first slowly decaying cycle seen in a given computation. We
compute the value of Ḡ for several of the combinations of NES parameters shown
in figure 3.3. This allows assessment of the extent to which the NES parameters
affect partial stabilization of the wake. Figure 3.8 shows the dependence of Ḡ
on the mass ratio ε, when the other NES parameters are selected according to
the data shown in figure 3.3. The measure Ḡ reaches a global minimum for
ε = 0.25, which indicates that, within the limits of our computational study,
this particular value of ε leads to “maximum” partial stabilization of the SSMC
solution. The corresponding time series is shown in figure 3.9. We note that we
did not perform any averaging of these measures over several consecutive slowly
decaying cycles within a simulation, or for combinations of NES parameters
other than those identified in figure 3.3. Therefore, we do not claim these
results to be optimized in any way. Rather, we focus on an emerging trend and
argue that a) during the slowly decaying cycle, the NES attempts to stabilize
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the SSMC solution; and b) the degree to which the SSMC solution is partially
stabilized by the NES strongly depends on the value of the mass ratio, and in a
non-monotonic way.
Figure 3.8: Dependence of the measure of unsteadiness Ḡ during a slowly de-
caying cycle on mass ratio, and with the other NES parameters selected from
the data of figure 3.3.
Figure 3.9: Time history of the slowly-decaying and intermittently chaotic burst-
ing response for NES parameters ε = 0.25, r̄0 = 0.6 and λ = 0.0039.
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3.3 Effect of a rotational NES on the linear
stability of the steady, symmetric,
motionless-cylinder solution
3.3.1 Preliminaries and notation
In this section, we address the question of how a rotational NES affects the
stability of the SSMC solution. We use alternate scalings for the NES damping
coefficient and the spring constant in such a way that the corresponding dimen-
sionless parameters do not depend on the free-stream velocity U . We do so in
recognition of the fact that Reynolds number variations are commonly achieved
experimentally by changing the free-stream velocity.
We introduce the new parameters




where f∗n, r̄0 and λ were defined in (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5), respectively. We then


































For a fixed cylinder, the SSMC solution is known to lose stability at Re ≈ 47
through a Hopf bifurcation (Williamson, 1996). Tumkur et al. (2017a) recently
investigated the stability of the SSMC solution for flow past an NES-less linearly-
sprung cylinder for m∗ = 10. They used a noninfinitesimal asymmetric inlet
transient to disturb an initially motionless cylinder, and showed that the sta-
bility of the SSMC solution depends strongly on Re and g∗n. Specifically, they
found that the stability boundary is single-valued for sufficiently large and small
values of 1/g∗n, and triple-valued in an intermediate range of 1/g
∗
n. In addition,
they showed that the SSMC solution for flow past a sprung cylinder can be
unstable well below the fixed-cylinder value of Recrit, which they found to be
Refixedcrit = 46.05 (Tumkur et al., 2017a).
Tumkur et al. (2017b) subsequently investigated the effect of a rotational
NES on the stability of the SSMC solution. One key finding is that lineariza-
tion of (2.1a), (2.1b), (3.11a) and (3.11b) about an SSMC state with an NES
displacement of θs leads to an eigenvalue problem in which ζ and ε sin
2 θs are
the only dimensionless parameters beyond Re, m∗, and g∗n. In other words,
while the solution of the initial-value problem (and hence the dynamics) for the
full nonlinear problem depends on Re, m∗, and g∗n, r̄0, ζ, ε, and θs, the linear
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stability of an SSMC solution only depends on Re, g∗n, m
∗, ζ, and ε sin2 θs, but
not on r̄0 or separately on ε or the steady angular displacement θs. Based on
this, or on examination of (3.11a, 3.11b), it is clear that for θs = nπ (n an
integer), the linear stability analysis of the SSMC solution reduces to that for
the NES-less sprung cylinder. (On physical grounds, it is clear that this must be
so, because if θ = nπ and dθ/dτ = 0, there is no longer any inertial coupling.)
Tumkur et al. (2017b) computed the stability boundary for the NES-equipped
system with ε = 0.3, ζ = 4/3, r̄0 = 0.3, and θs = π/2, and found it to be quali-
tatively similar to the NES-less case. In particular, the NES-equipped stability




Here, we extend the results of Tumkur et al. (2017b) and consider two additional
values of the combination parameter ε sin2 θs (0.15 and 0.6) with the other
parameters identical to those used by Tumkur et al. (2017b). All the results
were computed with the same inlet transient as in Tumkur et al. (2017b), given
by










for 0 ≤ τ ≤ 25, and vx(0, y, τ) = 1 for τ > 25. (The cross-stream component of
the velocity at the inlet was zero for all τ .) The coefficient q governs the degree
of asymmetry of the inlet transient, and was set to 10−4, corresponding to very
small asymmetry. Computations were performed on mesh M3 (see table 2.1)
with ∆τ = 10−3, as was done by Tumkur et al. (2017b).
As discussed by Tumkur et al. (2017b), a final value of θ differing only slightly
from the initial value can occur only as a limiting case when the asymmetry of
the inlet transient tends to zero. Hence, the base flow is judged to be stable
only if the long-time solution (computed using the full nonlinear equations) is
an SSMC solution with θ tending to the initial value as q → 0. In contrast,
situations in which the long-time solution is an unsteady solution, or an SSMC
solution with θ differing noninfinitesimally from the initial value, are deemed
unstable.
Figure 3.10 shows the stability boundaries for NES parameters ζ = 4/3,
r̄0 = 0.3, and for four values of the combination parameter ε sin
2 θs (0, 0.15, 0.3,
and 0.6). Variation of the combined parameter was done by letting θs = π/2
and changing ε accordingly. We also note that the stability boundaries for
ε sin2 θs = 0 and 0.3 are identical to those computed by Tumkur et al. (2017b).
We now make several remarks. First, figure 3.10 shows that the four stability
boundaries are qualitatively similar, being single-valued for sufficiently large and
small values of 1/g∗n, and triple-valued in an intermediate range of 1/g
∗
n. Second,
the region in the Re–1/g∗n plane in which the SSMC solution for flow past a
linearly-sprung cylinder (whether it is equipped with an NES or not) is stable,











































































































































































































































is consistent with the proof by Tumkur et al. (2017b) that there cannot exist
linearly stable SSMC solutions of the NES-less and NES-equipped problems
above Refixedcrit . Third, the stability boundaries appear to deform continuously
as ε sin2 θs varies. This is because, for such problems, the real and imaginary
parts of the eigenvalues are expected to vary continuously with the parameters
(Joseph, 1967; Zebib, 1987; Dušek et al., 1994; Giannetti & Luchini, 2007; Sipp
& Lebedev, 2007).
We note that the NES has the effect of shifting the double-Hopf point (de-
noted by B for the NES-less sprung-cylinder case in figure 3.10) to a larger
value of 1/g∗n as ε sin
2 θs increases. For ε sin
2 θs = 0, 0.15, 0.3, and 0.6, we
estimate the double-Hopf point to be at 1/g∗n = 0.119, 0.128, 0.140, and 0.172,
respectively. Comparison to the NES-less sprung-cylinder case shows that, for
increasing values of ε sin2 θs, the right turning point C is at larger values of
1/g∗n and Re, while the left turning point D is displaced to larger values of 1/g
∗
n
and smaller Re. The asymptotic behavior as 1/g∗n → 0 is virtually identical for
all values of ε sin2 θs. In contrast, in the limit 1/g
∗
n → ∞, the upper branch
(denoted by D–E in the NES-less case) appears to approach the fixed-cylinder
asymptote more slowly as ε sin2 θs increases.
The stability boundaries shown in figure 3.10 demonstrate that, below the
fixed-cylinder critical value, a rotational NES can stabilize the SSMC solution,
in the sense that there are combinations of Re and 1/g∗n for which the SSMC
solution is unstable absent an NES and stable with an NES. The stability bound-
aries also show that in the same range of Re, an NES can destabilize the SSMC
solution. This raises the question of how an NES might be used at higher Re, to
not only change the amplitude of VIV, but also to possibly completely suppress
VIV. We note that the ability of the NES to completely suppress VIV is a strong
function of ε sin2 θs, and that when θs is equal to an integer multiple of π, the
NES has no effect on the flow. If one thinks of the VIV suppression “design”
problem as one in which the goal is to use the NES to “bleed off” energy from
incipient rectilinear motion, then one approach would be to initially place the
rotating mass at θ = π/2, where (3.11a, 3.11b) show that “maximum coupling”
is obtained in the case of small-amplitude oscillations.
With this in mind, we perform a computation at Re = 24 and 1/g∗n = 0.3,
with ε = 0.3. Figure 3.10 shows that this combination of Re and 1/g∗n lies
between the NES-less stability boundary (with ε sin2 θs = 0) and the NES-
equipped one with ε sin2 θs = 0.3. In other words, for this combination of
Re and 1/g∗n, the SSMC solution is unstable for ε sin
2 θs = 0, but stable for
ε sin2 θs = 0.3. The NES mass is initially at rest at θ = 0. Figure 3.11 shows
that because the combination of Re and 1/g∗n is unstable for ε sin
2 θs = 0, the
trajectory initially approaches the standard VIV limit cycle. (Note that there is
no NES motion as the VIV develops because the NES is initially motionless at
θ = 0.) At τ = 500, when the cylinder displacement and lift have just reached
their asymptotic limit-cycle values, the NES mass is instantly displaced from
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θ = 0 to π/2, and released. This triggers TET from the rectilinear motion of the
cylinder to the rotation of the NES which is immediately set in motion. In just a
few convective time units, the NES rapidly swings several 2π, and concomitantly
dissipates energy from the cylinder motion which is reduced by nearly 85%
between τ = 500 and τ = 545. The NES continues to bleed off kinetic energy
from the motion of the cylinder until the latter becomes motionless. By that
time, the NES has settled at a steady angular displacement of θ∞ ≈ 9.25π. This
steady value of θ corresponds to ε sin2 θs ≈ 0.15, for which figure 3.10 shows
that the combination Re = 24 and 1/g∗n = 0.3 is a stable one.
(a)











































Figure 3.11: Time series for Re = 24, 1/g∗n = 0.3, where the NES is initially
motionless at θ = 0 and released from θ = π/2 at τ = 500.
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This computation is proof that the nonlinearity inherent to the NES can
be used to suppress a linear instability mechanism. It also shows that the
rotational NES could be used in an experimental context as a “switch,” which
could be turned on and off at will to induce either an oscillatory time-periodic
state or a steady, quiet one.
3.4 Conclusions
We showed that, for a linearly-sprung cylinder undergoing transverse VIV and
equipped with a rotational NES, the mechanism of passive VIV suppression
reported upon by Tumkur et al. (2017b) and characterized by successions of
cycles of regular, slowly decaying motion interrupted by intermittent chaotic
bursts, exists over a wide range of NES parameters at Re = 100. We find that
lower values of the mass ratio demand a stronger damping coefficient λ and a
larger radius r̄0 for such cycles to occur (and, in contrast, higher values of ε
require much weaker damping and a smaller radius), and observe qualitative
differences in the response and the wake behind the cylinder depending on the
size of the mass ratio relative to other parameters. We also investigated the
effect of a rotational NES on the linear stability of the SSMC solution. We
found that the NES can either stabilize or destabilize the SSMC solution in
a wide range of Re and 1/g∗n values. This result paves the way for designing
devices in which the NES can be used to switch the flow between a steady state
and a time-periodic one.
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Chapter 4
Resonance capture on slow invariant
manifold in VIV with rotational NES
In this chapter, we show that the repetitive cycles of slowly decaying motion
interrupted by chaotic bursts described in chapter 3 result from successive reso-
nance captures on, and escapes from, a slow invariant manifold of the dynamics.
During each resonant episode, the cylinder, the rotational NES and the flow are
engaged in a regime of 1:1:1 resonance, thus leading to targeted energy transfer
from the fluid and the oscillating cylinder to the NES. We analytically study
the dynamics of the system in this regime of resonance during which the succes-
sion of slowly decaying cycles occurs. In our asymptotic analysis, we focus on
cases where the mass ratio ε is either small or finite. For small values of ε, we
show that, after proper complexification–averaging of the equations of motion,
the resonant fluid–structure interaction dynamics is amenable to multiple-scales
analysis. For larger values of the mass ratio, however, we solely rely on a slow-
fast partition of the dynamics to study the slowly decaying cycle. In both cases,
we find good agreement between direct numerical simulations of the full-order
system and the approximate analysis, thus demonstrating that the slowly de-
caying cycles interrupted by chaotic bursts are caused by successive resonance
captures on, and escapes from, an underlying slow invariant manifold of the
1:1:1 resonant dynamics. These analytical results pave the way for predictive
design of nonlinear energy sinks for optimal flow stabilization.
4.1 Order reduction of the fluid–structure
interaction dynamics
We wish to analytically study the dynamics of the system governed by (3.1a,
3.1b) in the regime of resonance during which the slowly decaying cycles dis-
cussed in §3.2.1, arise. We showed in §3.2 that there are qualitative differences
in the fluid–structure interaction dynamics depending on the value of the mass
ratio ε. In particular, the slowly decaying cycle for small ε features qualita-
tively different dynamics compared to finite values of ε. From an asymptotic
perspective as well, these two cases differ significantly. Hence, the analytical
treatment of the equations that ultimately reduces the dynamics to a low-order
model needs to account for the size of parameter ε compared to the other sys-
tem parameters involved in the problem. This leads us to consider two cases,
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namely, small and finite values of the mass ratio.
A critical aspect of the reduced-order analysis is the treatment of the lift co-
efficient, which is the only term in (3.1a) that couples the motion of the cylinder
(and indirectly the NES) to that of the fluid, and for which an explicit expres-
sion as a function of time is not available since it it determined by numerically
solving the Navier–Stokes equations. There are at least two options to construct
an approximate model of the temporal evolution of the lift coefficient. One ap-
proach consists of considering an “open-loop” interaction between the fluid and
the cylinder, in which the lift coefficient is simply replaced with an a priori
known, prescribed forcing term on the right-hand side of (3.1a). Numerical
data for CL during the regime of interest generally provides enough information
to formulate such an ansatz, which for our purposes can be taken as a simple
single-frequency harmonic forcing. Other, more elaborate reduced-order models
of the fluid-structure interaction entail the use of a wake oscillator, i.e., the addi-
tion to the original two-degree-of-freedom system (3.1a, 3.1b) of (generally) one
ordinary differential equation that governs the evolution of the lift coefficient
and couples it to that of the cylinder. Van der Pol and Rayleigh oscillators are
typically good candidates for such “closed-loop” modeling (Hartlen & Currie,
1970; Iwan & Blevins, 1974; Nayfeh et al., 2003; Facchinetti et al., 2004; Gabbai
& Benaroya, 2005).
In the following, we opt for the former approach and use a data-driven
modeling procedure for the lift coefficient, which we consider as an external
forcing term on the right-hand side of (3.1a). The form of the approximate
ansatz ĈL is dictated by conclusions drawn from time histories and wavelet
spectra (see figures 3.4 and 3.5) obtained by direct numerical simulations (DNS).
As will be shown, this approach yields excellent results, despite its deceiving
simplicity.
4.1.1 Case of small mass ratios
When the mass ratio is small (i.e., ε  1), it can be considered as the small
parameter of the asymptotic analysis. As discussed in §3.2.1, the time series
obtained from DNS show that, in this particular case, the dominant frequency
of the lift coefficient does not deviate much from the Strouhal frequency (see
also the left panel in figure 3.5). Also, the amplitude of the lift coefficient is
nearly constant throughout the slowly decaying cycle, and roughly of the same
order of magnitude as that of the mass ratio (figure 3.4a). Therefore, in the
limit of small mass ratios, the lift coefficient is approximated by the ansatz
2ĈL
πm∗
= εA sin(ωτ + η). (4.1)
In this expression, A is an O(1) quantity, η accounts for possible phase lag with
the cylinder oscillation, and ω = ω∗r (1 + εσ), where σ characterizes the small
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detuning from the Strouhal frequency and ω∗r was defined in (3.2). Under these
assumptions, we rewrite the dimensionless equations of motion (3.1a, 3.1b) as






(θ̇ sin θ) + εA sin(ωτ + η) (4.2a)
θ̈ + λθ̇ = −ω∗r 2
y1
r̄0
sin θ +O(ε), (4.2b)
where we have included an additional term (ελsẏ1) that accounts for weak linear
viscous damping of the cylinder motion and makes the analysis more general,
although the damping coefficient λs was set to zero in all of our numerical
simulations.
In the next step, we perform an asymptotic analysis of (4.2a, 4.2b) based
on a slow–fast partition of the transient dynamics in the regime of 1:1:1 reso-
nance. We apply the method of complexification–averaging (CX–A) described
by Manevitch (2001). To this end, we introduce the representations
ẏ1(τ) + jωy1(τ) = φ(τ)e
jωτ (4.3a)
θ(τ) = ±ωτ + ψ(τ), (4.3b)
and, assuming time-scale separation, we partition the dynamics of the system in
terms of two independent slow and fast scales. Here, φ is the complex amplitude
that characterizes modulation of the fast cylinder oscillations, and ψ the real,
slowly varying phase modulation of the NES rotation, both of which vary on
a time scale slower than the “fast” scale ωτ . The plus-or-minus sign in (4.3a,
4.3b) accounts for the direction of revolving motion of the rotational NES in
the slowly decaying cycle, which can be clockwise (+) or counterclockwise (−).
We emphasize that one additional assumption is made here, namely that the
NES and cylinder transient responses as well as the lift coefficient are dominated
by a single, fast frequency ω, and that all other harmonics seen in the wavelet
spectra are in comparison negligible. These assumptions may not hold in other
regimes of fluid–structure interaction, in which additional “fast” frequencies may
appear and would need to be accounted for in the analysis; however, they are
consistent with the numerical results shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5 for small mass
ratio (ε = 0.05). Examples of applications of the CX–A method in the broader
context of multi-frequency dynamics can be found in Vakakis et al. (2008).
Assuming that the NES rotates clockwise, we substitute (4.3a, 4.3b) in (4.2a,



















ψ̈ + λ(ω∗r + ψ̇) = −
ω∗r
4r̄0
(φe−jψ + φ̃ejψ) +O(ε), (4.4b)
where tilde denotes complex conjugation. This set represents the slow flow of
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the fluid–structure interaction in the 1:1:1 resonance regime. It should be clear
that these equations are valid only under the assumptions described above, as
they do not contain any harmonic terms with frequencies higher than the basic
fast frequency ω.
The slow-flow equations are further reduced by applying the method of mul-
tiple scales. We introduce new independent time scales τk = ε
kτ, k ∈ N, such









+ · · · . (4.5)
We note that whereas τ0 = τ is the original slow time scale of the problem,
the higher-order time scales τ1, τ2, etc, represent super-slow time scales of the
asymptotic analysis. Similarly, we assume that the solution of (4.4a, 4.4b) can
be expanded in the form
φ = φ0(τ0, τ1, · · · ) + εφ1(τ0, τ1, · · · ) + · · · (4.6a)
ψ = ψ0(τ0, τ1, · · · ) + εψ1(τ0, τ1, · · · ) + · · · . (4.6b)
Substituting (4.5–4.6b) in (4.4a, 4.4b), and collecting coefficients involving the
same powers of ε leads to a hierarchy of subproblems governing the leading-order
approximations of the solution to the slow flow equations.
The O(1) subproblem is given by
∂φ0
∂τ0
= 0 =⇒ φ0 = φ0(τ1, · · · ). (4.7)
With (4.7) in hand, we introduce the polar transformation
φ0 = N(τ1)e
jδ(τ1), (4.8)
where N and δ are real, slowly varying, leading-order amplitude and phase of













N cos(ψ0 − δ). (4.9)
Note that N and δ are functions of τ1 by virtue of (4.7), and therefore are treated
as constants in (4.9), which is governed by the time scale τ0. The latter equation
is nothing but the equation governing the motion of a pendulum subject to a
constant torque and restrained by linear viscous damping. The response of
this system, depending on the initial conditions and the parameters, can be
attracted to either a limit cycle or one of two fixed points of opposite stability
(Guckenheimer & Holmes, 1983). While limit cycle oscillations always exist,
the pair of stable/unstable fixed points exists only for certain combination of
the parameters. Quite clearly, the fixed points of (4.9) correspond to stable
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Figure 4.1: Slow invariant manifold (SIM) for λ = 0.054 and r̄0 = 0.85.
rotational motion of the NES characterizing the state of exact 1:1:1 resonance
that is of main interest here. They must thereby satisfy
− 2λr̄0 = N cos(δ − γ), γ = lim
τ0→∞
ψ0(τ0, τ1, · · · ), (4.10)
which has solutions if and only if
2λr̄0 ≤ N(τ1). (4.11)
Equation (4.10) defines the slow invariant manifold (SIM) of the problem. The
SIM is composed of two branches corresponding to either solution of (4.10), and
breaks down by the mechanism of saddle-node bifurcation when (4.11) becomes
an equality. Past this point, the slow flow leaves the regime of 1:1:1 resonance
and enters a different regime of dynamics. A quick linear stability analysis shows
that the stable branch must satisfy sin(δ − γ) > 0, as shown in figure 4.1. We
also note that the topological structure of the SIM depends on the direction
of rotation of the NES since, when the NES rotates counterclockwise (that is,
when θ = −ωτ + ψ), the SIM is defined by −2λr̄0 = N cos(δ + γ).
We proceed to investigate the dynamics of the fluid–structure interaction at
the super-slow scale on the stable branch of the SIM. To this end, we recognize
that, in the vicinity of the SIM, all derivatives of the phase ψ0 can be neglected
(by the very definition of the SIM). Collecting terms of O(ε) in (4.4a), and





























cos(γ − δ) + A
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sin(γ − δ)− A
2
cos(η − δ). (4.13b)
These modulation equations (the super-slow flow of the dynamics) govern the
super-slow evolution of the amplitude and phase of the response, respectively,
on the stable branch of the SIM. As discussed by Sigalov et al. (2012b), (4.13a,
4.13b) are in general not solvable analytically, except in the unforced case when
A = 0.
We look for the fixed points of the super-slow flow by setting all the deriva-
tives to zero in (4.13a, 4.13b) and recognizing that, on the stable branch of the











sin(η − δ) (4.14a)











cos(η − δ). (4.14b)
We then eliminate those terms that involve the phase difference η−δ and arrive

























Equation (4.15) admits real solutions only if the amplitude A of the surrogate lift
force is large enough, which is consistent with the physics of the problem since
insufficient forcing cannot counterbalance dissipation of the NES motion. On
the other hand, one expects that, if the value of A is large enough, at least one
stable fixed point should appear. A similar feature of the SIM has been reported
upon for a vibro-impact NES attached to a linear oscillator subject to harmonic
forcing, in which case numerical simulations showed that the existence of fixed
points on the stable branch of the SIM highly depended on the magnitude of
the external forcing (Gendelman & Alloni, 2015).
We note that, in the present system, the smallest value that the forcing
amplitude A should take for a fixed point to exist on the SIM is computed by




2)2 + (4ω∗r λσ)2, (4.16)
which represents the “ideal” scenario (from the viewpoint of vibration suppres-
sion) in which the fixed point is located at N = 2λr̄0. This particular point
indeed corresponds to the minimum amplitude N of cylinder motion that can be
reached on the stable branch of the SIM, due to its bowl-like topological struc-
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ture shown in figure 4.1. In the present FSI problem, however, the magnitude of
the external forcing A is not prescribed, but rather results from the interaction
between the flow and the oscillating cylinder. For the NES parameters used in
figure 3.4a, the amplitude of CL should a minima reach 0.755 for a fixed point
to appear, which is clearly never realized, as evidenced by the time series of CL.
4.1.2 Case of finite mass ratios
For large values of the mass ratio (ε > 0.1), the above asymptotic analysis loses
its validity, for two main reasons. First, the mass ratio can no longer be consid-
ered as the small parameter of the problem, and it becomes impossible to apply
the method of multiple scales as was done in §4.1.1. Second, numerical simu-
lations clearly show that, in this case, the instantaneous frequency ω deviates
continuously and significantly from the Strouhal frequency as the slowly decay-
ing cycle progresses (see §3.2.1). Likewise, the amplitude of the lift coefficient
slowly decreases with time, which renders (4.1) unusable. Therefore, we simply
rewrite the equations of motion as














where, here again, we have included a structural damping term that is not
present in the numerical simulations. To apply CX–A techniques, we impose the
condition of 1:1:1 resonance and introduce the instantaneous frequency ω = ω(τ)
that depends on the amplitude of oscillations of the cylinder. Such an approach
was first successfully used by Domany & Gendelman (2013) who analytically in-
vestigated the dynamics of a van-der-Pol–Duffing oscillator with NES for which
large frequency variations are seen in the response. Then, we introduce the
change of variables
R(τ)ejζ(τ) = ẏ1(τ) + jω(τ)y1(τ) (4.18a)
θ(τ) = ±ζ(τ) + ψ(τ), (4.18b)
where a slow-fast partition of the dynamics is used, with R(τ) and ζ(τ) being the
(real) slowly varying amplitude and fast varying phase of the cylinder response,
respectively, and ψ(τ) being the slowly varying correction to the phase of the
NES rotation. The instantaneous frequency ω and “fast” phase ζ over which
the equations of motion will be averaged are related through the expression
ζ̇(τ) = ω(τ). (4.19)
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We also need to specify a formula for the ansatz lift force, which, in this case,
we take to be
2ĈL
πm∗
= A(τ) sin[ζ(τ) + η(τ)], (4.20)
where A and η are a priori assumed to be slowly varying functions of time.
Equations (4.18a–4.20) are consistent with the numerical results shown in fig-
ures 3.5(b, d, f, h) in that they incorporate the essential assumption that, in
the regime of 1:1:1 resonance, the NES angular motion, the cylinder rectilinear
motion, and the lift coefficient are dominated by a single, slowly varying fre-
quency ω and, consequently, that additional small-amplitude harmonics may be
neglected.
Substituting (4.18a–4.20) in (4.17a, 4.17b) and averaging over the fast phase




































derived under the assumption that the NES rotates clockwise. A similar ex-
pression can be found for the case of counterclockwise NES rotation. As a next
step, we isolate real and imaginary parts in (4.21b), which gives
ψ̈ + ω̇ + λ(ω + ψ̇) =
1
2r̄0
(Ṙ sinψ − ωR cosψ) (4.22a)
Ṙ cosψ + ωR sinψ =
ω̇
ω
R cosψ + ωR sinψ. (4.22b)
Analogous to the case of small mass ratios examined in §4.1.1, the fixed points
of these equations correspond to the state of 1:1:1 resonance that is of interest
here. Setting all the derivatives to zero in (4.22b) leads to a tautology, while a
similar procedure applied to (4.22a) yields
R cosψ = −2λr̄0. (4.23)
This relation defines the slow invariant manifold of the fluid–structure inter-
action dynamics for finite mass ratios, with a slowly varying frequency in the
dynamics. It is interesting to see that the topological structure of the SIM in
this case is identical to that derived in (4.10) in the limit of small mass ratios.
In particular, the SIM has two branches, the one stable, the other unstable. The
difference, however, lies in the fact that there is an implicit dependence of the
quantities involved in (4.23) on the instantaneous frequency ω, a feature that
was not observed in the case of small mass ratios examined in §4.1.1.
The parametric study presented in §3.2 has made it clear that, for larger
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values of ε, the value of the rotational damping coefficient must be sufficiently
small for the slowly decaying cycle to occur (see figure 3.3). Moreover, the
orders of magnitude of R and r̄0 are comparable, which means that cosψ must
be of the same (“small”) order of magnitude as λ for (4.23) to be consistent.
Therefore, we expect to find that ψ ≈ ±π/2, and decide on the sign of the
phase lag by noting that, on the stable branch of the SIM, it must hold that
sinψ < 0 (which results from a linear stability analysis on the variational form
of (4.22a), similar to the case of small mass ratios). Comparison of the time
series for Y/D and sin θ immediately validates this approximation, as shown in
figure 4.2. From this graph, we also realize that the first harmonic of the lift
coefficient oscillates in a nearly out-of-phase fashion with respect to the cylinder,
and therefore identify the slow phase η as
η(τ) = π + β(τ), β(τ) 1. (4.24)




= −A(sin ζ + β cos ζ), (4.25)
where A, ζ and β are assumed to be slowly varying with time.














Y/D sin θ CL
Figure 4.2: Time series of Y/D, sin θ, and CL during part of the slowly decaying
cycle for NES parameters ε = 0.33, r̄0 = 0.458 and λ = 0.002745.
At this point in the analysis, we have exhausted all the information that
(4.22b) had to offer, as we have derived the expression of the slow invariant
manifold in the regime of 1:1:1 resonance. We now turn to (4.21a) and take the
analysis to the super-slow time scale. Arguing once again that, in the vicinity
of the SIM, all derivatives of ψ can be neglected, we extract from (4.21a) real




















R = εr̄0(−ω̇ cosψ + ω2 sinψ) +A. (4.26b)
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Further simplifications are made by invoking that, on the stable branch of the
SIM, it holds that sinψ ≈ −1 and cosψ = −2λr̄0/R, which when substituted



















(ω2 − ω∗r 2)R = −εr̄0ω3 + ωA. (4.27b)
We note that in (4.27a, 4.27b), we have neglected the term ω̇ cosψ as a product
of two “small” quantities. Equation (4.27b) can be regarded as a frequency–
amplitude expression, relating the frequency of the cylinder oscillation to its
amplitude. It is a cubic equation in ω and, for the NES parameters considered,
it admits only one real root (and two complex conjugate roots) for which a
closed-form expression can be derived as









where we have defined
∆0 = R
2 + 3εr̄0A, (4.29a)
∆1 = 2R
3 + 9εr̄0RA− 27R(εr̄0ω∗r )2, (4.29b)
C =
3
√√√√∆1 +√∆12 − 4∆30
2
. (4.29c)
Equation (4.28) explicitly relates the instantaneous frequency of the cylinder
response ω to its amplitude R. We note that it involves the amplitude of external
forcing A, which makes it intrinsically energy-dependent. (This is a reflection
of the nonlinearity of the problem.) Differentiating (4.27b) with respect to time
yields an expression for ω̇ as follows:
ω̇ =
Ṙ(ω∗r
2 − ω2) + Ȧω
2ωR+ 3ω2εr̄0 +A
. (4.30)
We recall at this point that in the regime of 1:1:1 resonance, the amplitude
of cylinder oscillation slowly decreases, and so does that of the lift coefficient.
Therefore, it must hold that Ṙ < 0 and Ȧ < 0. In addition, wavelet spectra
show that, in this regime, the instantaneous frequency ω deviates from the




ω2 > 0 (see figures 3.5(b,d,f,h)). These observations applied to (4.30) lead to
the conclusion that ω̇ < 0, which is consistent with the slow decrease of the
instantaneous frequency identified from the numerical results.
Equation (4.30) may then be substituted in (4.27a) to obtain the final ex-
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pression of the slow-flow equation
Ṙ = −
Ȧω(εr̄0ω −R) + (2ω2R+ 3ω3εr̄0 +Aω)
(
2εr̄20λω
2R−1 + βA+ λsR
)
2(2ω2R+ 3ω3εr̄0 +Aω) + (ω∗r
2 − ω2)(εr̄0ω −R)
,
(4.31)
where ω = ω(R) is given by (4.28). Equations (4.28) and (4.31) form a system
that may be cast into the more compact form Ṙ = f [R,ω(R)] of a single non-
linear ordinary differential equation which governs the slow modulation of the
fast cylinder oscillations during the slowly decaying cycle.
4.2 Numerical validation
In this section, we validate the asymptotic analyses presented for the cases of
small and large mass ratios by comparing the analytical predictions to spectral-
element computations of the infinite-dimensional system. We reiterate that, in
the following results, we have ignored viscous damping in the vertical support
of the cylinder and set λs = 0.
4.2.1 Case of small mass ratios
For the case of small mass ratios, we consider the response shown in figure 5.1a
for NES parameters ε = 0.05, r̄0 = 0.85 and λ = 0.054. Frequency analysis is
used to determine an approximate value of the detuning σ from the Strouhal
frequency, and time series allow us to develop an ad hoc expression for the ansatz
lift coefficient ĈL. With this in hand, we use the asymptotic analysis developed
in §4.1.1 to predict the evolution of the system during a slowly decaying cycle. In
particular, we focus on one slowly decaying portion of the solution that develops
from about τ = 1200 to about τ = 1450 in figure 5.1a, and during which the
NES executes clockwise rotation. We find σ = −1.137 to be an adequate value
for the detuning parameter. The value of σ is negative and an O(1) quantity,
which is consistent with the definition of ω given earlier, and with the frequency
analysis of figure 3.5 which showed that the dominant frequency of oscillations
is slightly below the Strouhal frequency.
Using these parameters, we extract from DNS data an amplitude N and a
phase difference δ − γ, and follow the trajectory in the corresponding phase–
amplitude plane. Figure 4.3 shows this trajectory, onto which the SIM defined
by (4.10) has been superimposed. We note that the trajectory is shown in
a time interval going from 1140 to 1500 convective time units (and therefore
spanning more than the interval of the considered slowly decaying cycle), which
allows us to visualize the 1:1:1 transient resonance capture on the SIM and
the ensuing escape from it. The large-amplitude circulation of the trajectory at
about N = 0.4 indeed corresponds to the early time response just before capture
on the SIM. As the 1:1:1 resonance sets in, this transient circling shrinks, the
dynamics is attracted on the SIM, and the trajectory “slides down” on the stable
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branch of the SIM. We note that, in theory, this “sliding” on the SIM might be
arrested if the super-slow dynamics on the manifold were attracted by a stable
attractor on the SIM (e.g., a stable fixed point). In the absence of such an
attractor, the “sliding” of the dynamics continues until the trajectory escapes
the SIM and transitions into intermittent chaos.
Hence, when the amplitude N reaches a certain threshold — which appears
to be reasonably close to the value predicted by (4.11) — the system leaves
the SIM, escape from resonance capture occurs, and the dynamics enters an
intermittent chaotic regime where the cylinder response, the rotation of the
NES and the flow become chaotic. This escape from resonance capture can be
seen from the much more wriggly trajectory path in figure 4.3. After a brief
chaotic regime, the dynamics is again captured on the stable branch of the SIM,
and the previous cycle of slowly decaying cylinder motion and unidirectional
NES rotation starts anew.
The physical mechanism is as follows. Just before escaping from the SIM,
the NES can no longer dissipate energy extracted from the cylinder motion, as
it has been almost completely suppressed. When the trajectory leaves the SIM,
the cylinder is energized and destabilized by the flow, resulting in an increase
of its oscillation amplitude and leading to chaotic “bursts” of cylinder motion.
Eventually, however, the dynamics is again captured into the SIM, onto which
it “slides” until escape, and so on. These cyclic captures into the SIM inter-
rupted by non-resonant chaotic motions repeat themselves endlessly. We note
that a similar dynamical behavior has been extensively described in the case
of a vibro-impact NES attached to a linear oscillator subject to harmonic forc-
ing (Gendelman & Alloni, 2015), and compared to other topologically different
SIMs (Vakakis et al., 2008; Gendelman, 2011). In the present context of VIV,
this result clarifies the nonlinear dynamical mechanism governing the repetitive
cycles for small mass ratios shown in figures 3.4a.
The approximate solution of the NES angular displacement shown in figure
4.4 accurately reproduces the response obtained from spectral-element compu-
tation during the slowly decaying cycle (ranging from 1200 to 1450 convective
time units). Figure 4.4 highlights the fact that the analytical approximation is
valid only in the regime of 1:1:1 resonance, as evidenced by the poor agreement
before resonance capture (for tU/D < 1200) and after escape from the SIM (for
tU/D > 1450).
4.2.2 Case of finite mass ratios
To investigate the case of finite mass ratio, we set the NES parameters to ε =
0.33, r̄0 = 0.458 and λ = 0.002745 (see figure 5.1b), and propose an ansatz for
the lift coefficient in the form of equation (4.25) that mimics the effect of the
fluid on the cylinder. Comparison between the actual lift coefficient obtained by
direct numerical simulation and the approximate single-frequency lift coefficient
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Figure 4.3: Capture into the slow invariant manifold for NES parameters ε =
0.05, r̄0 = 0.85 and λ = 0.054.










Figure 4.4: Sine of the angular displacement obtained by direct numerical sim-
ulation (solid) and its approximate solution (dashed) during capture into the
slow invariant manifold, for NES parameters ε = 0.05, r̄0 = 0.85 and λ = 0.054.
is shown in figure 4.5. This makes it visually clear that the higher harmonic
components (here the third one) are not accounted for in the reduced-order
model. Yet, as shown below, this approximation does not alter the accuracy of
our analytical predictions.
Figure 4.6 shows that the frequency–amplitude relationship predicted by the
theory in (4.27b) agrees very well with the wavelet spectrum of the cylinder dis-
placement computed by DNS. This figure was obtained by substituting (4.18a),
which relates the amplitude R to the variables y1 and ẏ1, in (4.27b). This yields
a non-polynomial algebraic equation that can be solved for ω at each time step,
given y1 and ẏ1. (This amounts to “fitting” the model to the raw data.) Good
agreement is also found between the angular displacement of the NES and its
approximate solution (see figure 4.7).
Integration of the slow-flow equations subject to initial conditions extracted
from the computational data yields an approximate amplitude R that represents
the envelope of the fast oscillations of the cylinder, as per (4.18a). Figure 4.8
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Figure 4.5: Lift coefficient CL obtained by direct numerical simulation (solid
black) and its mono-harmonic ansatz ĈL (solid red) toward the beginning (left)
and the end (right) of capture into the slow invariant manifold, for NES param-
eters ε = 0.33, r̄0 = 0.458 and λ = 0.002745.
tU/D


















Figure 4.6: Time history (top) and wavelet spectrum (bottom) of cylinder dis-
placement obtained by direct numerical simulation shown during capture into
the slow invariant manifold, for NES parameters ε = 0.33, r̄0 = 0.458 and
λ = 0.002745. The thick red line in the wavelet spectrum corresponds to the
analytically predicted frequency-amplitude relationship (4.27b).
shows that DNS and approximate analytical solution agree well with each other.
Finally, in figure 4.9 we depict the “sliding” of the trajectories (both from DNS
and from the approximate model) on the slow invariant manifold. Clearly, the
slowly decaying cycle observed in the spectral-element computations is proven
to be the result of a 1:1:1 resonance capture into the stable branch of the SIM.
This capture is accompanied by a slow decay in amplitude and frequency of
the response of the sprung cylinder and, in the absence of any stable fixed
points on the stable branch of the SIM, breaks down (at a value somewhat
larger than the one predicted by (4.23) with the analytical model) when the
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Figure 4.7: (a) Angular displacement and (b) its sine obtained by direct nu-
merical simulation (solid) and approximate solution (dashed) during capture
into the slow invariant manifold, for NES parameters ε = 0.33, r̄0 = 0.458 and
λ = 0.002745.
amplitude R becomes too small, following which the system escapes from the
manifold and bursts into intermittent chaos, exactly as for the case of small mass
ratios examined in §4.2.1. However, the important difference that distinguishes
the 1:1:1 resonance capture for finite mass ratios is that, in this case, there
occur vortex street elongation and partial stabilization of the wake behind the
oscillating cylinder.
This important finding relates the resonant (nearly uniform) rotation of the
rotational NES with partial vortex stabilization of the wake. This also indicates
that an internal nonlinear element can drastically affect flow past a linearly-
sprung cylinder, even though it is not in direct contact with it.










Figure 4.8: Time history of cylinder displacement (solid) and its approximate
slow-flow solution obtained by integration of (4.31) (dashed) during capture
into the slow invariant manifold, for NES parameters ε = 0.33, r̄0 = 0.458 and
λ = 0.002745.
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Figure 4.9: Capture into the slowly invariant manifold, for NES parameters
ε = 0.33, r̄0 = 0.458 and λ = 0.002745. Comparison is shown between the raw
DNS data (left) and the analytical prediction resulting from integration of the
slow-flow ROM given by (4.31) (right).
4.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we considered two sets of NES parameters giving rise to the
strongly modulated chaotic response discussed in chapter 3; one for which the
mass ratio is relatively small and no wake elongation is visible behind the cylin-
der, and one for which the mass ratio is large (more than one-third of the mass
of the NES-equipped cylinder) and considerable wake elongation occurs at the
end of each slowly decaying cycle.
We found that when the mass ratio is small, the slowly decaying behavior
is governed by a 1:1:1 resonance capture onto the stable branch of a slow in-
variant manifold at a dominant frequency that remains close to the Strouhal
frequency. Assuming an adequate data-driven ansatz for the lift coefficient, the
equations governing the motion of the resulting ROM were averaged using scale-
partitioning techniques, and the resulting slow flow was shown to be amenable
to traditional multiple-scales asymptotic analysis with the mass ratio being the
small parameter of the problem. We derived the expression of the underlying
SIM corresponding to a state of exact 1:1:1 resonance, and investigated the
dynamics at the super-slow scale during transient capture on the SIM.
For larger values of the mass ratio, we showed that the dominant frequency
common to the three subsystems (cylinder, NES and lift coefficient) slowly varies
with time, and multiple-scales analysis is no longer applicable. We therefore
resorted solely to a complexification–averaging technique to unravel the topo-
logical structure of the SIM. Along the lines of what was done for the case of
small mass ratios, we studied the super-slow flow in the vicinity of the reso-
nance manifold, as well as the transient capture followed by escape from the
SIM. Comparison between direct numerical simulations and the derived analyt-
ical asymptotic results showed satisfactory agreement, thus demonstrating the
efficacy of the asymptotic approach.
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Chapter 5
Targeted energy transfer in laminar
VIV with a rotational NES
In this chapter, we provide a definitive explanation for the mechanism respon-
sible for vortex elongation seen in VIV of a cylinder equipped with a rotational
NES at Re = 100, and discussed in chapters 3 and 4. To this end, we em-
ploy proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) to investigate the effect of the
rotational NES on the underlying coherent flow structures. Specifically, we use
POD to determine the extent to which the presence of the NES promotes dy-
namic transfer of energy and redistribution thereof among POD modes, which,
in turn, we relate to the phenomenon of vortex elongation. We systematically
compare two cases of VIV of a sprung cylinder with a rotational NES, both
leading to the slowly decaying behavior, in terms of the spatial structure and
energy distribution of the POD modes; one for which the mass ratio is small and
no vortex elongation in the wake of the cylinder is discernible, and one for which
the mass ratio is large and the wake aft of the cylinder is noticeably elongated.
We develop a POD-based reduced-order model for the lift coefficient to study
energy transactions between the oscillating cylinder and the fluid, which allows
us to formulate a complete energy-balance scenario describing the dynamics
throughout the slowly decaying cycle.
5.1 Preliminaries and notation
We first recall some of the results presented in chapter 3 and 4 in which we ana-
lytically established that the mechanism first found by Tumkur et al. (2017b) by
which the system alternates between intervals of regular dynamics and tempo-
rary chaos is the manifestation of a 1:1:1 resonance capture into a slow invariant
manifold (SIM) leading to TET from the cylinder to the NES mass, with capture
into the SIM corresponding to transient stabilization of the rectilinear cylinder
motion, and escape from the SIM to chaotic bursts. Yet, we found that this par-
ticular VIV suppression mechanism exists over a wide range of NES parameters;
and that, for NES parameters leading to a slowly decaying solution, the extent
to which the attached vorticity is elongated strongly depends on the dimension-
less parameter ε characterizing the ratio of the NES mass to the total mass of
the NES-equipped cylinder. Hence, situations exist where slowly decaying cy-
cles interrupted by chaotic bursting do not lead to significant vortex elongation,
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though being the direct result of resonance captures on a SIM. This proves that
the dynamical mechanism causing alternation of slowly decaying intervals and
short-lived chaos (i.e., resonance captures on a SIM) cannot explain in and of
itself the elongation of the vorticity observed for a limited range of ε values.
In the following exposition, we exploit the proper orthogonal decomposition
of the velocity and pressure fields during one slowly decaying portion of a re-
sponse where significant vortex elongation occurs to identify the underlying non-
linear dynamics and associated coherent structures that are most affected by the
presence of the NES and govern its capability to promote wake elongation. POD
allows for identification of the most energetic modes of an evolving system and
provides a convenient framework for obtaining a low-dimensional description
of its dynamics. In the context of time-dependent fluid flows, Sirovich (1987)
proposes to consider instantaneous spatial profiles solutions to the governing
equations, from which an ordered hierarchy of modes carrying the dominant
energetic content of the system can be extracted, thereby providing insight into
the spatial features inherent to the flow. POD has been successfully applied
to a variety of problems, including flow past a fixed or oscillating cylinder in
laminar flow regimes (Deane et al., 1991; Noack & Eckelmann, 1994a; Ma &
Karniadakis, 2002; Galletti et al., 2004; Liberge & Hamdouni, 2010).
5.2 Computational results
In this chapter, the solutions were computed using mesh M1a (see table 2.1).
Figure 5.1 shows time series of Y/D, θ, θ̇, CL and CD, as well as snapshots of the
vorticity distribution for the NES parameters used to generate figure 5.1a. We
note, however, that the solutions shown in figure 5.1a were computed using mesh
M1b (which is identical to mesh M1a, expect for the polynomial order). Because
the long-time solution is chaotic, one should not expect point-wise convergence
between the solutions computed with N = 7 (mesh M1a) and N = 9 (mesh
M1b).
5.2.1 Proper orthogonal decomposition of the flow field
during one slowly decaying cycle
Proper orthogonal decomposition is applied to the velocity and pressure fields
during a slowly decaying portion of an intermittently bursting solution for which
considerable vortex elongation occurs, and respectively to one for which no such
elongation is seen. The results obtained for these two cases (in which the cylinder
is linearly sprung and equipped with a rotational NES) are compared to the case
of a linearly-sprung cylinder with no NES, and to the case of a cylinder that is
held fixed (with no NES). The POD modes are constructed by employing the








































































































Figure 5.1: Time series for NES parameters (a) ε = 0.05, r̄0 = 0.85, λ = 0.054,
and (b) ε = 0.33, r̄0 = 0.458, λ = 0.002745, along with vorticity distributions
(c) at tU/D = 1039.8 (red line in (a)), (d) at tU/D = 2172.2 (red line in (b)),
(e) at tU/D = 1258.8 (blue line in (a)), and (f) at tU/D = 2947.7 (blue line in
(b)).
5.2.1.1 Application of the POD to the slowly decaying solution and
to the NES-less cases
For the fixed-cylinder and standard-VIV cases, the response of the system at
Re = 100 is periodic, as discussed in chapter 2. As a consequence of the geo-
metric symmetry of the system and boundary conditions, the structure of the
eigenfunctions themselves is either symmetric or antisymmetric about the mid-
plane (defined by y = 0 in the non-inertial frame introduced in appendix A).
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For these two cases, we use close to 400 equally-spaced snapshots (372 for the
fixed-cylinder case and 376 for the linearly-sprung cylinder case) that span ex-
actly one shedding cycle. We note here the importance in the case of a periodic
response of selecting the length of the snapshot ensemble as an exact integer
multiple of the length of the shedding cycle, as emphasized by Noack et al.
(2011).
For the system equipped with a rotational NES, we report results using
two sets of NES parameters that both lead to the slowly decaying behavior in
the cylinder response; one for which no wake elongation is achieved (ε = 0.05,
r̄0 = 0.85 and λ = 0.054, see figure 5.1a), and one for which clear vortex
elongation occurs toward the end of the slowly decaying cycle (ε = 0.33, r̄0 =
0.458 and λ = 0.002745, see figure 5.1b). In both cases, the response during the
slowly modulated portion of the dynamics is aperiodic. For NES parameters
corresponding to ε = 0.05, we use 876 equally-spaced snapshots recorded from
τ = 1039.8 to τ = 1258.8; and for NES parameters corresponding to ε = 0.33,
1551 equally-spaced snapshots recorded from τ = 2172.2 to τ = 2947.7. In
both cases, the snapshots are recorded so as to span one slowly decaying cycle.
(We note that for the above parameters, the slowly decaying cycle considered
for ε = 0.05 is considerably shorter than for ε = 0.33, as shown in figures 5.1a
and 5.1b). The POD modes are computed on a uniform polar grid with radial
extent spanning 9.5 cylinder diameters counted from the cylinder surface.
The cumulative energy distribution of the first twenty velocity modes is
shown in figure 5.2. The results obtained for the fixed-cylinder case shown
in figure 5.2a are in good agreement with the study of Deane et al. (1991).
In the situation where the cylinder is linearly sprung and no NES is present
(cf. figure 5.2b), the first velocity mode accounts for a much larger fraction
of the total energy compared to the fixed-cylinder case. The addition of a
lightweight NES (ε = 0.05, cf. figure 5.2c) introduces little change to the
energy distribution, which remains qualitatively similar to that computed for a
linearly-sprung cylinder with no NES, with modest differences suggesting that
a small fraction of the energy is redistributed among POD modes owing to the
presence of the (small) NES mass. For the larger value of mass ratio (ε =
0.33, cf. figure 5.2d), however, the spreading of energy among modes is more
significant. A similar behavior is observed in the cumulative energy distributions
of the pressure modes shown in figure 5.3. The redistribution of energy among
POD modes during the slowly decaying portion of the intermittently bursting
solution is the first evidence that the NES, though not in direct contact with
the surrounding fluid, has a drastic effect on the underlying flow structures. We
note that such energy redistribution among a larger set of POD modes is quite
common in strongly nonlinear and chaotic time series, and has been previously
documented in that context by Azeez & Vakakis (2001).
We proceed to analyze the structure of the POD modes, and in particular we
compute the spanwise vorticity distribution corresponding to each velocity mode
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Figure 5.2: Cumulative energy distribution of the velocity POD modes for (a)
the fixed cylinder, (b) the NES-less sprung cylinder, (c) the NES-equipped
sprung cylinder with ε = 0.05, and (d) the NES-equipped sprung cylinder with
ε = 0.33.
Vi, which we denote as ωz,i = [∇×Vi] · ez. The POD modes shown in figures
5.4 through 5.7 are visualized on a domain that extends 2D upstream and 9D
downstream of the cylinder center, and is 8D wide in the cross-stream direction,
with the cylinder center lying on the midline. As mentioned previously, in cases
where no NES mass is attached to the cylinder, the vorticity distribution of
the velocity modes and the spatial distribution of the pressure modes are either
perfectly symmetric or antisymmetric (see figure 5.4 for the fixed cylinder and
figure 5.5 for the linearly-sprung cylinder with no NES mass attached). For
the system with lightweight NES, the spatial structure of the most energetic
POD modes remains qualitatively similar to that obtained for the case of NES-
less VIV, thereby confirming the observation made above that, for small mass
ratios, no noticeable changes occur in the wake behind the oscillating cylinder
in comparison to the standard-VIV case. In contrast, the vorticity distributions
of the first nine velocity modes of the system with heavier NES, shown in figure
5.7, differ significantly from those for the lighter attachment (and from the
NES-less linearly-sprung case as well), and it is clear that the POD modes in
that case bear the signature of the elongated attached vorticity observed in the
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Figure 5.3: Cumulative energy distribution of the pressure POD modes for
(a) the fixed cylinder, (b) the NES-less sprung cylinder, (c) the NES-equipped
sprung cylinder with ε = 0.05, and (d) the NES-equipped sprung cylinder with
ε = 0.33.
spectral-element computations.
The structure of the mean modes reveals further differences between VIV
with light and heavy NESs. Indeed, for lighter NES, the mean pressure and
velocity modes bear great resemblance to that of the NES-less sprung cylin-
der, with multiple zero-crossings of the vorticity distribution in the streamwise
and cross-stream directions, and apparent similarities between the mean pres-
sure modes in the two cases. For heavier NES, the vorticity distribution of the
mean velocity mode features only two circulation zones antisymmetric about
the midplane that extend several cylinder diameters downstream of the cylin-
der center, which is reminiscent of the steady, symmetric, motionless-cylinder
(SSMC) solution (unstable at Re = 100). To make this point visually com-
pelling, we compare in figure 5.8 the mean velocity and pressure modes for
the linearly-sprung cylinder with and without NES, and include pressure and
vorticity snapshots of the SSMC solution computed at Re = 100. (Because
Nek5000 simulates only unsteady flow, the SSMC solution was computed by
integrating the system forward in time and stopping the integration at the on-












































































Figure 5.4: (a) Vorticity distribution of the velocity modes and (b) pressure
modes for the fixed cylinder.
clear that, during the intervals of slowly decaying motion, the mean flows for
lighter and heavier NESs have remarkably different spatial structures, with the
former very much resembling that of NES-less standard VIV, and the latter
being much more similar to the steady symmetric (unstable) solution. Because
the mean mode is an indicator of the flow behavior in an averaged sense, these
observations suggest that, averaged over an entire slowly decaying cycle, the
overall effect of the heavier NES on the fluid comes down to attempting partial
stabilization of the SSMC solution.
Table 5.1 compiles the ten largest eigenvalues corresponding to the most
energetic velocity and pressure modes. For the fixed-cylinder and NES-less
sprung-cylinder cases, the (lower) eigenvalues are found in pairs of comparable












































































Figure 5.5: (a) Vorticity distribution of the velocity modes and (b) pressure
modes for the NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder.
eigenvalues have identical geometric structure (they are both either symmetric
or antisymmetric) and share the same number of zero-crossings in the stream-
wise and cross-stream directions. In the presence of a lightweight NES, the
pairing of eigenvalues is less obvious and in general not systematic, a conse-
quence of energy redistribution discussed above. For heavier NES, however, the
eigenvalues clearly do not come in such pairs, and this is reflected in the struc-
ture of the eigenfunctions, none of which has a spatial distribution similar to
the others.
The temporal coefficients of the velocity and pressure modes (denoted by
ai and bi, respectively) are shown in figures 5.9 and 5.10 for the fixed-cylinder
and standard-VIV cases, respectively. Because in these two configurations the












































































Figure 5.6: (a) Vorticity distribution of the velocity modes and (b) pressure
modes for the linearly-sprung cylinder with rotational NES and ε = 0.05.
time-periodic, and they have zero mean over one shedding cycle, indicating that
there is no net exchange of energy between modes. The frequency content of
each temporal coefficient depends on its associated eigenvalue, and since the
eigenvalues come in pairs of comparable magnitude, it is expected that the
pair of modes indexed by (2n − 1) and 2n (n an integer, n ≥ 1) oscillates at
frequency nSt, where St is the Strouhal number. We note that the tempo-
ral coefficients of the higher modes computed for the NES-less linearly-sprung
cylinder exhibit very small departure from time-periodicity, which we attribute
to small numerical error leading to spurious asymmetry, and to the fact that
the POD was performed in a non-inertial frame that moves with the cylinder
center transversely to the free stream.












































































Figure 5.7: (a) Vorticity distribution of the velocity modes and (b) pressure
modes for the linearly-sprung cylinder with rotational NES and ε = 0.33.
tational NES over one slowly-decaying cycle reflect the aperiodicity of the re-
sponse. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show that, for both small and finite values of
the mass ratio, the “fast” oscillations of the temporal coefficients are modulated
by an envelope that varies on a slow time scale; and several modes oscillate
about a non-zero mean (e.g., pressure mode 5 for ε = 0.05 and velocity mode 4
for ε = 0.33), evidencing time-varying transfer of energy between (to or from)
those modes. In both cases, the temporal evolution of the first two velocity and
pressure modes very much resembles that of the cylinder displacement, in that
the oscillation amplitudes of ai and bi (i ≤ 2) slowly decay with time at a rate
that is comparable to that at which Y/D decreases as the cycle progresses. For
ε = 0.05, the decay rate of those modes in nearly zero during most part of the


































Figure 5.8: (a, b) SSMC solution at Re = 100 and mean modes (c, d) for the
NES-less sprung cylinder, (e, f) for the sprung cylinder with rotational NES and
ε = 0.05, and (g, h) for the sprung cylinder with rotational NES and ε = 0.33.
Both vorticity fields (a, c, e, g) and pressure fields (b, d, f, h) are shown.
amplitude of those modes gradually decreases with time at a rate comparatively
higher than for the case of small ε.
The strong modulation of the temporal coefficients for the system with NES
is an indication of transitions between different regimes of dynamics, which occur
within the same slowly decaying cycle. In particular, for ε = 0.33, we identify
two such regimes: One that corresponds to the early portion of the cycle (from
about τ = 2150 to about τ = 2620) and is characterized by relatively slow
variations of the amplitudes of both the pressure and velocity modes, and one
that corresponds to the later portion of the response (from about τ = 2620
to about τ = 2950) where the amplitudes of the modal coefficients vary more
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(a)
Fixed cylinder NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder
Index i λv %Ev λp %Ep λv %Ev λp %Ep
1 1.00000 49.15132 1.00000 49.15132 1.00000 93.47045 1.00000 47.27625
2 0.93719 95.21566 0.77177 95.21566 0.05184 98.31671 0.68418 79.62188
3 0.03266 96.82130 0.12447 96.82130 0.00691 98.96352 0.26797 92.29056
4 0.03247 98.41768 0.12015 98.41768 0.00486 99.41854 0.10679 97.33933
5 0.01514 99.16223 0.00690 99.16223 0.00243 99.64589 0.02417 98.48217
6 0.01462 99.88119 0.00658 99.88119 0.00212 99.84483 0.01596 99.23707
7 0.00099 99.93001 0.00170 99.93001 0.00057 99.89842 0.00671 99.55473
8 0.00098 99.97851 0.00169 99.97851 0.00055 99.94964 0.00523 99.80210
9 0.00018 99.98773 0.00014 99.98773 0.00019 99.96727 0.00154 99.87495
10 0.00018 99.99674 0.00014 99.99674 0.00019 99.98462 0.00132 99.93760
(b)
Sprung cylinder with NES, ε = 0.05 Sprung cylinder with NES, ε = 0.33
Index i λv %Ev λp %Ep λv %Ev λp %Ep
1 1.00000 85.94386 1.00000 46.07016 1.00000 69.78945 1.00000 41.99754
2 0.12786 96.93324 0.64499 75.78540 0.24732 87.05023 0.51256 63.52409
3 0.01139 97.91293 0.23355 86.54537 0.09046 93.36374 0.43977 81.99355
4 0.00896 98.68369 0.15971 93.90340 0.03601 95.87689 0.13239 87.55377
5 0.00458 99.07786 0.03857 95.68042 0.02159 97.38408 0.08508 91.12704
6 0.00406 99.42729 0.02493 96.82928 0.01075 98.13446 0.06651 93.92071
7 0.00308 99.69251 0.02227 97.85570 0.01042 98.86234 0.04414 95.77465
8 0.00090 99.76990 0.01211 98.41385 0.00635 99.30585 0.03560 97.26986
9 0.00066 99.82663 0.01038 98.89209 0.00268 99.49298 0.01848 98.04631
10 0.00060 99.87900 0.00585 99.16163 0.00176 99.61634 0.01437 98.65023
Table 5.1: Normalized eigenvalues of the velocity and pressure POD modes and
their cumulative contribution to the total energy for (a) the two NES-less cases
and (b) the two NES-equipped cases.
rapidly. The apparent change of behavior of the temporal coefficients at τ ≈
2620 will be explained in §5.3 in terms of time-varying energy transactions
between the oscillating cylinder and the surrounding flow.
5.2.1.2 POD of a set of quasi-periods within one slowly decaying
cycle
Rather than applying POD to one entire slowly decaying portion of the solution
— which yields a set of eigenvectors that in some sense “averages” the ensemble
data — one may apply POD to several consecutive quasi-periods of cylinder
oscillation. This approach allows one to investigate the influence of the rotating
NES on the POD modes as the solution progresses through the slowly decaying
envelope. By doing so, one can study the indirect nonlinear dynamical interac-
tion between the NES and the flow past the cylinder, even though there is no
direct physical coupling between the NES and the surrounding fluid.
We define a quasi-period as the time elapsed between two instants at which
the cylinder crosses the midplane of the computational domain with a positive
velocity. As made clear in chapters 3 and 4, the duration of the quasi-period de-

































































































Figure 5.9: Temporal coefficients of (a) velocity modes and (b) pressure modes
for the fixed cylinder.
progresses. (For the system with heavier NES, the frequency detuning can be so
large that the quasi-period before a chaotic burst can be 1.5 times larger than
the quasi-period recorded at the beginning of the same slow cycle.) For ε = 0.05,
we sample 53 sets of equally-spaced snapshots in the range 950 ≤ τ ≤ 1290 (see
figure 5.1a); and 131 sets in the range 2000 ≤ τ ≤ 3000 for ε = 0.33 (see figure
5.1b). In both cases, each set contains about 70 consecutive snapshots of flow
data, and spans one quasi-period of cylinder oscillations within the same slowly
decaying cycle.
Figure 5.13 shows the evolution of the cumulative energy of the velocity
modes as the slowly decaying cycle progresses for the two values of ε considered
heretofore. In these graphs, each dot corresponds to one quasi-period over which
POD is performed, and we choose to connect the dots with solid lines for ease
of visualization; those lines, however, should not be thought of as the result

































































































Figure 5.10: Temporal coefficients of (a) velocity modes and (b) pressure modes
for the NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder.
remark applies to the quantities computed in figure 5.13 as well as those shown
in figures 5.22, 5.23 and 5.21.
We note that the cumulative energy distribution for the lightweight NES
shown in figure 5.13a remains quite similar to that for NES-less standard VIV
during a large portion of the slow cycle (i.e., from about τ = 1050 to about
τ = 1200), with significant energy transactions between modes occurring in a
very short time interval at the very end of the cycle (i.e., from about τ = 1200
to about τ = 1270). In contrast, for the heavier NES, changes between the early
and late portions of the cycle are more gradual, with the energy distribution
at the beginning of the cycle very much looking like the standard-VIV case,
and noticeable redistribution of energy among POD modes continuously and
gradually occurring as the cycle progresses. This suggests that vortex elongation
arises only when significant energy redistribution between POD modes happens

































































































Figure 5.11: Temporal coefficients of (a) velocity modes and (b) pressure modes
for the sprung cylinder with rotational NES and ε = 0.05.
cycle for the case of the heavier NES.
Supplemental Movies 5.1 and 5.2 make this point visually more compelling
and provide further insight as to how the mode shapes change as the slowly
decaying cycle progresses. Each movie shows, for successive quasi-periods of a
slowly decaying cycle, the vorticity distribution and cumulative energy distribu-
tion of the first nine velocity modes along with the vorticity field recorded at the
beginning of each quasi-period, and the time history of the cylinder displacement
where the time interval delimited by the red area identifies the quasi-period to
which the other plots are cued.
For ε = 0.05, Supplemental Movie 5.1 shows that, during the interval pre-
ceding the slowly decaying cycle (in the interval 960 ≤ τ ≤ 1010), the vorticity
distribution and cumulative energy distribution of the velocity modes are identi-
cal to those for an NES-less sprung cylinder. This is followed by a short interval

































































































Figure 5.12: Temporal coefficients of (a) velocity modes and (b) pressure modes
for the sprung cylinder with rotational NES and ε = 0.33.
behavior begins, and small variations in the spatial structure and energy distri-
bution of the modes are observed. A significant portion of the slowly decaying
cycle (from about τ = 1050 to about τ = 1200) features mode shapes and an
energy distribution that are quite similar (but not identical) to that for an NES-
less sprung cylinder. This remains so until the amplitude of cylinder oscillation
rapidly decreases (from about τ = 1200 to about τ = 1270), during which in-
terval significant energy transfer occurs between the first few modes, with the
structure of the mode shapes remaining apparently unaltered. In particular,
the first mode loses a significant fraction of its energy (from carrying around
84% of the total energy at about τ = 1200, it goes to carrying less than 70%
for τ ≥ 1260) which is redistributed to higher modes — especially to the second
mode (see also figure 5.13a).
For ε = 0.33, however, the situation is qualitatively and quantitatively dif-


























































































Figure 5.13: Evolution of the energy distribution (in percent) of the first nine
velocity modes computed over several consecutive quasi-periods of a slowly de-
caying cycle for the sprung cylinder with rotational NES and mass ratio (a)
ε = 0.05 and (b) ε = 0.33.
slowly decaying cycle (in the interval 2150 ≤ τ ≤ 2620), the cumulative energy
distribution and the mode shapes remain quantitatively similar to their NES-
less standard-VIV counterparts. It is not until about τ = 2620 that remarkable
changes in the underlying flow structures and noticeable energy exchanges be-
tween modes appear. Indeed, between about τ = 2620 and τ = 2950, the first
POD mode loses a significant fraction of its energy, which is redistributed to
higher modes. Simultaneously, in the flow, the vorticity distribution of the ve-
locity modes clearly reflects vortex elongation and partial wake stabilization.
Toward the end of the cycle, vorticity structures with high spatial wave num-
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bers (i.e., with numerous zero-crossings in the stream-wise and cross-stream
directions) are “shifted further downstream” of the cylinder center, and as a
consequence the region located immediately aft of the cylinder’s rear stagnation
point is nearly “vorticity-free” for the vast majority of the modes (that is, for
the second mode and higher). This strongly suggests that, at the end of the
slowly decaying cycle, only the mean mode (and to a lesser extent the symmetric
first mode) prevails, which leads to significant vortex elongation.
These results partially explain the mechanism responsible for vortex elonga-
tion and nearly complete wake stabilization. This phenomenon is shown to be
closely related to slow and gradual unidirectional transfer of energy from low-
to high-frequency POD modes due to the presence of the heavyweight NES,
allowing the mean mode — whose associated temporal coefficient a0(τ) has
constant amplitude equal to 1 — to dominate the flow motion aft of the oscil-
lating cylinder toward the end of the slowly decaying cycle. In the case where
the attached rotating mass is small, however, such energy transaction between
POD modes takes place only at the very end of the slow cycle, and this process
is too precipitous (and too late in the cycle) for wake elongation to occur.
5.2.2 POD-based reconstruction of the lift coefficient
In this section, we employ the procedure outlined in appendix B to construct a
reduced-order model for the lift coefficient CL based on the velocity and pressure
modes computed in §5.2.1. The motivation here is three-fold. First, it validates
the POD procedure. Second, it allows for identification of those POD modes
that most significantly contribute to the lift coefficient. Third, because the
two-degree-of-freedom system (3.1a, 3.1b) is coupled to the flow via the lift
coefficient only, the resulting reduced-order model can be used to gain a better
understanding of energy transactions between the cylinder, the NES and the
surrounding flow.
In what follows, we use the notation and terminology introduced in appendix
B, and employ the term “lift number” to represent quantities defined in (B.4)
as well as the product of those quantities with their associated time-dependent
coefficient as they appear in (B.3).
5.2.2.1 NES-less standard-VIV
For the NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder, we find that merely six lift numbers
are sufficient to reconstruct the lift coefficient obtained by direct numerical
simulation (to within a 5% error measured in the L2-norm defined in appendix
B), and their time histories over one shedding period are shown in figure 5.14.
Here we retain the first pair of velocity lift numbers as well as the first and
third pairs of pressure lift numbers. Including the second pair of velocity lift
numbers does not improve the accuracy of the approximation, as their vorticity
distribution is antisymmetric about the midplane (see figure 5.5), and including
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the third pair of velocity modes (whose vorticity distribution is symmetric about
the midplane) has insignificant effect owing to the fact that these modes carry
a minuscule fraction of the total energy, as evidenced in table 5.1. A similar
reasoning allows us to establish that only those four pressure modes mentioned















































Figure 5.14: Lift numbers computed over one period for the NES-less linearly-
sprung cylinder.
As noted in appendix B, the fact that more pressure modes are required
than velocity modes in order to satisfactorily reconstruct the lift coefficient is a
direct consequence of the more pronounced spreading of energy among pressure
modes (cf. figure 5.3), but also can be interpreted from a more physically
intuitive perspective by recognizing that, at such a value of the Reynolds number
(Re = 100), the lift coefficient is essentially pressure-driven and viscous effects,
to some extent, are not as prevalent. Hence, one expects that few velocity modes
should be necessary to adequately approximate the lift on the bluff body.
Consistent with what is known about the frequency content of the lift co-
efficient for flow past a two-dimensional linearly-sprung circular cylinder at
Re = 100, we find that the dominant lift numbers oscillate at a single frequency
equal to the Strouhal frequency (St) or three times that frequency (3St), de-
pending on their index. In particular, lift numbers associated with the first pair
of velocity and pressure modes oscillate at St, while those associated with the
third pair of pressure modes oscillate at 3St. These observations are consistent
with previous results establishing that, for this flow, the frequency content of
the lift coefficient is dominated by odd integer multiples of the shedding fre-
quency St, with negligible contributions from harmonics higher than 3St. Here
we demonstrate that the frequency component at 3St is associated with pressure
effects only, while the main frequency component at St is the result of combined
pressure and viscous effects. We note at this point that the first pressure and
velocity lift numbers oscillate in a nearly out-of-phase fashion while having com-
parable amplitude, strongly suggesting that the net effect of the combination of
these two modes is nearly zero.
Figure 5.15 shows the time history of the reconstructed lift coefficient over
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one shedding period using the six lift numbers identified previously, and find









Figure 5.15: Lift coefficient during one shedding cycle computed by direct nu-
merical simulation (solid black), and reconstructed lift coefficient using POD-
based lift numbers (dashed red) for the NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder.
5.2.2.2 NES-equipped VIV
When an NES is present and the mass ratio ε is small (ε = 0.05), the energy
distribution among POD modes is quite similar to that for NES-less standard
VIV, and it is therefore expected that a comparable number of lift numbers
should be necessary to reconstruct the lift coefficient. Considering the spatial
structure of the first nine velocity and pressure modes shown in figure 5.6, we
see that only velocity modes 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8, and pressure modes 1, 2, 6, 7,
8 and 9 contribute to producing lift on the cylinder. A systematic convergence
study shows that retaining velocity modes 1 and 2 along with pressure modes 1,
2, 6, 7 and 8 (for which time series are shown in figure 5.16) yields a satisfactory
approximation for the lift coefficient, as evidenced in figure 5.17. We note that,
in this particular case, only one more lift number need to be retained in the
approximation of the lift (with a total of seven lift numbers retained) compared
to the NES-less standard VIV case (cf. figure 5.14).
On the other hand, for a larger value of the mass ratio (ε = 0.33), significant
spreading of energy among POD modes (apparent from figures 5.2d and 5.3d,
and from table 5.1) invariably leads to a larger number of POD modes being
required for the approximate reconstruction of CL. In contrast to the case
ε = 0.05, retaining only velocity modes 1 and 2 no longer suffices, and velocity
modes 3, 7, 8 and 9 also need to be accounted for. Similar conclusions apply
to pressure modes, since we find that no fewer than eight pressure modes are
required for the resulting approximation to be satisfactory. Hence, for ε = 0.33,
we need to include as many as fourteen lift numbers to reconstruct the lift
coefficient, time series of which are shown in figure 5.18. Superposition of those
fourteen lift numbers can be compared to the lift coefficient computed by direct
numerical simulation, and we show in figure 5.19 that the agreement between
























































Figure 5.16: Lift numbers computed over one slowly decaying cycle for the
linearly-sprung cylinder with rotational NES and ε = 0.05.







Figure 5.17: Lift coefficient during one slowly decaying cycle computed by direct
numerical simulation (black), and reconstructed lift coefficient using the POD-
based lift numbers shown in figure 5.16 (red) for the linearly-sprung cylinder
with rotational NES and ε = 0.05.
5.3 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the computational results presented in §5.2 in terms
of energy transfer between the fluid, the oscillating cylinder and the rotating
NES, which we relate to the phenomenon of 1:1:1 resonance capture on a slow
invariant manifold described in chapter 4.
5.3.1 Measure of energy transfer between the fluid and
the cylinder
The issue of energy transfer between the fluid and the linearly-sprung cylin-
der is an important one as it provides a strong indication of flow regimes that
can be produced by VIV (Williamson & Roshko, 1988; Leontini et al., 2006;
Govardhan & Williamson, 2000). Significant effort has been devoted to un-
derstanding the near-wake and energy-transfer characteristics of a bluff body
























































































































Figure 5.18: Lift numbers computed over one slowly decaying cycle for the
linearly-sprung cylinder with rotational NES and ε = 0.33.


















Figure 5.19: Lift coefficient during one slowly decaying cycle computed by direct
numerical simulation (black), and reconstructed lift coefficient using the POD-
based lift numbers shown in figure 5.18 (red) for the linearly-sprung cylinder
with rotational NES and ε = 0.33.
ies have produced extensive maps of wake modes, which revealed the existence
of synchronization regions in the forcing-amplitude–forcing-frequency plane, in
which qualitatively different wake modes are realizable. Leontini et al. (2006) in-
vestigated how transitions between such regions occur and how they are related
to energy transactions between the fluid and the cylinder. Of great significance
in such studies is the sign of the mechanical energy transfer between the mov-
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ing cylinder and the flow, as it determines whether cross-flow oscillations tend
to increase or decrease in amplitude. This was first recognized by Den Hartog
(1934) and later verified both experimentally (Blackburn & Melbourne, 1997)
and computationally (Blackburn & Henderson, 1999).
Accordingly, we introduce a quantitative measure CE of energy transfer be-




CL ẏ1 dτ, (5.1)
where T denotes one period of the solution (i.e., one shedding cycle) in situa-
tions where the response is time-periodic at long times (NES-less linearly-sprung
cylinder); or one quasi-period of the solution in situations where the response is
aperiodic (as is the case for a slowly decaying cycle of an NES-equipped linearly-
sprung cylinder). The energy-transfer coefficient CE quantifies the work done
on the cylinder by the fluid over one (quasi-)period, and its sign provides in-
formation about the direction of energy transfer, with a positive sign indicating
that the fluid does work on the cylinder and a negative sign indicating that the
cylinder does work on the fluid.
In the NES-less linearly-sprung case, the response is time-periodic and,
hence, the work done by the fluid on the cylinder over one shedding cycle is ex-
actly zero. Figure 5.20 shows that the instantaneous power PL = ẏ1CL changes
sign four times during one shedding period, and two of the instants at which PL
changes sign correspond to the cylinder being at its maximum travel amplitude.
The only other force acting on the cylinder in this case is the restoring force
imparted by the linear spring, defined as Fspring = −(2πf∗n)2y1, which, for the








Figure 5.20: Instantaneous power of the lift coefficient computed over one shed-
ding cycle for an NES-less sprung cylinder.
When the linearly-sprung cylinder is equipped with a rotational NES, ad-
ditional forces arise due to the inertial coupling between the cylinder and the
NES mass. These are the force imparted by the NES mass to the cylinder,
FNES = εr̄0(θ̈ sin θ + θ̇
2 cos θ); and the force imparted by the cylinder to the
NES mass, Fcyl = ÿ1 sin θ/r̄0. In addition to these forces, the rotational linear
viscous damper imparts a dissipative moment Fdiss = −λθ̇ that acts only on
the NES mass and provides the only means of internal energy dissipation in
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the cylinder. (We note that there is also external energy dissipation due to the
viscosity of the fluid.)
Figure 5.21 and (perhaps even more clearly) the lower left graphs in figures
5.22 and 5.23 show the energy-transfer coefficient computed for many quasi-
periods of the response during a slowly decaying portion of the solution for
a light and heavy NES mass, respectively. We make several comments here.
First, in the case of lighter NES (ε = 0.05, cf. figure 5.22), the energy-transfer
coefficient is positive throughout the entire slowly decaying cycle, indicating that
it is always the cylinder that does work on the flow, and never the other way
around. Second, in that particular case, the temporal evolution of the energy-
transfer coefficient closely follows that of the amplitude of cylinder oscillations,
assuming a nearly constant value during most of the slowly decaying cycle (from
about τ = 1040 to about τ = 1200) and dropping quickly toward the end of
the cycle, shortly before burst into chaotic instability occurs (the origin of small
oscillations observed from about τ = 1010 to about τ = 1130 will be explained
in §5.3.2). This significant diminution of the energy-transfer coefficient coincides
with the sudden change in the oscillation amplitude of the POD modes shown
in figure 5.11 and discussed in §5.2.
For the case of heavier NES (ε = 0.33), however, the situation is differ-
ent. As shown in figure 5.23, the energy-transfer coefficient is initially positive
and remains so during the first part of the slowly decaying cycle (from about
τ = 2150 to about τ = 2620), while gradually decreasing. At τ ≈ 2620, the
energy-transfer coefficient becomes negative, meaning that energy transfer re-
verses direction: From this moment forward, the cylinder does work on the flow,
and this behavior persists until the end of the slowly decaying cycle. In the flow,
the sign change of CE marks the beginning of elongation and symmetrization
of the attached vorticity. Prior to this event, when CE > 0 and the flow does
work on the cylinder, no vortex elongation is observed, and the wake remains
quite similar to that for an NES-less sprung cylinder. Even more interesting,
this transition from positive to negative values of CE coincides with the start
of significant energy redistribution among POD modes identified in §5.2, and
thereby ushers in the second stage of the slowly decaying cycle, during which
energy transactions between POD modes take place.
Finally, we confirm that the POD-based reduced-order model of the lift
coefficient developed in §5.2.2 is able to accurately capture the variations of the
energy-transfer coefficient for the NES-equipped cases discussed above. Figure
5.21 shows that good agreement is found between the spectral-element results



















Figure 5.21: Evolution of the energy-transfer coefficient computed over several
consecutive quasi-periods of a slowly decaying cycle for the sprung cylinder with
rotational NES and (a) ε = 0.05, and (b) ε = 0.33. Comparison is shown be-
tween direct numerical simulation (black) and POD-based reconstructed quan-
tity (red).
5.3.2 Relation to resonance capture on a slow invariant
manifold
As discussed in chapter 4, the successive cycles of regular, slowly decaying mo-
tion interrupted by intermittent chaotic bursts are the result of a resonance cap-
ture on an underlying slow invariant manifold of the dynamics. In that work,
it was shown that the trajectory of the system during the transient resonance
capture can be visualized in an amplitude–phase plane in which the SIM has
a U-shape structure, with one stable and one unstable branch. In that plane,
the early stage of the slowly decaying cycle corresponds to the trajectory being
attracted to the stable branch of the SIM. As the cycle progresses and resonance
settles in, the trajectory “slides down” on the stable branch of the manifold,
until it reaches a breaking point (corresponding to a saddle-node bifurcation),
past which the system leaves the SIM and transitions into intermittent chaos.
In chapter 4, we showed that this mechanism is responsible for the succession
of slowly decaying cycles punctuated by periods of instability, regardless of the
value of the mass ratio, and therefore cannot by itself explain the elongation of
the attached vorticity observed in the case of large mass ratios.
We reproduce in figure 5.22 the resonance capture of the trajectory into the
slow invariant manifold for the case ε = 0.05, along with the time history of
the cylinder displacement and the energy-transfer coefficient. We see that the
oscillations observed in the time series of CE in the early stage of the slowly
decaying cycle (from about τ = 1010 to about τ = 1130) coincides with the
large-amplitude circulation of the trajectory at N ≈ 0.4, which corresponds to
the initial capture on the SIM. As resonance takes hold, the transient oscillat-
ing pattern of the trajectory shrinks, and accordingly the small oscillations in
the energy-transfer coefficient disappear. Closer inspection of the time series
indicates that the sliding of the trajectory on the stable branch of the SIM
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does not actually start until about τ = 1190, which is the time at which the
energy-transfer coefficient undergoes a dramatic reduction of its amplitude.


























Figure 5.22: Left panel: Cylinder displacement (top) and energy-transfer co-
efficient (bottom) during a slowly decaying cycle. Right panel: Illustration of
the capture of the trajectory (shown in black) on the stable branch of the slow
invariant manifold (shown in dashed red), for ε = 0.05.
A similar reasoning applied to the case ε = 0.33 for which significant vortex
elongation is observed allows us to establish the following. In the first portion of
the slowly decaying solution (that is, until about τ = 2620), the energy-transfer
coefficient is positive and the trajectory hovers on the stable branch of the SIM
at a relatively high amplitude (R ≥ 0.22), as shown in figure 5.23. From the
moment CE becomes negative, the sliding on the SIM is remarkably accelerated
(see the time stamps for τ ≥ 2654 in figure 5.23), and the breaking point in the
energy-transfer coefficient at about τ = 2920 coincides with the escape of the
trajectory from the SIM.






























Figure 5.23: Left panel: Cylinder displacement (top) and energy-transfer co-
efficient (bottom) during a slowly decaying cycle. Right panel: Illustration of
the capture of the trajectory (shown in black) on the stable branch of the slow
invariant manifold (shown in dashed red), for ε = 0.33.
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5.3.3 Complete description of the nonlinear dynamics
during a slowly decaying cycle
Here, we synthesize the results presented heretofore in order to formulate a basic
scenario that fully describes the fluid–structure interaction dynamics in the case
of small and large values of the mass ratio ε. We recall at this point that, in
both cases, we have found that the slowly decaying cycle features two distinct
regimes of dynamics, one corresponding to the early portion of the cycle, and
one to the later portion of the cycle preceding burst into instability. However,
elongation of the attached vorticity has been observed only in the case of the
larger mass ratio when the energy-transfer coefficient is negative. This leads
us to the following complete scenario for vortex elongation aft of the oscillating
cylinder due to the action of the rotational NES.
When the mass ratio is small, the first portion of the slowly decaying cycle
spans nearly three-quarters of the entire cycle. In that first stage, the flow
field remains very similar to that for an NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder, and
consequently, this resemblance is reflected in the underlying coherent structures
that are the POD modes, and in their associated energy distribution, as shown
in figures 5.2 and 5.3. Concurrently, the energy-transfer coefficient assumes a
nearly constant, positive value, signaling that energy is continuously transferred
from the flow to the cylinder (where it is dissipated by the rotational damper
of the NES mass), while the trajectory is attracted to the stable branch of the
SIM and very slowly starts sliding down that branch. Initiation of the sliding
marks the beginning of the second stage of the slowly decaying cycle, much
shorter than the first one, and characterized by small yet perceptible changes
in the wake behind the cylinder, and therefore in the spatial structure of the
POD modes computed for successive quasi-periods of the response (see figure
5.13a), as well as in the temporal coefficients of the POD modes computed
for one entire slowly decaying cycle (see figure 5.11). This means that energy
transactions between POD modes do occur in this case, but on a much faster
time scale than in the case of large mass ratio which will be discussed below.
This is accompanied by a sharp diminution of the energy-transfer coefficient,
which remains positive nonetheless, and corresponds to the sliding down of the
trajectory on the stable branch of the SIM.
In contrast, when ε = 0.33, the scenario is as follows. During the first part of
the slowly decaying cycle (which spans roughly half of the entire cycle), barely
any vortex elongation is observed as the attributes of the flow are visually close
to those of standard VIV. As a consequence, the POD modes computed over one
quasi-period and their energy distribution resemble that of NES-less VIV, with
very little spreading of energy among modes. Small gradual changes indicate
that energy transfer between modes occurs but remains insignificant. Similar
to what is observed for ε = 0.05, this interval corresponds to a situation where
the trajectory approaches the stable branch of the SIM before beginning to
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slowly slide down on it. The fluid concomitantly does work on the cylinder,
but the amount of work done by the fluid gradually decreases, until it reaches a
point where it changes sign and becomes negative. Past this point in time, the
dynamics completely changes: Energy now is transferred from the cylinder back
to the flow; more precisely from low-energy to high-energy POD modes, and
the mean mode (whose structure was shown to very closely resemble the steady,
symmetric motionless-cylinder solution) prevails. The redistribution of energy
from the cylinder to the less energetic fluid POD modes leads to elongation and
partial stabilization of the attached vorticity, a phenomenon that is not observed
for small mass ratios, in which case such energy transactions take place at a time
scale too fast for wake elongation to occur.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we applied proper orthogonal decomposition on a slowly de-
caying portion of the solution and identified the coherent flow structures that
were most affected by the presence of the rotational NES. We showed that, for
a lightweight NES, no vortex elongation was discernible behind the cylinder,
and that, consequently, the spatial structure of the POD modes and their tem-
poral evolution remained quite similar to that for an NES-less sprung cylinder.
On the other hand, a heavier NES gave rise to significant vortex elongation at
the end of each slowly decaying cycle, and this behavior was reflected in the
POD modes, with drastic changes in the spatial distribution thereof, and most
notably, significant energy redistribution among modes.
For the NES-equipped sprung cylinder, we found that each slowly decaying
cycle could be partitioned into two different time intervals, each of which featur-
ing qualitatively different dynamics. When the mass ratio was small, the first
interval spanned nearly three-quarters of the entire cycle and was characterized
by large-amplitude rectilinear cylinder motion and standard-VIV-like vorticity
distribution with insignificant energy transfer between POD modes. The sec-
ond interval corresponded to the very end of the slowly decaying cycle and was
characterized by a rapid decay of cylinder displacement, as well as energy re-
distribution among POD modes. During that short interval, the trajectory slid
down on the stable branch of the SIM, and the transfer of energy from the
flow to the cylinder rapidly decreased while remaining positive, until the system
transitioned into temporary chaos.
When the mass ratio was large and significant wake elongation arose at the
end of each slowly decaying cycle, the first half of the cycle was characterized
by a slow decay in cylinder oscillation amplitude corresponding in the flow to
the onset of vortex elongation. During that interval, the trajectory approached
the stable branch of the SIM, and a small fraction of the total energy was redis-
tributed among POD modes. The second half of the cycle featured remarkable
elongation of the attached vorticity and significant energy transfer among POD
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modes, from low- to high-frequency modes. The transfer of energy between
the cylinder and the flow reversed direction, with the cylinder “leaking energy
back” to the flow, a feature that was not observed when no vortex elongation
occurred. Therefore, we attributed the phenomenon of wake elongation and
partial stabilization to a gradual nonlinear transfer of energy from the cylinder
to the high-frequency, low-energy fluid modes.
Finally, we reported that the POD-based reduced-order model for the lift
coefficient accurately captured the important physics of the problem (in par-
ticular the sign change of the energy-transfer coefficient for heavy NES) and
therefore constitutes a valuable tool as it provides better physical insight into
energy interactions between the cylinder, the NES and the flow.
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Chapter 6
Coexistence of multiple long-time
solutions for laminar VIV with
rotational NES
In this chapter, we consider VIV of a linearly-sprung cylinder with an attached
rotational NES in a range of Reynolds number (Re < 50) in which the flow is
expected to be two-dimensional, and a range of dimensionless spring constants,
for a single combination of the other parameters (ratio of cylinder density to
fluid density, dimensionless parameters characterizing the rotating mass and its
damping, and initial angular position of the rotating mass). We use a set of inlet
transients to start the flow and disturb an initially motionless cylinder, and find
that in some cases different inlet transients lead to different long-time solutions,
which appear to be locally stable. For some combinations of Re (well below the
fixed-cylinder critical value of 46.05) and the dimensionless spring constant, we
find as many as three unsteady long-time solutions, and one or more steady,
symmetric, motionless cylinder solutions (with different final displacements of
the rotating mass).
6.1 Motivation
It is well known that the Navier–Stokes equations can have more than one long-
time solution for a given set of parameters. In several cases, such behavior
has been carefully documented and cataloged, including for von Kármán ro-
tating disc flow and variants (Zandbergen & Dijkstra, 1987); flow in a pipe,
where steady axisymmetric, fully-developed flow can exist over a broad range
of Re where either transitional or turbulent flow is also a solution (Eckhardt
et al., 2007); Rayleigh–Bénard convection (Chen & Whitehead, 1968; Busse,
1978; Clever & Busse, 1994, 1996); Taylor–Couette flow (Coles, 1965; Di Prima
& Swinney, 1985); flow in a pair of channels (Goodwin & Schowalter, 1996);
dynamo-related magnetohydrodynamic flows (Simitev & Busse, 2012); multi-
component convection in a porous medium (Bolton & Firoozabadi, 2014); and
flow in a nearly symmetric two-dimensional sudden expansion (Fearn et al.,
1990).
Situations having more than one long-time attracting solution (hereinafter
referred to as “long-time solution”) are of interest for two reasons. First, if tran-
sition from one long-time solution to another can be induced by an intentional
disturbance, then “switching” from one flow state to another has the potential
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to favorably affect heat or mass transfer, aerodynamic performance, or chemical
reaction rates, in an easily controllable way. Second, identification of systems
in which there are coexisting long-time solutions provides a platform for study-
ing transitions induced by either underlying fluctuations in the flow (Jhaveri &
Homsy, 1980), or environmental disturbances (Mullin, 2011).
Discovery of multiple long-time solutions typically involves conducting a
bifurcation analysis (Zhang & Su, 2013), or conducting laboratory or computa-
tional experiments using different initial conditions. In the case of experiments,
discovery of multiple long-time solutions for a given set of parameters typically
requires considerable exploration of the infinite-dimensional space of initial con-
ditions.
A particularly attractive case in which to address these issues is one in which
the flow is expected to be two-dimensional, so that the multiple solutions can be
computed to high resolution and with good accuracy. This allows the dynamics
to be studied without the confounding issues of incompletely resolved scales in
three-dimensional laminar and turbulent flows. A second advantage of the two-
dimensional case is the reduced dimensionality of the space of initial conditions.
In this chapter, we show that the addition of a rotational NES to the two-
dimensional VIV model introduced in chapter 2 can lead to coexistence of mul-
tiple long-time solutions at low Re. The multiple two-dimensional solutions
found in this work are significant in that, among other things, they establish
the potential of this flow system as a model for use in detailed investigation of
basins of attraction of the Navier–Stokes equations, and in studies of noise- and
disturbance-induced transitions between multiple long-time solutions.
6.2 Formulation and approach
6.2.1 Preliminaries and notation
The physical problem is identical to that considered in §3.1. In this chapter,
we use the scaling introduced in §3.3 in which the only dimensionless parameter
depending on the free-stream velocity U is the Reynolds number. Moreover, the
mass ratio ε defined in (3.3) is replaced with εp.
The computational solution is effected using mesh M2 (see table 2.1). For
these values of the computational parameters, the long-time solutions are qual-
itatively similar to those where we simultaneously halved the time-step size,
quadrupled the number of elements, and increased the polynomial order to nine.
(In runs with higher resolution, the transient behavior preceding the long-time
solution can have a very different duration, and can be somewhat different qual-
itatively, as is expected for temporally chaotic flows. In addition, the NES mass
can oscillate about θ = 0 at one resolution, and about θ = π at another.)




To explore the coexistence of multiple long-time solutions, we have used different
inlet transients symmetric and asymmetric about y = 0, rather than searching
in the initial condition space. (We note that a symmetric disturbance to an
SSMC solution necessarily generates no lift or cylinder motion.) Our approach
uses asymmetric inlet transients that relax to a uniform inlet condition in finite
time, thus allowing us to “excite” one or more modes, while providing a smooth
transition in finite time to an asymptotic state in which the inlet flow is uniform
and hence consistent with an SSMC solution. Compared to imposing an initial
condition, our approach has the advantage that there is no incompatibility be-
tween the inlet flow and the initial condition, as would be the case, for example,
if one were to use an asymmetric initial condition and, for τ > 0, a symmetric
inlet condition. Our approach can be thought of as a variation on the use of
persistent inlet excitation (Schubauer & Skramstad, 1948), but with a finite
duration, since persistent inlet excitation does not allow for an SSMC solution.
Figures 6.1(a–d) show the time-dependence of the cross-stream profiles of
four asymmetric inlet transients v(−24, y, τ) = vx,in(y, τ)ex, denoted by A–D,
where










































for 0 < τ < 25, and each transient has the same uniform profile for τ ≥ 25. (The
fifth, denoted by E, is uniform flow for τ ≥ 0, i.e., vx,E(y, τ) = 1.) These tran-
sients vary on a time scale (25 convective time units) orders of magnitude larger
than the time-step size, and also considerably larger than the time scale for vor-
tex shedding and cylinder motion. One of the transients (B) is experimentally
realizable, at least approximately, using an upstream splitter plate, in which the
resulting shear layer remains stable and has a hyperbolic tangent velocity profile
that relaxes to uniform flow as the free-stream velocities on opposite sides of
the splitter plate approach each other as τ approaches 25.
In each case, the initial condition in our domain is a velocity field v(x, y, 0) =
vx,in(y, 0)ex with a cross-stream profile identical to the initial inlet velocity. The
continuity of the initial and inlet profiles at τ = 0 is important in that it avoids
discontinuities between a specified nonuniform inlet condition and a uniform
initial condition in the domain. Also, in each case, the initial position of the
NES mass is at θ = π/2 unless otherwise indicated.
Use of an inlet transient over the interval [0, τ1] is equivalent to use of an
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Figure 6.1: Inlet transients: (a) Gaussian profile with slight asymmetry, (b)
hyperbolic tangent profile, (c) linear profile, and (d) sinusoidal profile. The
smooth temporal evolution of the initial transients is shown at τ = 0 (black),
τ = 10 (red) and τ = 20 (blue).
initial condition at τ1, where the instantaneous velocity and pressure fields at
τ1, as well as the rectilinear displacement and velocity of the cylinder and the
angular displacement and velocity of the rotating mass at τ1 are determined
by solving the initial-value problem (beginning at τ = 0) with the imposed
inlet transient. There is thus a mapping from each inlet transient over [0, τ1]
to an initial condition at τ1, with the mapping being effected by the governing
equations. The preference for using the inlet transient (as opposed to solving the
initial-value problem beginning at τ1) is that the inlet transient can be specified
and varied very simply.
For the symmetric inlet transient E, any disturbance of the initially mo-
tionless cylinder and NES mass must result from (very) small asymmetries as-
sociated with the computational approach. The fact that the θ = π/2 SSMC
solution is sometimes destabilized by the symmetric inlet transient shows that
this mechanism is operative in our simulations, as it would be in experiment.
Finally, as discussed in §6.4, our approach offers no more guarantee of finding
all of the long-time solutions than does an approach that varies only the initial
condition, and we make no claim to having found all of the long-time solutions
for a given combination of parameters.
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6.3 Results
We begin by recalling the definition of an SSMC solution introduced in (3.6a–
3.6c). As discussed below, there is an uncountable number of such solutions,
each with a different value of the (steady) angular displacement of the NES
mass, θs, with the SSMC solution being locally stable for all, some, or no values
of θs. (Even when the NES mass is not at nπ (for some integer n), we refer to
the solution as SSMC because the flow is symmetric.) All of the other long-time
solutions that we have found are, at each time, asymmetric about y = 0.
6.3.1 Overview of the phase diagram
For the specified values of the density ratio (m∗) and NES parameters (εp, ζ,
and r̄0), and the initial value θi = π/2, figure 6.2 shows two stability boundaries,
one for the NES-less case (solid line), and the other for the NES-equipped case,
with θi = π/2 (dotted line). Tilted squares (“diamonds”), pentagons, upright
squares, and other circles correspond to cases in which the number of long-time
solutions found is four, three, two, and one, respectively. (No more than one
SSMC solution is counted in making this assignment, regardless of the number
of values of the final angular position of the rotating mass θ∞ = limτ→∞ θ(τ)
found with different inlet transients.) Moreover, for each symbol shape (and
hence for each number of distinct long-time solutions) there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the color of the symbol and the combination of long-
time solutions found.
For each combination of g∗n and Re, the number and type of SSMC solutions
is denoted using one or more internal lines. A horizontal line denotes a situation
in which the symmetric inlet transient does not lead to cylinder motion, so
that the rotating mass is never displaced. An internal vertical line denotes a
situation in which at least one inlet transient gives rise to an SSMC solution
with |θ∞ − nπ| ≤ 10−6π (n an integer). An internal diagonal cross denotes
situations where one or more inlet transients give rise to one or more values
of θ∞ such that |θ∞ − nπ/2| ≥ 10−6π. For symbols containing more than
one of these elements, the interpretation is “additive.” Thus, an open circle
with vertical and horizontal lines and a diagonal cross corresponds to a case in
which every inlet transient leads to an SSMC solution, with at least one being
θ∞ = π/2, at least one being θ∞ = nπ, and at least one being θ∞ 6= nπ/2.
Similarly, a pentagon with a horizontal line corresponds to a situation in which
the only SSMC solutions have θ∞ = π/2, and there are two unsteady long-time
solutions in addition to the SSMC solutions. Situations in which all of the inlet
transients give rise to unsteady long-time solutions are denoted by symbols with
no internal lines or cross.
While we use different inlet transients to find multiple solutions, the fact
that more than one long-time attracting solution exists for a given set of pa-






























































































































































































































































































































































































































parts, from each of which is attracted a different long-time solution. While it
is typically not trivial to identify the basins of attraction in the initial condi-
tion space even for a finite-dimensional system in which the basins are neither
fractal nor riddled (Trickey et al., 2002; Czolczynski et al., 2012; Lyons et al.,
2014; Williams et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016), the difficulty of doing so in the
infinite-dimensional initial condition space for any nonlinear partial differential
equation is daunting. One can in principle approximate any point in the func-
tion space of initial conditions using an expansion in terms of a complete set
of functions, and divide a finite-dimensional projection of the initial condition
space into basins of attraction. But as far as we know, that has been done
only once, for a two-dimensional projection of the initial condition space for a
nine-dimensional reduced-order (ODE) model of a parallel shear flow (Skufca
et al., 2006).
Because we have made no attempt to fully explore the initial condition space
(or the space of initial transients), we therefore make no claim as to the com-
pleteness of our “collection” of long-time solutions for any combination of the
parameters. We consider only integer values of Re, for which we focus on
identifying qualitatively different long-time solutions. We also make no claim
regarding the nature of the solutions at Re values intermediate to those we have
considered, and make no attempt to identify routes to chaos, transitions as Re
or 1/g∗n varies, or basins of attraction in the infinite-dimensional space of initial
conditions, or any projection thereof.
6.3.2 Relationship to the stability boundary
As discussed by Tumkur et al. (2017b), the two stability boundaries pertain
to a base flow that is steady and symmetric, and were computed using non-
infinitesimal disturbances, along the lines of Zielinska & Wesfreid (1995). For
the NES-less case, the base flow is judged to be stable if the long-time solu-
tion is an SSMC solution, for which sufficiently small disturbances decay for
combinations of Re and 1/g∗n on one side of the boundary ABCDE, and do
not decay on the other side. For the NES-equipped case, we specify an initial
value θi = π/2, and note that the stability boundary AB’C’D’E separates situ-
ations where asymmetric disturbances decay from those in which they do not.
(As discussed in §6.2, the symmetric inlet transient E can lead to instability
only as a result of very small asymmetries in the numerics.) We also note that
the steady, symmetric flow with an initial condition θi = π/2 can evolve to an
SSMC solution in which the angular position of the NES mass has a different
value. If that outcome occurred when infinitesimal disturbances were used,
then there would be two possibilities, in which the final position θ∞ of the NES
mass differs infinitesimally or noninfinitesimally from π/2. In terms of a base
state corresponding to an SSMC solution and θi = π/2, we characterize the first
situation as stable, and the second as unstable because the disturbance grew to
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a noninfinitesimal amplitude before ultimately decaying to θ∞ 6= θi . Because
the stability boundaries were determined using noninfinitesimal disturbances,
we expect that a final value θ∞ = π/2 will arise in only two cases: a) when
the disturbance is symmetric and the NES mass is not displaced, and b) as a
limiting case when the asymmetry of the inlet transient tends to zero.
We see in figure 6.2 that in the portion of the Re–1/g∗n plane in which the
NES-less case is stable and the NES-equipped case is not stable, only SSMC
solutions are found. On the other hand, in the portion of the Re–1/g∗n plane in
which the NES-equipped case is stable and the NES-less case is unstable, there
are no cases in which only SSMC solutions are found.
6.3.3 Nature of the distinct solutions
In this section, we discuss the types of solutions found over the range of Re
and g∗n considered. The solutions have been classified largely on the basis of
the temporal behavior of the rotating NES. We will find it useful to distinguish
between an (overall) solution (consisting of velocity and pressure fields, along
with time series for the rectilinear motion of the cylinder and rotational motion
of the NES mass) from the rigid-body components of the solution. We note that
some of the classifications can include long-time solutions with quite different
characteristics.
6.3.3.1 Steady, symmetric, motionless-cylinder solutions
For any SSMC solution, the flow is identical to that past a fixed cylinder. As
discussed above and in §3.3, for an NES-equipped cylinder, the linear stability
of an SSMC solution depends on only Re, g∗n, m
∗, ζ, and εp sin
2 θs. For Re = 36
and 1/g∗n = 0.17, we have verified that there is a limited range of θs for which
the SSMC solution is stable. That range has as its lower and upper bounds θcrit
and π/2, where θcrit = arcsin
√
γ/εp and γ is the minimum value of εp sin
2 θs
for which stability is possible. We found that the standard VIV solution is the
long-time solution when θs = 0, and that the ranges in which the two unsteady
solutions and the SSMC solutions are found are apparently neither fractal nor
riddled. Using εp = 0.3 or 0.6, we find that the critical value of εp sin
2 θs lies
between 0.0912 and 0.0913. These results are consistent with figure 3.10, and
with the analytical result of Tumkur et al. (2017b) that εp sin
2 θs is the relevant
“combination” stability parameter.
The physical mechanism is as follows. For θs = 0, the NES has no con-
sequence for linear stability, and the standard VIV solution corresponding to
an NES-less sprung cylinder is the long-time solution that is found. On the
other hand, for values of θs differing sufficiently from an integer multiple of π,
there is significant potential for the NES to interact with the rigid-body mo-
tion. What happens in this case is that the angular displacement of the rotating
mass allows it to respond to (very) small asymmetric disturbances, and to bleed
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off kinetic energy associated with the rectilinear motion, hence damping dis-
turbances. When, however, θs is closer to an integer multiple of π, the NES
mass has less “leverage” to bleed energy from the rectilinear motion, and some
disturbances which would have stabilized the NES-less case can grow.
When an SSMC solution is a long-time solution arising from the symmetric
inlet transient, the final angular position of the rotating mass might remain fixed
at its initial value. (That will indeed happen when the symmetric inlet transient
excites no cylinder motion.) However, when an SSMC solution is the long-time
solution for asymmetric inlet transients, the NES mass has necessarily rotated
as a result of cylinder motion that must occur. So in that case, the angular
displacement of the NES mass might be small or large, depending on the nature
of the system response that ultimately approaches an SSMC solution.
6.3.3.2 Standard VIV
For a standard VIV solution, the solution is time-periodic and the NES has no
dynamic effect. Such a situation occurs when θ∞ = nπ, in which case (3.11a,
3.11b) show that the rectilinear motion of the cylinder is coupled only to the
flow, and not to rotation of the NES mass. The flow and the associated cylin-
der motion are in this case identical to flow past an NES-less sprung cylinder.
The amplitude and frequency of the cylinder displacement and lift are in good
agreement with previous work (Tumkur et al., 2017a). Consistent with what
is known about NES-less VIV, we believe that when this solution is linearly
stable, it is the only unsteady long-time solution with θ = nπ. For Re = 35
and 1/g∗n = 0.28, using inlet transient A (the leftmost of the red circles in figure
6.2), figure 6.3 shows that the SSMC solution is not stable with respect to the
indicated disturbance if θs = π/2. Specifically, figures 6.3(a, c) show that when
transient A is applied, coupling of the NES mass displacement to the rectilinear
motion leads to growth of initial disturbances in the displacement of the cylinder
and the angular position of the NES mass, which ultimately lead to standard
VIV with θ = 0. We note, that following the transient disturbance, the recti-
linear displacement approaches the time-periodic state more slowly than does
the lift coefficient. The asymptotic state is reached in a few hundred dimen-
sionless time units. We also note that asymptotic values of θ equal to even and
odd multiples of π have been observed, and that the final value depends on the
transient behavior, which in turn depends on the specified inlet transient and
the detailed error properties of the computational algorithm.
6.3.3.3 Periodic, predominantly unidirectional rotation
Figure 6.4 shows time series for Re = 38 and 1/g∗n = 0.18, using inlet transient
C. These time series have several notable features. First, there is a very long
chaotic transient (over 2000 convective time units) before the trajectory settles



































Figure 6.3: Time series for standard VIV with inlet transient A, Re = 35,
1/g∗n = 0.28.
had the simulation been terminated earlier. Second, figure 6.5 shows that for τ
less than about 250, the NES mass executes small-amplitude oscillations about
θ = π/2, with slow linear growth in the amplitude, and with the net direction of
rotation being clockwise. Third, for τ lying between about 250 and about 2000,
the time series appear chaotic, before ultimately settling into a time-periodic
state, with y1, CL, and θ oscillating between −0.27 and 0.27, −0.28 and 0.50,
and −1.12 and −0.14, respectively. In this periodic state, the NES mass rotates
exclusively in the counterclockwise direction, swinging through a full 2π during
each period. (It is easy to prove that the NES mass rotates in the opposite
direction for an inlet transient with opposite asymmetry.) Figures 6.6(a–c)
show that for the rectilinear displacement of the cylinder, and for the angular
displacement of the rotating mass, the first harmonic is the dominant frequency,
with a peak in the Fourier spectrum some 1.5 decades above the next highest
frequency. On the other hand, anharmonic contributions are much stronger for
the lift coefficient CL, with the second harmonic having more power than the
primary frequency (as shown in figure 6.6c).
For the same realization, Supplemental Movie 6.1 shows the spanwise vortic-
ity distribution, along with time series of cylinder displacement, lift, drag, and
angular velocity of the NES mass cued to each frame of the vorticity distribu-
tion. (Note that the time interval between movie frames is 0.4, compared to the
integration time-step size of 2 × 10−3.) After a very short time corresponding
to the duration of the imposed inlet transient, which leads to the wake strongly
departing (see figure 6.7a) from the symmetry (3.6a–3.6c) of the fixed-cylinder
von Kármán vortex street and standard VIV solutions. The lift, rectilinear dis-





































































Figure 6.4: Time series for periodic, predominantly unidirectional rotation with
inlet transient C, Re = 38, 1/g∗n = 0.18.
(a)

















Figure 6.5: Detail, at early times, of NES angular displacement and velocity for







































Figure 6.6: Fourier spectrum of (a) y1, (b) sin θ, and (c) CL for periodic, predom-
inantly unidirectional rotation with inlet transient C, Re = 38 and 1/g∗n = 0.18.
in which the mass executes small oscillations about a mean position that moves
towards θ = π. When the NES mass nears θ = π (at about τ = 202), its veloc-
ity is quite low, and the fact that the solution is not attracted to standard VIV
shows that the latter is not globally stable. A similar event occurs at θ = 2π
near τ = 270 (see Supplemental Movie 6.1).
For τ less than about 200, the time-periodic spanwise vorticity remains “at-
tached” to the cylinder, and is nearly symmetric about the y = 0 plane, as
shown in figure 6.7b at τ = 100. At τ = 202, just after the NES mass has passed
through θ = π, the angular velocity is very small, and the state (in the sense of
the phase space) is close to that for standard VIV. But, as is apparent from the
movie and the time series, the solution is not attracted to standard VIV, and in-
stead begins a long chaotic transient, which runs from about τ = 250 to beyond
τ = 2000. During this transient, there are several intervals (340 < τ < 400,
660 < τ < 700, and briefly near τ = 1020, 1180, 1350, 1530, and 1630; see
Supplemental Movie 6.1) in which the wake undergoes significant partial stabi-
lization (see figure 6.7c). In these intervals, the wake becomes quite symmetric
about the midplane and more elongated and steadier than during either the
other portions of the chaotic transient or the asymptotic limit cycle, as shown
in figures 6.7(d, e), respectively. Each such event is preceded by a “burst” in
both lift and cylinder displacement. The elongation and partial stabilization
are accompanied by a rapid decay in the angular velocity of the NES mass,
and occur at times during which the cylinder displacement is relatively small.
As a result, elongation and partial stabilization occur under conditions where
effects of NES displacement and angular velocity on cylinder motion are weak.
(This point is particularly clear for 340 < τ < 430, where it is seen that there
is no particular “favored” value for θ.) The fact that no elongation or partial
stabilization occur for the NES-less sprung cylinder, however, establishes that
the NES is necessary to achieve this result. That the solution continues to wan-
der through the phase space before finally being attracted to a time-periodic
solution at around τ ≈ 2100 suggests that both the SSMC solution and the
standard VIV solution (to which the solution was not attracted after the inlet
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transient) are part of one or more nonattracting sets in the phase space, the ex-
istence of which is a necessary condition for transient chaos (Lai & Tél, 2011).
Comparison of figures 5e and 5f shows that, in the asymptotic limit cycle, the
wake is qualitatively similar to that for NES-less VIV.
(a)















































Figure 6.7: Spanwise vorticity for periodic, predominantly unidirectional rota-
tion with inlet transient C, Re = 38, 1/g∗n = 0.18 at (a) τ = 30, (b) τ = 100,
(c) τ = 395, (d) τ = 490, (e) τ = 2820, and (f) NES-less VIV for the same
parameters.
If the first factor in the first term on the right-hand side of inlet transient C
is modified to 1 + y/36.001, then the initial response is quite different, with the
duration of transient chaos being significantly shorter (figure 6.8). This sensi-
tivity to inlet transient details is reminiscent of sensitivity to initial conditions
in systems displaying chaotic behavior (Lai & Tél, 2011). We also observe that
for the initial NES displacement θ = 0, transient C leads to a “standard VIV”
long-time solution (see figure 6.9), rather than the solution shown in figure 6.4
and Supplemental Movie 6.1.
For Re = 36 and 1/g∗n = 0.17 (the same parameters for which results were
presented above for the SSMC solutions) with inlet transient A, figure 6.10
shows that the solution settles into a “full-swing” periodic state by about τ =
200. The NES mass rotates predominantly counterclockwise, but with some
reversal during a small fraction of each cycle, as shown in figure 6.10h. The
cylinder displacement is predominantly at a dimensionless frequency of 0.135,
with a relatively weak harmonic contribution at fD/U = 0.278, with lift and
drag showing significant response at both frequencies. In contrast to the time-





































































Figure 6.9: Transient C with θ(0) = 0, and with Re = 38 and 1/g∗n = 0.18.
solution for Re = 36 and 1/g∗n = 0.17 (both with inlet transient A) involves
a definite “hesitation” in the NES displacement during each cycle, near θ =
3π/2, where the NES mass comes to rest and quickly executes a small clockwise
reversal, before resuming its counterclockwise motion. The time-periodic motion
is characterized by y1, CL, and θ oscillating between -0.304 and 0.299, -0.983
and 0.675, and -1.350 and 0.0677, respectively.
Supplemental Movie 6.2 and figures 6.11(a–c) show that for Re = 36 and
1/g∗n = 0.17 with inlet transient A, vortex shedding is strong from the start,






































































Figure 6.10: Time series for periodic, predominantly unidirectional rotation
(with reversal) with inlet transient A, Re = 36, 1/g∗n = 0.17.
6.3.3.4 Back-and-forth periodic rotation
For Re = 24, 1/g∗n = 0.24, and inlet transient A, figures 6.12(a–h) and Sup-
plemental Movie 6.3 show that there is a brief initial transient (0 < τ < 35),
during which relatively rapid, large-amplitude motion of the cylinder signifi-
cantly disturbs the spanwise vorticity distribution, which is convected down-
stream and out of the computational domain (see figures 6.13(a, b)). During
this time, the cylinder and NES mass undergo large rectilinear and angular dis-
placements, respectively. This is followed by an interval (from about τ = 50
to about τ = 150) that begins with considerable vortex elongation (see figure
6.13c), small-amplitude rectilinear cylinder motion, and small-amplitude oscil-
lation of the NES mass about θ = 0, with the cylinder displacement and lift
being nearly symmetric about zero (in the sense that y1(τ +T/2) = −y1(τ) and
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Figure 6.11: Spanwise vorticity for periodic, predominantly unidirectional rota-
tion (with reversal) with inlet transient A, Re = 41, 1/g∗n = 0.16 at (a) τ = 20,
(b) τ = 118, and (c) τ = 350.
CL(τ + T/2) = −CL(τ), where T is the oscillation period).
As time progresses, the amplitude of the cylinder motion increases, and the
NES becomes nearly motionless near θ = 0. During this interval (40 < τ < 500),
the oscillations in cylinder displacement and lift continue to grow, the NES mass
remains nearly stationary near θ = 0, and the solution seemingly approaches
the standard VIV solution, as can be seen by comparing figures 6.14a and 6.14b
to figures 6.14b and 6.14d (where figures 6.14c and 6.14d show the VIV solution
for the same values of Re and 1/g∗n), and from the vorticity distribution at
τ = 480 shown in figure 6.13d. The steady amplitude of the rectilinear cylinder
displacement and lift coefficient for the standard VIV case are 0.155 and 0.083,
respectively, whereas for the NES-equipped case, the corresponding amplitudes
were 0.157 and 0.084 at τ = 480, at which time these amplitudes were still
increasing. Figures 6.14(e, f) show that when the velocity and pressure fields
for the NES-equipped case at τ = 150 (at which time θ = 5.15× 10−4) are used
as initial conditions for the NES-less case, the long-time solution corresponds
to standard VIV. This shows that, for sufficiently small θ, the NES does not
necessarily destabilize the standard VIV solution, as was the case for Re = 36
and 1/g∗n = 0.17 discussed above.
Furthermore, at about τ = 480, there is a rapid growth in the amplitude of
the NES oscillation, which, as shown in figure 6.12b, begins with “split-peak”
oscillations, which lead to large spikes in the lift, and ultimately to a time-
periodic solution in which split-peak oscillations of the NES mass persist, the
lift is significantly asymmetric, and the wake is qualitatively similar to what is
seen for NES-less VIV (compare figure 6.13e and 9f). Figure 6.15 makes it clear
that, at long times, the time series for y1, CL, and θ are periodic, with a slightly
richer harmonic content in the Fourier spectrum for CL than for y1 and θ. The




































































Figure 6.12: Time series for back-and-forth periodic rotation with inlet transient
A, Re = 24, 1/g∗n = 0.4.
dominant frequency in the time series for θ is close to St/2, strongly suggesting
a mechanism of 1:1:2 internal resonance between the lift, rectilinear motion of
the cylinder, and angular motion of the NES.
A second example of long-time behavior characterized by back-and-forth
periodic rotation of the NES mass is shown in figure 6.16 and Supplemental
Movie 6.4 for Re = 35 and 1/g∗n = 0.18, found using inlet transient A. After an
initial interval in which large-amplitude cylinder motion dies out (compare figure
6.17a at τ = 30 and figure 6.17b at τ = 120), the solution settles, at about τ =
150, into an extended regime in which the NES mass has a very small angular
velocity, the cylinder is nearly motionless, and the wake is nearly symmetric
(see figure 6.17c at τ = 300 and Supplemental Movie 6.4). At about τ = 500,
there is rapid onset of linear growth in the displacement and lift, while the NES
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Figure 6.13: Spanwise vorticity for back-and-forth periodic rotation with inlet
transient A, Re = 24, 1/g∗n = 0.4 at (a) τ = 4, (b) τ = 22, (c) τ = 90, (d)
τ = 480, (e) τ = 1522, and (f) NES-less VIV for the same parameters.
mass remains nearly motionless. Near τ = 600, there is a rapid reduction in
the angular speed of the NES mass (see figure 6.18)) near θ = 24π. Again,
a wake instability appears (see figure 6.17d at τ = 700). At about τ = 760,
however, rapid linear growth in displacement and lift are halted by appearance
of rapid, large-amplitude oscillations in the NES angular displacement, followed
very quickly by a break in the linear growth of rectilinear cylinder displacement
amplitude. Near and after τ = 1000, the oscillations in θ become much more
regular. Although casual inspection of Supplemental Movie 6.4 might suggest
that the solution has reached a periodic solution by τ = 1000, it is not until
much larger times (about τ = 2500) that frequency analysis shows that there is
no significant contribution to the signal at more than one frequency.
6.3.3.5 Quasi-periodic solution
Figure 6.19 shows that for Re = 33 and 1/g∗n = 0.19, inlet transient A gives rise
to a response in which the amplitude of oscillations in y1 decays from greater
than 0.2 to about 0.05, and θ approaches −10π. This transient behavior has
a duration (about 150 convective time units) far exceeding that of the applied
inlet transient. By the end of this transient, the oscillation amplitudes of rec-
tilinear displacement and lift have reached their lowest levels, and the angular
displacement and velocity of the rotating mass are small and decaying. Between
τ = 150 and 520, the amplitudes of the rectilinear displacement and lift oscil-
lations grow, and the motion of the NES mass decays. At about τ = 520, the
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Figure 6.14: (a, b) NES-equipped solution for b.a.f periodic solution with inlet
transient A, Re = 24, 1/g∗n = 0.4; (c, d) standard VIV with inlet transient A,
Re = 24, 1/g∗n = 0.4; (e, f) simulation of the NES-less case using the state at
τ = 150 in (a, b) as the initial condition.
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Figure 6.15: Fourier spectrum of (a) y1, (b) θ, and (c) CL for back-and-forth
periodic solution with inlet transient A at Re = 24 and 1/g∗n = 0.4.
amplitude of the cylinder displacement oscillation has increased to the point
where rotation of the NES mass is excited, and the system rapidly approaches
a long-time solution that appears to be quasi-periodic.
For inlet transient A, Re = 33 and 1/g∗n = 0.19, Supplemental Movie 6.5
shows that, during the initial interval when the amplitudes of y1, dθ/dτ and




































































Figure 6.16: Time series for back-and-forth periodic rotation with inlet transient
A, Re = 35, 1/g∗n = 0.18.
strongly from the symmetry of (3.6a–3.6c), as shown in figure 6.20a. This is
followed by an interval (from about τ = 32 to about τ = 108) during which the
amplitudes of y1, dθ/dτ and CL decay and the wake becomes elongated and
more symmetric, with residual waviness in the vorticity distribution associated
with small-amplitude rectilinear motion of the cylinder, as illustrated in figure
6.20b. As the NES mass approaches a nearly motionless state, a wake instability
appears, and the amplitudes of y1 and CL linearly grow, leading to increased
wake asymmetry and unsteadiness. Figure 6.20c shows that, at τ = 516, when
the magnitudes of y1 and CL are near their absolute maxima, no elongation is
seen and the wake is significantly wavy. As discussed above, large-amplitude
lift oscillations and the resulting cylinder motion then trigger rotation of the
NES mass, ultimately leading to a long-time solution in which the wake is
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Figure 6.17: Spanwise vorticity for back-and-forth periodic rotation with inlet
transient A, Re = 35, 1/g∗n = 0.18 at (a) τ = 30, (b) τ = 120, (c) τ = 300, (d)



















Figure 6.18: Blow-up of NES angular displacement and velocity for back-and-
forth periodic solution with inlet transient A at Re = 35 and 1/g∗n = 0.18.
qualitatively similar to that for an NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder, as shown
by comparison of figures 6.20d and 6.20e.
For the same quasi-periodic solution at Re = 33 and 1/g∗n = 0.19, tables
C.1(a, c) and figures 6.21(a, c) show that the dominant frequency in the time
series for the rectilinear displacement and lift is 0.1449, close to the natural
frequency (1/(0.19× 33) = 0.1594) of the spring–mass system. For the angular
displacement of the NES mass, figure 6.21b shows that the dominant frequency
in the time series is 0.0834. Tables C.1(a–c) show that, for the rectilinear dis-
placement (using the 18 frequencies associated with the highest energy), angular
displacement (16 frequencies), and lift (15 frequencies), the dominant frequen-




































































Figure 6.19: Time series for quasi-periodic solution with inlet transient A, Re =
33, 1/g∗n = 0.19.
rable frequencies f1 = 0.1449 and f2 = 0.0834, whose ratio is 0.576. (The closest
ratio of “small” integers is 5/7 = 0.571428.... The closest ratio of integers with
denominator less than 26 is 11/19 = 0.578947....) The rational multiples are
multiples of 1/3. For the long-time solution, we note that the waveforms for the
rectilinear displacement and lift are quite similar. The power spectrum for the
cylinder displacement clearly shows a (small) peak near 0.0205, corresponding
to the modulation frequency in the time series. Although the time series for
both the NES angular velocity and lift coefficient clearly show a modulation
at this frequency, neither power spectrum has a discernible peak there. Tables
C.1(a, c) show that 0.0205 is the difference between four pairs of frequencies in











































Figure 6.20: Spanwise vorticity for quasi-periodic solution with inlet transient
A, Re = 33, 1/g∗n = 0.19 at (a) τ = 32, (b) τ = 108, (c) τ = 516, (d) τ = 988,
and (e) NES-less VIV for the same parameters.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.21: Fourier spectrum of (a) y1, (b) θ, and (c) CL for quasi-periodic
solution with inlet transient A, Re = 33, 1/g∗n = 0.19.
For τ > 520, the angular velocity fluctuates about a mean of essentially zero,
but there are significant deviations. The time series for the long-time angular
displacement and velocity of the NES mass show no significant power at the fre-
quency which is dominant for the cylinder motion and lift. The oscillations in
NES displacement and angular velocity are strongly modulated, with a modula-
tion frequency of 0.019. The angular motion has its two most energetic peaks at
0.0834 and 0.1039, which are separated by 0.0205 = (0.1449− 0.0834)/3, which
is the modulation frequency for the time series of y1, CL, and θ.
Although the dominant frequencies (0.1449 and 0.0834) of the time series
for the rectilinear motion and the rotational motion of the NES mass “cross
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over” into each other’s time series (as evidenced through representation of each
extracted frequency in each time series in terms of a rational linear combination
of the two dominant frequencies), the two extracted modulation frequencies
(0.0205 for the cylinder displacement, and 0.019 for the rotation of the NES
mass) are not among the most energetic frequencies extracted.
Finally, we note that the modulation of the lift coefficient is somewhat asym-
metric, with the modulation amplitude being larger near the minimum of the
lift than at the maximum. The modulation of the rectilinear displacement is
considerably less asymmetric.
6.3.3.6 Fully-developed chaotic solution
For Re = 31 and 1/g∗n = 0.28, we perform a computation using asymmetric
inlet transient C. Figure 6.22 and Supplemental Movie 6.6 show that after an
initial interval (from τ = 0 to about τ = 70) during which the flow (see figure
6.23a) and lift rapidly become asymmetric, the latter leads, in turn, to a large
rectilinear velocity of the cylinder, and thus to significant rotation of the NES
mass. Following this rapid growth in flow asymmetry and cylinder displacement,
the trajectory settles into a chaotic state. The chaotic nature of the long-time
solution is evident from the broadband frequency content of the wavelet spectra
for y1, CL and sin θ, shown in figure 6.24. By comparison to the well-known
standard VIV case (figure 6.23e), figures 6.23(b–d) show that the wake structure
is considerably affected by the NES, not only in the near field, with recurring
episodes featuring noticeable elongation of the attached vorticity (figure 6.23b),
but also in the far field, with visibly unorganized vortex structures (figure 6.23c).
Figure 6.23d suggests that during other portions of the time series, the wake
structure is reminiscent of NES-less VIV.
Supplemental Movie 6.6 shows that the NES displacement about its initial
position θ = π/2 grows linearly with time until about τ = 100. We also ob-
serve that the cylinder displacement shows a number of peaks (for example,
near τ = 1170, τ = 1248, τ = 1308, τ = 1386 and τ = 1472), recurring at
roughly equal intervals, interlaced with very short intervals of small cylinder
displacement. During each of the latter relatively quiescent episodes, the wake
undergoes considerable elongation and significant symmetrization, correspond-
ing to minima in the time series of CD (see figure 16e), and peaks in the cylinder
displacement. But just as an SSMC solution can give rise (via instability) to
the Kármán vortex street in the NES-less case, we believe that the partially
symmetrized flow found here elongates to the point where it becomes unstable
with respect to a wake instability. Judging from Supplemental Movie 6.6, the
streamwise extent of wake elongation appears to be roughly the same in each
episode.
Figures 6.25(a–f) show time series, wavelet spectra and Fourier spectra of the
streamwise and cross-stream velocity components at a point fixed with respect
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Figure 6.22: Time series for fully-developed chaotic solution with inlet transient
C, Re = 31, 1/g∗n = 0.28.
to an inertial reference frame and located in the near wake, 1.25D downstream
of the cylinder center and 1D above the mid-line y = 0. (We refer to this as
Point A.) As for the time series of cylinder displacement, NES position, and
lift, the broadband frequency content of the wavelet spectra for the two velocity
components evidences the chaotic nature of the flow. Qualitatively identical
results are obtained for the two velocity components at a point 3.25D down-
stream of the undisplaced cylinder center and 1D above the mid-line. (We
refer to this as Point B.) Figures 6.26(a–f) show the normalized autocorre-
lation of vx(xA, yA, τ), and the normalized cross-correlations of vx(xA, yA, τ),
vy(xA, yA, τ), and dy1/dτ with each other, the normalized cross-correlation of
vx(xA, yA, τ) with vx(xB , yB , τ), and of dy1/dτ with CL, where we define the
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Figure 6.23: Spanwise vorticity for fully-developed chaotic solution with inlet
transient C, Re = 31, 1/g∗n = 0.28 at (a) τ = 48, (b) τ = 766.8, (c) τ = 1532.2,
(d) τ = 1890.8, and (e) NES-less VIV for the same parameters.









with p′(τ) = p(τ)− 〈p〉, q′(τ) = q(τ)− 〈q〉, and the angle brackets denote mean
quantities. For the normalized autocorrelation, we simply replace p(τ) by q(τ).
The most striking features of these plots are a) none decays as the lag τc
increases up to 1200 (corresponding to almost 200 shedding cycles, and b) fig-
ures 6.26(a–f) are nearly indistinguishable. This is in stark contrast to the
results shown in figures 20(g, h) of Tumkur et al. (2017b), where the autocor-
relations of the cylinder velocity with the two velocity components at Point
A show significant decay over lag times much shorter than shown in figures
6.26(a–f). We believe that the difference between our nondecaying (or very
slowly decaying) correlations and those of Tumkur et al. (2017b) is largely
due to the relatively “weakly chaotic” nature of the present time series for
vx(xA, yA, τ), vy(xA, yA, τ), vy(xB , yB , τ), and dy1/dτ , as revealed by compar-
ison of the wavelet spectra in figures 6.25(c, d) to those in figures 20(c, d) of
Tumkur et al. (2017b), and of the power spectra in figures 20(e, f) of Tumkur
et al. (2017b) to the power spectra in figures 6.25(e, f). In both cases, it is
clear that the response in the present case, while definitely broadband, is more
strongly dominated by two frequencies than is the case for the system considered
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Figure 6.24: Wavelet spectrum of (a) y, (b) sin θ and (c) CL for fully-developed
chaotic solution with inlet transient C, Re = 31, 1/g∗n = 0.28.
by Tumkur et al. (2017b). We note that the autocorrelation of the streamwise
velocity component at point A, as well as the cross-correlations of vx,A with
either vx,B , vy,A, or dy1/dτ , and the cross-correlation of vz,A with dy1/dτ are
essentially identical, and that this is largely a result of the fact that the velocity
components at Points A and B, and the cylinder velocity, are strongly correlated
with each other at each time. The cross-correlation shown in figure 6.26f of the
cylinder velocity with the lift coefficient is qualitatively quite similar.
A cursory inspection of the time series for the NES position (figure 6.27)
shows that during the chaotic portion of the solution, the NES mass does not
have a strong preference for any particular position (e.g., θ = 0 or θ = π).
This is more clearly illustrated using the cumulative distribution function and
probability density function, defined by
CDF(φ) = P (θ mod 2π ≤ φ), φ ∈ [−π, π] (6.3a)
and
PDF(φ) = d[CDF(φ)]/dφ (6.3b)
respectively, where P (Xi) is the probability that the variable X attains the
value Xi. Figures 6.28(a, b) for Re = 31 and 1/g
∗
n = 0.38 with inlet transient C,
demonstrate that the NES mass has only a very weak preference for an angular
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Figure 6.25: Streamwise and cross-stream velocity components, and their
wavelet and Fourier spectra at Point A for fully-developed chaotic solution with
inlet transient C, Re = 31, 1/g∗n = 0.28.
position (θ = 0 or π). Figures 6.28(c–f) show that this preference persists
regardless of the sampling window used in the time series, and regardless of
whether the PDF is computed by differentiation of the distribution function, or
by a “binning” approach. Note that, to first order, the PDF is an approximately
even function of θ, with minima near ±π/2.
Figures 6.29(a–d) show the CDF and PDF of dθ/dτ at the times when θ
crosses through an integer multiple of θ. Figures 6.29(c,d) are additionally
conditioned on the requirement that the NES mass was displaced by at least
0.1 (radian) since the previous zero crossing. (This has the effect of eliminating
“jitter” near integer multiples of θ.) We see, in both cases, that during the
fully-developed chaotic response, no instances were found in which θ and dθ/dτ
simultaneously vanished. (If this happened, (3.11b) shows that the NES mass
would come to rest, and Eq. (3.11a) shows that the solution would be identical to
standard VIV thereafter.) It is clear that there is a threshold value of |dθ/dτ | ≈
0.1 for “jitterless” crossings of θ = nπ. The explanation is that if dθ/dτ is
sufficiently small for θ = nπ, then “capture” by a VIV or SSMC solution (with
no NES rotation) is possible if the small amount of rotational kinetic energy
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Figure 6.26: Correlations for fully-developed chaotic solution with inlet transient
C, Re = 31, 1/g∗n = 0.28.










Figure 6.27: Angular position of NES mass mod 2π for fully-developed chaotic
solution with inlet transient C, Re = 31, 1/g∗n = 0.28.
can be viscously dissipated. In that case, the long-time solution would not be
chaotic.
We further examine the attributes of the fully-developed chaotic solution by
considering several measures of temporal chaos, including the attractor dimen-
sions of the cylinder displacement, NES angular displacement, and lift.
To characterize the fractal structure of the chaotic solution, we compute
the correlation dimension of the attractor using the algorithm of Grassberger &
Procaccia (1983), implemented by Hegger et al. (1999) in the TISEAN package.
This approach provides an estimate of the correlation dimension of the attractor
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Figure 6.28: CDF and PDF for several windows ((a, b, d) 500 ≤ τ ≤ 3000, (c)
150 ≤ τ ≤ 3000, (e) 1000 ≤ τ ≤ 3000, and (f) 1750 ≤ τ ≤ 3000) for fully-
developed chaotic solution with inlet transient C, Re = 31, 1/g∗n = 0.28. Red:
gradient of CDF. Black: binning.
by computing the correlation sum Cm(σ) over a wide range of scales σ for
several values of the embedding dimension m. As discussed by Hegger et al.
(1999), convergence to a finite correlation dimension dcorr is established when,
for sufficiently large values of m, the slope of Cm(σ) versus σ on a log-log scale
becomes independent of m and σ over a relatively broad range of σ. For such a
range, Cm(σ) scales like σ
dcorr .
We apply the TISEAN code to time series at Re = 31 and 1/g∗n = 0.38 with
inlet transient C. We discard the initial portion of the time series (corresponding
to 0 ≤ τ ≤ 170), and use 500 points per convective time unit (about 3000 points
per nominal shedding cycle), a time delay computed in the standard way (here,
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Figure 6.29: CDF and PDF of dθ/dτ for fully-developed chaotic solution (inlet
transient C, Re = 31, 1/g∗n = 0.28) at “zero-crossings” (a, b) with jitter and (c,
d) without jitter.
1046 sampled points), and a Theiler window parameter corresponding to 10,000
sampled points. Figures 6.30(a-f) show the variation of the correlation sum as a
function of σ for increasing values of m, together with least-squares lines fitted
over the same intermediate range of σ values (roughly for 10−3 ≤ σ ≤ 10−2)
for each m. These plots make clear that as m increases, the slope of logCm(σ)
with respect to log σ tends to a finite limiting value, which is found to be 3.46.
This value is consistent with that of 3.2 found by Tumkur et al. (2017a) for a
different chaotic solution at Re = 100 with different values of 1/g∗n and the NES
parameters. As discussed by Tumkur et al. (2017a), such comparatively low
values for the correlation dimension of the chaotic attractor are consistent with
expectations for low-Re flow with two additional degrees of freedom (cylinder
rectilinear motion and NES angular motion). These values are also comparable
to the fractal dimensions of 2.48, 3.10 and 4.65 computed for a temporally
chaotic two-dimensional flow past a NACA 0012 airfoil at Re = 1600, 2000, and
3000, respectively (Pulliam & Vastano, 1993). Application of this procedure to




































































Figure 6.30: Convergence of correlation sum Cm(σ) with increase in embedding
dimension m, for cylinder displacement of fully-developed chaotic solution with
inlet transient C at Re = 31 and 1/g∗n = 0.28. (a) dcorr = 0.997, (b) dcorr =
1.985, (c) dcorr = 2.783, (d) dcorr = 3.291, (e) dcorr = 3.435, (f) dcorr = 3.460.
6.3.3.7 Step-like chaotic solution
For Re = 36, 1/g∗n = 0.17 (the same parameters for which results were presented
above for the SSMC and “periodic, predominantly unidirectional rotation” solu-
tions) and inlet transient B, figure 6.31 and Supplemental Movie 6.7 show that
the asymmetric disturbances initially triggering motion of the cylinder and the
NES mass (see figure 6.32a) are immediately followed by an interval (from about
τ = 50 to about τ = 140) during which the NES mass executes small oscillations
and drifts from its initial position (π/2) toward θ = π. This is accompanied
by monotonic growth in the amplitude of the cylinder displacement, lift, and
drag oscillations. Figures 6.32(b, c) show that, as the amplitudes of y1 and CL
grow, the noticeable wake elongation that occurs in the early portion of this
interval (near τ = 50) gradually gives way to greater asymmetry, reminiscent
of the linear wake instability known to exist for the NES-less linearly-sprung
cylinder. Analogous to the back-and-forth rotation seen for the periodic solu-
tion at (Re, 1/g∗n) = (24, 0.4) and (35, 0.18) in figures 6.12 and 6.16, the solution
appears to, but does not, approach the standard VIV solution. At τ = 148.4,
the wake is clearly asymmetric (see figure 6.32d), the NES mass has nearly
come to rest at θ = π, with |dθ/dτ | ≤ 0.07, and shortly thereafter, the cylinder
displacement and lift coefficient reach local maxima of 0.15 and 0.52, respec-
tively. At the times that these maxima are attained, there is a rapid onset of
large-amplitude oscillations of the NES mass, marking (near τ = 160) the end of
linear growth of y1 and CL, and the onset of temporal chaos. This intermittent
bursting manifests itself in broadband frequency content of the wavelet spectra
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for y1, sin θ and CL as shown in figures 6.33(a–c).
The end of this chaotic interval near τ = 210 is marked by a sudden re-
duction in oscillation amplitudes for y1, CL, and CD (there is a nearly two-fold
reduction in the amplitudes of y1 and CL between τ = 210 and τ = 280), again
accompanied by some wake elongation (see figure 6.32e). Concomitantly, the
NES mass executes large-amplitude, predominantly counterclockwise rotation
and, rapidly swinging roughly a full 3π, jumps from about θ = π to about
θ = −2π. As the NES mass approaches θ = −2π, its angular velocity decreases
significantly and the amplitudes of y1 and CL begin to grow linearly again. Once
the oscillations of the NES mass are small and the cylinder displacement, lift,
and drag amplitudes are near their maximum values (at about τ = 350), the
NES mass is energized again and enters a second regime of large-amplitude, pre-
dominantly counterclockwise rotation during which it jumps to about θ = −5π.
Again, dθ/dτ decreases significantly as the NES mass approaches θ = −5π, and
this is accompanied by a noticeable growth of the oscillation amplitudes of the
cylinder displacement, lift, and drag.
This behavior persists until about τ = 580, when inertial coupling between
the oscillating cylinder and the NES mass triggers large-amplitude motion of the
latter. From this time forward, the solution experiences a second brief chaotic
stage, which ends when the NES mass suddenly jumps to θ = −4π, at about
τ = 700, and the previously described behavior starts anew. The step-like
nature of the time series for θ corresponds to these successive jumps from nπ to
mπ, where n and m are distinct integers and |n−m| ≤ 4 in the cases we have
examined.
For the same case, the wavelet spectra shown in figures 6.33(a–c) for y1,
sin θ, and CL exhibit several notable features. The wavelet spectrum for y1
clearly shows that the long-time response of the cylinder is exclusively at the
Strouhal frequency during the intervals of linear growth of y1 and CL (e.g., for
1250 ≤ τ ≤ 1360 and for 1480 ≤ τ ≤ 1600), and predominantly at the Strouhal
frequency otherwise, with strong broadband components evidencing temporal
chaos. Identical conclusions can be drawn from the wavelet spectrum for CL. On
the other hand, the wavelet spectrum for sin θ exhibits no dominant frequency
and is predominantly broadband, except for those time intervals during which
the NES mass nearly comes to rest after a jump. As discussed above, such
intervals feature sudden, predominantly unidirectional angular motion of the
NES mass, immediately followed by a much quieter interval, which corresponds
to relatively quiescent areas in the wavelet spectrum for sin θ.
Careful examination of the wavelet spectrum of sin θ shown in figure 6.33b
reveals that, during each angular jump of the NES mass, there is a dominant
frequency close to the Strouhal frequency, and that this frequency slowly decays
as the NES mass approaches nπ. This strongly suggests that each jump in θ is
the manifestation of a transient 1:1 resonance capture during which TET from
the cylinder to the NES mass occurs, thereby leading to a rapid decrease in the
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Figure 6.31: Time series for step-like chaotic solution with inlet transient B,
Re = 36, 1/g∗n = 0.17.
amplitude of cylinder oscillations. Each such event is followed by a prolonged
interval during which the NES mass becomes nearly motionless near θ = nπ,
corresponding to escape from the state of 1:1 resonance. To illustrate this point,
we show in figure 6.34 the trajectory of the NES mass in the two-dimensional
phase space (θ,dθ/dτ) for a time window during which several such 1:1 transient
resonance captures (two in the present case) successively occur.
We establish the temporally chaotic nature of the step-like solution at Re =
36 and 1/g∗n = 0.17 with inlet transient B by computing the correlation dimen-
sion of the attractor. For this case, we retain only the portion of the time series
corresponding to τ ≥ 100, use about 3000 points per convective time unit, a
time delay corresponding to 833 sampled points, and a Theiler window parame-
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Figure 6.32: Spanwise vorticity for step-like chaotic solution with inlet transient
B, Re = 36, 1/g∗n = 0.17 at (a) τ = 30, (b) τ = 50, (c) τ = 100, (d) τ = 148.4,
and (e) τ = 244.
ter corresponding to 10,000 sampled points. For the cylinder displacement time
series, figure 6.35 shows that the correlation dimension (slope of the logarithm
of the correlation sum versus the logarithm of the scale) approaches a limiting
value of 2.64 as the embedding dimension increases. A similar procedure applied
to the lift time series yields a correlation dimension of 2.62.
6.3.3.8 Slowly decaying solution
For Re = 46, 1/g∗n = 0.15 and inlet transient B, figure 6.36 shows that the long-
time solution is characterized by successive cycles of regular motion interrupted
by chaotic bursts. During each interval of regular motion, the oscillation am-
plitudes of y1, CL, and CD slowly decrease, and the NES mass executes nearly
unidirectional rotational motion. At the end of each such slowly decaying cycle
(SDC), the cylinder has almost come to rest. This is followed by a short inter-
val during which the cylinder remains nearly motionless, the angular velocity
of the NES mass decays considerably, the oscillation amplitude of CL decreases
precipitously (to below 0.04), and the drag coefficient is nearly constant. This
strongly suggests that, during each such interval, the trajectory approaches an
SSMC state (in which the cylinder and NES mass are motionless, with no lift
and constant drag). If the solution (for the given parameters) did indeed reach
an SSMC solution, the stability of that solution would depend on the angular
displacement of the NES mass, as discussed in §6.2.
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Figure 6.33: Wavelet spectrum of (a) y1, (b) sin θ, and (c) CL for step-like
chaotic solution with inlet transient B at Re = 36 and 1/g∗n = 0.17.
















Figure 6.34: Detail, from τ = 700 to τ = 1410, of the trajectory in phase space
for step-like chaotic solution with inlet transient B, Re = 36, 1/g∗n = 0.17.
However, as the magnitude of dθ/dτ approaches zero, the amplitudes of
y1 and CL begin to grow again, thereby transferring kinetic energy from the
rectilinear motion of the cylinder to the NES mass, and giving rise to large-
amplitude oscillations thereof. This rapid linear growth of θ ushers in a temporal
interval marked by chaos, the duration of which varies among the SDCs within a
single time series. For Re = 46 and 1/g∗n = 0.15, the trajectory ends up settling
into a new slowly decaying cycle, strongly suggesting that the intermittently




































































Figure 6.35: Convergence of correlation sum Cm(σ) with increase in embedding
dimension m, for cylinder displacement of step-like chaotic solution with inlet
transient B at Re = 36 and 1/g∗n = 0.17. (a) dcorr = 0.988, (b) dcorr = 1.925,
(c) dcorr = 2.316, (d) dcorr = 2.533, (e) dcorr = 2.607, (f) dcorr = 2.641.
rather, is a stable attractor for the present combination of parameters.
One of the most remarkable features of the slowly decaying solution at Re =
46 and 1/g∗n = 0.15 is the striking changes in the wake structure at the end
of each SDC and immediately thereafter. Supplemental Movie 6.8 shows that
each SDC ends with a dramatic diminution of the amplitudes of y1, CL and CD,
followed by a brief interval during which the solution appears to approach an
SSMC solution in which the cylinder and NES mass are motionless, with zero
lift and constant drag. This transition from a large-amplitude VIV-like state to
a nearly SSMC one results in slow, yet considerable, elongation of the attached
vorticity, as shown in Supplemental Movie 6.9 for the entire computation, and
more clearly in Supplemental Movie 6.8 for the first SDC. The latter shows that,
for a large fraction of the first SDC, the wake remains qualitatively identical
to that for an NES-less sprung cylinder (see figure 6.37a), and that it is not
until τ ≈ 660, when the amplitude of y1 rapidly drops, that significant wake
elongation begins to occur. At τ = 755, the attached vorticity is elongated to
about 10D aft of the rear stagnation point of the cylinder (see figure 6.37b),
compared to about 4.5D for the NES-less standard VIV case. Elongation and
symmetrization of the wake continues and intensifies as the cylinder and NES
mass become nearly motionless, the lift approaches zero, and the drag becomes
nearly constant. At τ = 828, the attached vorticity is elongated to about 26D
(see figure 6.37c), and at τ = 850, to more than 30D (see figure 6.37d), which
corresponds to a nearly perfectly symmetric vorticity distribution, with slight
waviness attributable to small residual oscillatory motion of the cylinder.
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Figure 6.36: Time series for slowly decaying solution with inlet transient B,
Re = 46, 1/g∗n = 0.15.
We conjecture that the instability that develops following the spectacular
elongation and nearly complete symmetrization of the vorticity distribution,
and which starts the trajectory on its path toward temporal chaos, has its origin
in the following. Figures 6.38(a, b) show time series of θ and dθ/dτ near the
“quietest” time in one cycle. The magnitude of the angular velocity of the NES
mass generally decreases over the range 800 < τ < 846 , with a plateau of about
−0.058 at the end of that range. During the plateau interval (840 < τ < 846),
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Figure 6.37: Spanwise vorticity for slowly decaying solution with inlet transient
B, Re = 46, 1/g∗n = 0.15 at (a) τ = 400, (b) τ = 755, (c) τ = 828, and (d)
τ = 850.
the displacement varies from θ = −164.9π to θ = −165.6π, corresponding to a
passage through θ = −165π . But this clearly does not lead to “capture” by
a VIV or SSMC solution with θ and dθ/dτ vanishing asymptotically. Instead,
an instability leading to another cycle of chaotic motion develops. Figure 2
shows that the point (Re, 1/g∗n) = (46, 0.15) is on the unstable side of the NES-
equipped (with εp sin
2 θs = 0.3) and NES-less (with εp sin
2 θs = 0) stability
boundaries, for which the codimension-two points are at 1/g∗n = 0.119 and
0.140, respectively. Thus, we expect that for this combination of Re and 1/g∗n,
no SSMC solution (regardless of θs) will be linearly stable.
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Figure 6.38: Detail of NES angular displacement and velocity at the end of the
first slowly decaying cycle, for slowly decaying solution with inlet transient B,
Re = 46, 1/g∗n = 0.15.
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Further examination of the time series for y1, dθ/dτ , CL and CD shown
in figures 6.36(a–e) reveals several additional notable features. First, because
the SDC lies on a chaotic attractor, no two slowly decaying cycles in a given
time series are identical in duration or mean amplitude. In particular, out of
the four SDC shown in figures 6.36(a–e), two (corresponding to approximately
255 < τ < 765 and 2000 < τ < 2520) extend over a number of time units
significantly larger than the other two (corresponding to approximately 1100 <
τ < 1350 and 1510 < τ < 1640). Second, figure 6.36a shows that the oscillation
amplitude of y1 decreases approximately linearly during the first portion of each
SDC (e.g., for 255 < τ < 600, during which the amplitude of y1 drops by about
27%), after which it decays much more rapidly in the latter portion of the cycle
(e.g., for 600 < τ < 765 for the first SDC, during which the amplitude of y1
drops by about 88%). We also note the strong modulation of CL and dθ/dτ
during the intervals of slow decay. The modulation of the oscillation of CL
exhibits a strong departure from symmetry, which, however, does not appear
to be reflected in the cylinder motion. It does, however, seem to affect the
modulation of dθ/dτ , as evidenced by the inflection near the minima of dθ/dτ
at τ = 580 and τ = 2330, immediately preceded by a similar inflection near the
minima of CL at τ = 570 and τ = 2320. Finally, we note that the direction of
nearly unidirectional rotation of the NES mass during an SDC has no influence
on the flow, as suggested by the qualitatively very similar waveforms of the lift
coefficient for the first and last SDCs in figure 6.36d, with the NES mass rotating
predominantly counter-clockwise and clockwise in the former and latter cases,
respectively.
For the same case, wavelet spectra shown in figure 6.39 for y1, sin θ and
CL show that, during each SDC, the response is predominantly at the Strouhal
frequency, with higher harmonics being weak. The latter appear to be present
during only part of each SDC. This is in contrast to the dominant (close to
St) frequency, whose contribution to the spectra remains strong during each
entire SDC. Also, during the chaotic bursts, there is no discernible dominant
frequency, indicative of a broadband response.
To confirm the chaotic nature of the long-time slowly decaying solution at
Re = 46 and 1/g∗n = 0.15 with inlet transient B, we compute the correlation
dimension of the attractor as described earlier. We discard the portion of the
time series corresponding to τ < 50. We find that as the embedding dimension
m increases, the correlation dimension approaches limiting values of 2.50 and
2.55 for the cylinder displacement and lift, respectively. In contrast, application
of this procedure to the first SDC (255 < τ < 765) yields correlation dimensions
of 2.28 and 2.24 for y1 and CL, respectively, slightly smaller than those obtained
for the whole time series.
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Figure 6.39: Wavelet spectrum of (a) y1, (b) sin θ, and (c) CL for slowly decaying
solution with inlet transient B, Re = 46, 1/g∗n = 0.15.
6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Overview of multiplicity and the phase diagram
The results presented in §6.3 strongly suggest that the Navier–Stokes equations,
coupled to the rigid-body equations for motion of the cylinder and NES, admit
multiple long-time solutions that are locally stable.
Each unsteady long-time solution characterized in §6.3 has a qualitatively
distinct time dependence of the angular velocity of the rotating mass. Moreover,
(3.11a, 3.11b) show that each such long-time rotational motion corresponds to
a unique rectilinear motion of the cylinder, and therefore the corresponding
velocity fields are distinct.
We further point out that at any combination of Re and 1/g∗n, any two
solutions categorized in §6.3 are truly independent, in the sense that they are not
related to each other by a symmetry operation. (An example of nonindependent
solutions would be the situation in which the rigid-body components of an
unsteady long-time solution are a net upward lift CL, a rectilinear motion y1,
and a rotational motion θ, and there is another unsteady long-time solution
with rigid-body components −CL, −y1, and π − θ. In this case, the velocity
and pressure fields will be related by symmetry.)
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A rigorous demonstration that any of the unsteady long-time solutions re-
ported in §6.3 is stable is beyond the scope of this work. But the fact that these
numerical solutions are found at Reynolds numbers where flow past a circular
cylinder is thought to be two-dimensional, that they persist over thousands of
convective time units and hundreds of shedding cycles, and that the solutions
appear to be robust with respect to the computational parameters, strongly sug-
gest that they are locally stable, within the class of two-dimensional solutions.
For each value of 1/g∗n considered, we found precisely one long-time solution,
both for sufficiently small Re, and also in a range of larger Re below 48. In a
large portion of the Re–1/g∗n space in between, figure 6.2 shows that there exist
two or more long-time solutions, and so no solution is globally attracting. For
no combination of the parameters do we find more than four long-time solutions,
and in no case are more than two of them time-periodic.
There are several situations in which the Navier–Stokes equations are known
to admit multiple long-time solutions. We note that in pipe flow, the steady,
axisymmetric Poiseuille solution is linearly stable at Re values well above the
experimentally observed critical Re associated with finite-amplitude instability
(Pfenniger, 1961), so that the “base flow” and turbulence coexist over a wide
range of Re. For that flow and for plane Couette flow (Daviaud et al., 1992),
intermittency, in which laminar and turbulent flow alternate in time at a par-
ticular streamwise location, have also been observed over a range of conditions.
But neither of these cases is known to give rise to two unsteady, long-time lam-
inar solutions at the same Re, and we are aware of no examples where two or
more long-time oscillatory laminar solutions coexist.
We note that no quasi-periodic or temporally chaotic solutions were found
for 1/g∗n > 0.38.
Finally, figure 6.40 shows the cumulative probability distribution function
of final values of the NES angular displacement θ for all of the combinations
of Re, 1/g∗n, and inlet transient for which an SSMC solution was found. It is
not surprising that there is a large concentration near θ = π/2, where all of
the simulations begin, and many end. We note, however, that there are also
large concentrations near integer multiples of π. These correspond to solutions
in which a) the inlet transient excited significant cylinder motion, b) the NES
ultimately bled off kinetic energy from the rectilinear motion of the cylinder, and
c) in accomplishing that, the NES was entrained into an angular displacement
of an integer multiple of π.
6.4.2 Re-dependence of the collection of solutions for
selected values of 1/g∗n
We next characterize the results for several values of 1/g∗n, chosen to illustrate
sequences of solution multiplicity as Re varies. Traverses at other values of 1/g∗n
can be interpreted similarly.
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Figure 6.40: CDF of θ∞ for all SSMC solutions found.
6.4.2.1 Traverse at 1/g∗n = 0.15
Figure 6.2 shows that the stability boundary for the NES-equipped cylinder
departs from the fixed-cylinder stability boundary (Refixedcrit = 46.05) near 1/g
∗
n =
0.14. At 1/g∗n = 0.15 and Re = 45, two long-time solutions are found. One is
an SSMC solution, which originates from the symmetric inlet transient, while
the other is a predominantly unidirectional periodic solution, arising from inlet
transients A, B, C, and D. (See table C.2 for the relationship between inlet
transients and long-time solutions.) This shows that the SSMC solution is stable
for some set of symmetric inlet transients having noninfinitesimal amplitude,
and that a wide range of asymmetric inlet transients lead to a time-periodic
solution that is asymmetric at each time. At Re = 46, there are still two long-
time solutions. One is an SSMC solution (with θ∞ = π/2), and the other is a
slowly-decaying chaotic solution. Not surprisingly, at Re = 47 and 48 (above
Refixedcrit = 46.05), none of the inlet transients (including the symmetric one)
leads to an SSMC solution.
6.4.2.2 Traverse at 1/g∗n = 0.18
For 1/g∗n = 0.18, an SSMC solution is the only long-time solution found at the
two smallest values of Re considered (32 and 33). For these Re values, on the
stable side of the NES-less stability boundary, the stable SSMC solution found
corresponds to the original θ = π/2 when the inlet transient is symmetric, while
the final NES displacements range from −9.014π to 0.5972π for asymmetric in-
let transients. At Re = 34, just slightly on the unstable side of the NES-less
stability boundary, SSMC solutions emanating from inlet transients C, D, and
E are locally stable, as is a step-like chaotic solution emanating from inlet tran-
sients A and B. At the next Re (35), a step-like chaotic solution and an SSMC
solution (again originating from inlet transients C, D, and E) coexist with a
second unsteady solution exhibiting time-periodic back-and-forth motion of the
rotating mass. Increasing Re another unit to 36, we see that inlet transients A–
E yield only two long-time solutions, namely a step-like chaotic solution and an
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SSMC solution. The question naturally arises as to whether the back-and-forth
solution also coexists at Re = 36. We have used the velocity and pressure fields
computed for the “back-and-forth” solution at Re = 35 as an initial condition
for a computation at Re = 36, and found that this initial condition evolves to
a step-like chaotic solution very similar to the one found at Re = 35 (see figure
6.41). At Re = 37, in addition to the step-like chaotic solution and SSMC so-
lution, there is a solution in which the NES mass rotates time-periodically and
predominantly clockwise or counter-clockwise (with (3.11a, 3.11b) showing that
the two possibilities correspond to precisely the same rectilinear motion of the


































Figure 6.41: Time series at Re = 36 and 1/g∗n = 0.18, with initial condition
being the state at τ = 2980 of the back-and-forth periodic solution found at
Re = 35 with inlet transient A.
At Re = 39, we find only the slowly-decaying cycle and an SSMC solution.
The two unsteady solutions apparent at Re = 38 are no longer found, while
a chaotic solution (different from the step-like chaotic solution found at lower
Re) has been identified. At Re = 40, on the unstable side of the stability
boundary for the NES-equipped cylinder, inlet transients A–E do not lead to
an SSMC solution, and the chaotic solution with a slowly decaying cycle is the
only solution found. For 41 ≤ Re ≤ 48, only the fully-developed chaotic solution
is found. By comparison to the results of Tumkur et al. (2017a) for an NES-
less sprung cylinder, for which the solutions are periodic or quasi-periodic, it is
apparent that for this range of Re, the NES has the effect of destabilizing these
temporally more ordered flows.
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6.4.2.3 Traverse at 1/g∗n = 0.3
For 1/g∗n = 0.3, we again see that for values of Re lying below the lowest
branch of the NES-less stability boundary, the only long-time solutions found
are SSMC solutions. At Re = 24, the first integer Re above the lowest branch
of the NES-less sprung cylinder stability boundary is crossed, a quasi-periodic
solution is found. For Re = 25, figure 6.2 shows that an SSMC solution and
two unsteady solutions (step-like chaos, and back-and-forth periodic rotation)
are found along with an SSMC solution. At the next three Re values (26, 27,
and 28), we find a fully-developed chaotic solution and an SSMC solution. For
Re = 29, we find only the fully-developed chaotic solution, a situation that
persists at Re = 30, 31, and 32. At Re = 33 (still in the part of the domain
where for the NES-equipped cylinder, inlet transients A–E do not lead to a
stable SSMC solution), the two solutions found are the fully-developed chaotic
solution and the (periodic) standard VIV solution. For Re = 34, which is still
on the unstable side of the NES-equipped stability boundary, the standard VIV
solution is the only one found. For 35 ≤ Re ≤ 45, the only long-time solutions
found are SSMC solutions. At Re = 46, the only long-time solution found is
a standard VIV solution, while at Re = 47 and 48, the VIV solution and a
periodic solution with back-and-forth motion of the NES mass, are computed
for different inlet transients, and are the only long-time solutions found.
6.5 Conclusions
We have shown that when a linearly-sprung circular cylinder in cross flow at
Re < 50 is equipped with a nonlinear energy sink consisting of a rotating mass
and a linear damper, as many as three distinct long-time solutions can exist
for a single combination of Re, dimensionless spring constant, ratio of cylinder
density to fluid density, and parameters characterizing the rotating mass and
its damper. In some cases, two long-time solutions are periodic, quasi-periodic,
or chaotic. In no case do we find more than two time-periodic solutions.
This identification of multiple long-time solutions lays the groundwork for
detailed investigations of regions of attraction in the initial condition space (or
the space of inlet transients) for a low-Re flow that is expected to remain two-
dimensional over the entire range of interest. This point is especially important
because other two-dimensional flows in which multiple long-time solutions have
been found are not ones in which stability with respect to three-dimensional
disturbances can be assumed.
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Chapter 7
Passive suppression mechanisms of VIV
with a translational NES
In this chapter, we propose a general framework for investigating nonlinear in-
teractions in the FSI of a linearly-sprung cylinder equipped with a translational
NES undergoing VIV. We consider a value of the Reynolds number (Re = 48)
slightly above the Hopf bifurcation for the fixed cylinder, and find that differ-
ent combinations of NES parameters lead to different long-time attractors of
the dynamics, some of which featuring significant VIV suppression. We con-
struct a reduced-order model (ROM) of the fluid–structure interaction based
on a wake oscillator to analytically study those mechanisms seen in the high-
fidelity simulations and determine their respective regions of existence in the
parameter space. Asymptotic analysis of the ROM predicts the existence of
complete and partial VIV-suppression mechanisms, relaxation cycles, as well as
Hopf and Shilnikov bifurcations, which outcomes are confirmed by numerical
integration of the ROM and comparison against spectral-element computations
of the full-order system.
7.1 Formulation of the problem
7.1.1 Physical system
We consider a variation of the two-dimensional VIV model described in chapter
2, in which a mass MNES per unit length is attached to the cylinder and allowed
to execute rectilinear motion in the direction of travel of the cylinder only. The
rectilinear motion of the attached mass is restrained by a purely nonlinear (i.e.,
with no linear component) cubic spring of stiffness KNES per unit length, and
damped by a linear viscous damper with damping coefficient CNES per unit
length. The density of the NES-equipped cylinder is denoted by ρb. As done
before, we assume that the cylinder axis is vertical and do not account for
gravitational effects. A schematic of the system is shown in figure 7.1.
The flow is governed by the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations (2.1a,
2.1b). The rigid-body equations are given in dimensionless form by
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Figure 7.1: Linearly-sprung circular cylinder in cross-flow equipped with a trans-
lational nonlinear energy sink.
where overdot denotes differentiation with respect to τ , and the absolute dis-
placements of the cylinder and the NES mass have been scaled as y = Ycyl/D
and z = ZNES/D, respectively. We also let w = z − y denote the relative dis-
placement of the NES mass. As before, the lift force FL per unit length has
been scaled to yield the lift coefficient CL = 2FL/(ρfU
2D). The other dimen-
sionless parameters include the ratio m∗ = ρb/ρf of the density of the body (i.e.,



























The above non-dimensionalization guarantees that, as the mass of the NES is
increased, the mass of the cylinder is decreased accordingly, thereby keeping the
combined mass of the NES-equipped cylinder constant and avoiding undesired
mass-added effects in the results (Tumkur et al., 2013a,b; Mehmood et al., 2014).
In particular, we note that in the two limits ε→ 0 (where the NES is massless)
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and w → 0 (where the NES is rigidly connected to the cylinder), equation (7.1a)
reduces to the NES-less standard-VIV case. This allows for direct comparison
between the NES-less and NES-equipped cases for the same values of Ω and m∗.
As discussed by Tumkur et al. (2013a,b), linearization of (7.1b) about the
trivial equilibrium position yields no linear term, thereby making the coupling
between the NES mass and the cylinder essentially nonlinear. As discussed in
chapter 3, essentially nonlinear coupling, together with weak dissipation (charac-
terized by λ), endow the NES with the ability to passively extract and dissipate
kinetic energy from the motion of the linearly-sprung cylinder to which it is at-
tached. This one-way, nearly-irreversible transfer of energy to the NES occurs
over a broad range of excitation frequencies, and was shown to be the result of
cascading resonance captures (Vakakis et al., 2008).
In this chapter, we consider the fluid–structure interaction at Re = 48. This
value of Re is chosen close to, and slightly larger than, the critical Reynolds
number Recrit at which the steady, symmetric, motionless-cylinder (SSMC) so-
lution becomes unstable in the fixed-cylinder case — where the cylinder is not
allowed to move — through a well-known Hopf bifurcation. (Although there is
no analytical value for Recrit, computations and experiments have established
that stability of the SSMC solution is lost at Re ∼ 46 (Mittal & Singh, 2005;
Giannetti & Luchini, 2007; Sipp & Lebedev, 2007). With our computational
approach, we have found that 45.5 < Recrit < 46.5.) We do so in recognition
of the fact that, above but sufficiently close to the stability boundary, there
is exactly one pair of eigenvalues of the linearized problem with positive real
part (Zebib, 1987; Noack & Eckelmann, 1994b; Dušek et al., 1994; Giannetti
& Luchini, 2007; Sipp & Lebedev, 2007). This is because the Hopf bifurcation
whereby the SSMC solution becomes unstable is the result of a single pair of
complex-conjugate eigenvalues crossing the imaginary axis in the complex plane
(Joseph, 1967; Zebib, 1987; Noack & Eckelmann, 1994b; Dušek et al., 1994;
Giannetti & Luchini, 2007; Sipp & Lebedev, 2007). As discussed later, the fol-
lowing exposition holds only in the case of a single unstable eigenpair, and its
extension to multiple pairs of unstable eigenvalues (and therefore to higher Re)
is beyond the scope of the present work.
At τ = 0, the cylinder and NES mass are at rest, and the fluid velocity
distribution is uniform across the domain and equal to the free-stream velocity.
Because of that, and because the computational mesh and the inlet velocity
profile are perfectly symmetric about the y = 0 plane, we rely exclusively on
numerical truncation error and possible asymmetries in the algorithm to trigger
instability of the SSMC solution. This approach, while somewhat computation-
ally expensive, allows the instability to develop over a large number of convective
time units (CTU), thereby offering the possibility to extract from the numer-
ical data accurate estimates of quantities such as growth rates and oscillation
frequencies, which will prove to be useful in the next sections. This is in con-
trast to using an approach based on asymmetric initial conditions for the flow
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or asymmetric time-dependent inlet transients of finite duration (see chapter 6),
the main purpose of which is for the trajectory to reach a long-time state within
as few CTU as possible. As made clear later, such an approach would not be
satisfactory for our purposes since we are interested in the transition from an
initial SSMC state to a (generally) unsteady long-time attractor.
In this study, we set f∗n = 0.167, which value is close to the Strouhal number
at Re = 48. The value of the dimensionless spring constant is intentionally
chosen close to St so as to evaluate the extent to which the NES mass is capable
of mitigating (or, more generally, altering) large-amplitude VIV occurring in the
absence of NES. The results presented in this chapter were generated using mesh
M4 (see table 2.1).
In the following exposition, we discuss in detail the different suppression
mechanisms of vortex-induced-vibration of the cylinder due to the action of the
strongly nonlinear attachment.
7.1.2 Suppression of limit-cycle oscillations through
targeted energy transfer
At Re = 48, the long-time solution for the NES-less standard-VIV case takes
the form of large-amplitude limit-cycle oscillations (LCO). After an interval of
linear growth, the solution settles into a periodic state in which y and CL attain
maximum amplitudes of 0.516 and 0.819, respectively. We note that, for the
fixed-cylinder case, the amplitude of CL is found to be 0.0403, a value signifi-
cantly smaller than for NES-less standard VIV. This is because, as made visually
clear later, the wake for the fixed cylinder is considerably more symmetric and
elongated than is the case for the NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder. (Note that
a perfectly symmetric wake generates no net lift on the cylinder.)
The addition of a translational NES to the standard-VIV model gives rise
to a variety of dynamical phenomena not seen in the NES-less sprung-cylinder
case. To prove this point, we retain those values of Re, m∗ and f∗n that were
used in the computations of the NES-less cases and, for reasons that will become
clear in the next sections, investigate combinations of NES parameters in the
ranges 0 < ε ≤ 0.2 and 0 < λ < 0.6 while letting δ = 1. For these values of
Re, m∗, f∗n and δ, and the given initial conditions, a global survey of the ε–λ
parameter space reveals the existence of four qualitatively different long-time
solutions which do not resemble the NES-less standard-VIV solution and do
not coexist at any given combination of ε and λ. As discussed below, three of
these four solutions feature a periodic long-time state which is quantitatively
different from that of the NES-less sprung-cylinder case. In what follows, we
refer to these four solutions with Roman numerals.
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7.1.2.1 Type-I solution: Slowly modulated response
For ε = 0.03 and λ = 0.18, figure 7.2 shows that the initial linear growth
in the amplitudes of y and CL gives rise to relatively large-amplitude motion
of the NES mass, which appears to passively tune itself to the frequency of
the instability mechanism. As discussed by Vakakis et al. (2008), activation of
the NES is explained by its lack of preferential frequency which enables it to
interact with any mode of the structure to which it is attached. The long-time
behavior of the solution is characterized by successive large-amplitude bursts
immediately suppressed due to the action of the NES mass. Figure 7.2 indeed
shows that, as the oscillation amplitudes of y and CL grow, the NES appears to
engage in 1:1 transient resonance capture with the cylinder (directly) and the
fluid (indirectly), which leads to TET and ultimately (partial) suppression of
the instability burst. Figure 7.2 also shows that the maximum amplitude of y
is reduced by as much as 18% compared to the NES-less standard-VIV case.
For the same realization (ε = 0.03 and λ = 0.18), the wavelet spectra shown
in figure 7.3 demonstrate that the slowly modulated response (SMR) is predom-
inantly at the Strouhal frequency, which is a strong indication that this passive
VIV-suppression mechanism is the result of successive 1:1 transient resonance
captures. We note that transition from one cycle to the next is marked by a
short interval during which the NES mass nearly completely disengages from
resonance capture, as shown in figures 7.3b and 7.3c. This is accompanied by
a rapid growth in the amplitude of y and CL, following which the NES mass
re-engages in resonance capture.
We mention that slowly modulated responses (not necessarily in the form of
relaxation cycles) are ubiquitous in systems consisting of an oscillating primary
structure to which an NES is attached (Vakakis et al., 2008; Gendelman et al.,
2010; Domany & Gendelman, 2013). In the present context of VIV suppression
due to a nonlinear attachment, this mechanism was first explored by Tumkur
et al. (2013a,b), for the same physical system (i.e., a linearly-sprung cylinder
in cross-flow with a translational NES) at Re ∼ 100, and reported upon more
recently by Mehmood et al. (2014) and Dai et al. (2017). Similar SMR solutions
were also shown to exist for a linearly-sprung cylinder in cross-flow equipped
with a rotational NES (see for example chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis).
7.1.2.2 Type-II solution: Partial LCO suppression with large NES
excursions
We refer to a solution whose long-time state is periodic and in which the NES
mass executes comparatively large-amplitude oscillations as a Type-II solution.
Figure 7.4 shows time series of a Type-II solution seen for ε = 0.01 and λ = 0.26
where the LCO amplitudes of y, CL, z and w are found found to be 0.452, 0.778,
1.531, and 1.16, respectively. The LCO values for y and CL represent a reduction
of about 12% and 5%, respectively, compared to the NES-less VIV case. A
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Figure 7.2: Time series of y, z, w and CL for a Type-I solution with ε = 0.03






































Figure 7.3: Wavelet spectra of (a) y, (b) z, (c) w, and (d)CL for a Type-I
solution with ε = 0.03 and λ = 0.18.
notable feature of the time series in figure 7.4 is that the oscillation amplitude
of the limit cycle for CL is about 9.5% smaller than the maximum amplitude
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reached at the end of the portion of linear growth (at about τ = 1750). A
similar trend is seen in the time series of y, z, and w.
The wavelet spectra shown in figure 7.5 also reveal that the responses of the
cylinder, lift and NES mass are dominated by a single frequency close to St,
with no other equally strong frequency components present in the spectra. The
relatively prominent frequency 3St-component in the responses of z, w and CL
is clearly not as strong as the main harmonic at St. We note that the cylinder
motion does not exhibit any such third harmonic.
As figure 7.4 hints, our survey of the parameter space has shown that Type-
II solutions generally lead to a reduction in the oscillation amplitudes of the
cylinder and lift of about 8% and 15%, respectively, and that the long-time
absolute and relative displacements of the NES mass reach values that typically
are greater than 1.4 and 1.1, respectively. These values for the NES displace-






















Figure 7.4: Time series of y, z, w and CL for a Type-II solution with ε = 0.01
and λ = 0.26. The gray dashed lines indicate LCO amplitudes for the NES-less
standard-VIV case.
7.1.2.3 Type-III solution: Partial LCO suppression with small NES
excursions
Type-III solutions refer to long-time periodic attractors, but in contrast to Type-








































Figure 7.5: Wavelet spectra of (a) y, (b) z, (c) w, and (d) CL for a Type-II
solution with ε = 0.01 and λ = 0.26.
Figure 7.6 shows an example of such a Type-III solution seen for ε = 0.04 and
λ = 0.42, in which the amplitude of cylinder oscillations is reduced to 0.424,
which represents an 18% decrease compared to the NES-less case. Figure 7.6
also suggests several features that distinguish a Type-III solution from a Type-II
solution. First, the LCO amplitudes of z and w are significantly smaller than
those for a Type-III solution (with typical values in the former case being close
to 0.3 and 0.6, respectively). Second, the oscillation amplitudes of y, CL, z
and w during the transient regime are always smaller than their asymptotic
values. In other words, the limit cycle is approached from below, as opposed
to the drop in the amplitudes of y, CL, z and w that immediately follows the
linearly-growing portion in a Type-II solution like the one shown in figure 7.4.
We note that, as for a Type-II solution, the response for a Type-III solution is
predominantly at the Strouhal frequency, as evidenced in figure 7.7. However,
in contrast to what is seen for a Type-II solution, figure 7.7 shows that the
response for a Type-III solution contains no (even weak) frequency components
other than the one close to St. In particular, no third harmonic is present in the
responses of the NES and the lift coefficient. We also note that, for a Type-III
solution, significant VIV suppression is achieved, but the same does not hold
for the lift coefficient since the oscillation amplitude of CL is generally larger
than 0.85, which value exceeds by about 4% that seen in the NES-less case.
7.1.2.4 Type-IV solution: Nearly complete LCO suppression
This refers to a situation in which the solution at long times settles into a limit






















Figure 7.6: Time series of y, z, w and CL for a Type-III solution with ε = 0.04






































Figure 7.7: Wavelet spectra of (a) y, (b) z, (c) w, and (d) CL for a Type-III
solution with ε = 0.04 and λ = 0.42.
ε = 0.12 and λ = 0.3, figure 7.8 shows that the maximum oscillation amplitudes
of y and CL are 0.00245 and 0.0224, respectively, while figure 7.9 shows that the
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long-time periodic state is predominantly at a frequency close to the Strouhal
frequency St, with no higher harmonics present in the response. Interestingly,
the amplitude of CL in this case is comparable to that for the fixed-cylinder case
which, as mentioned earlier, was found to be 0.0403. This strongly suggests that
the NES almost completely suppresses the motion of the NES-equipped cylin-
der, leading to a nearly motionless-cylinder state with small residual cylinder
oscillations imputable to the finite stiffness of the supporting spring. As dis-
cussed in §3.5, this mechanism was found for intermediate to large values of ε
(typically, for ε ≥ 0.6 for the range of parameters considered), suggesting that





























Figure 7.8: Time series of y, z, w and CL for a Type-IV solution with ε = 0.12
and λ = 0.3.
We make a note here on the practical feasibility of the above long-time
solutions. For all the combinations of ε and λ considered that led to a Type-I
or a Type-II solution, and for some of the combinations considered that led to
a Type-III solution, we have found that the relative displacement of the NES
mass exceeds the radius of the cylinder. In such cases, the NES mass cannot
physically lie within the cylinder, and will need to be attached at one or both
of its ends so as to not be in direct contact with the fluid. For a number of
Type-III solutions, and for all Type-IV solutions, this issue does not arise, and
the NES mass can lie inside the cylinder. We note that a similar concern was
raised by Tumkur et al. (2017b) for a linearly-sprung cylinder equipped with a








































Figure 7.9: Wavelet spectra of (a) y, (b) z, (c) w, and (d) CL for a Type-IV
solution with ε = 0.12 and λ = 0.3.
the NES mass to lie inside the stator.
We finally comment on the differences in the wake structure in the above
cases I–IV. We first note that for the NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder, the
wake aft of the cylinder remains attached up to about 4.5D from the cylinder
center, in contrast to the fixed-cylinder case for which the attached vorticity is
elongated to about 11.5D, as shown in figures 7.10a and 7.10b. Moreover, figures
7.10c, 7.10d and 7.10e show that the near wake for Type-I, Type-II and Type-III
solutions remains qualitatively identical to that for the NES-less sprung cylinder,
with wake detachment occurring at about 4.5D from the cylinder center. We
also note that the wake behind the cylinder for a Type-IV solution is nearly
indistinguishable from that for the fixed cylinder. This is clearly shown in
figures 7.10a and 7.10f, and gives credibility to our claim that a Type-IV solution
corresponds to nearly complete stabilization of the cylinder by the NES.
The above description of the four solutions I–IV should have made clear that,
while each solution is qualitatively different from the other (and also, to some
extent, from the NES-less standard-VIV solution), they all do share a common
feature, namely, that at long times, the responses of the cylinder, NES mass and
lift are dominated by a single (constant) frequency close to St in comparison
to which higher frequency components are negligible. This observation strongly
suggests realization of 1:1 resonance capture between the NES mass and the
lift–cylinder system, leading to TET from the cylinder (and indirectly, from the
surrounding fluid) to the NES. This observation will be a key-element in the
theoretical analysis developed in the next section.
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Figure 7.10: Spanwise vorticity for (a) a fixed cylinder, (b) a linearly-sprung
cylinder with no NES, (c) a Type-I solution with ε = 0.01 and λ = 0.26, (d)
a Type-II solution with ε = 0.03 and λ = 0.18, (e) a Type-III solution with
ε = 0.04 and λ = 0.42, and (e) a Type-IV solution with ε = 0.12 and λ = 0.3.
Snapshots are taken at τ = 3600 for the Type-II solution, and in the limit cycle
at an instant when the cylinder crosses the mid-plane with positive velocity
otherwise.
7.2 Theoretical analysis
We wish to analytically study the fluid–structure interaction dynamics that
give rise to solutions I–IV. To this end, we recognize that the two-degree-of-
freedom (two-DOF) rigid-body equations (7.1a, 7.1b) governing the rectilinear
motion of the cylinder and the NES mass are coupled to the Navier–Stokes
equations (2.1a, 2.1b) only through the lift coefficient CL because the cylinder is
restricted to move only in the cross-flow direction. The lift coefficient is obtained
numerically by integrating the ŷ-component of the stress vector normal to the




(σ · n) · eŷ dΓ, (7.6)
where Γcyl(τ) is the moving cylinder boundary, σ is the dimensionless stress ten-
sor, and n is the outward unit normal to the cylinder surface. Accordingly, our
goal is to construct a reduced-order model for the lift coefficient (which is the sole
mediator of energy transfer between the fluid and the two-DOF cylinder–NES
system) so as to reduce the infinite-dimensional dynamics of the Navier–Stokes
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equations to a low-order model that can reproduce the underlying dynamical
features of the full-order system while being considerably more tractable from
the standpoint of the analysis. This is addressed in the following sections.
7.2.1 Reduced-order model for the lift coefficient
The construction of a reduced-order model for the lift coefficient presupposes
some knowledge of the dynamical regimes that the ROM should ultimately be
able to reproduce. In the present context of flow past a cylinder (fixed or
linearly-sprung with no NES attached) at Re > Recrit (where, as noted above,
Recrit corresponds to the Hopf bifurcation and stability loss of the steady flow
past a fixed cylinder), it is well known that, as the flow evolves from a SSMC so-
lution to a limit-cycle attractor characterized by periodic vortex shedding, three
different dynamical regimes may be identified (Chen et al., 2012; Noack et al.,
2003). Figure 7.11 shows that, for an NES-less linearly-sprung cylinder, there
is an initial interval during which small departures from the SSMC solution
grow linearly, which results from the instability of a single pair of eigenvalues,
as discussed in §7.1. During this interval of linear growth, the flow oscillates at
a frequency of about 0.148, and the oscillation amplitude of CL scales roughly
like exp(0.011τ). We note that the corresponding cylinder oscillations exhibit
similar features. The linear growth is halted once the disturbances have grown
sufficiently large, following which the trajectory enters a transient regime dur-
ing which nonlinearity is no longer negligible, the oscillation frequency of CL
increases and its oscillation amplitude grows slower than linearly. The trajectory
then reaches the limit cycle with constant oscillation amplitude, and constant















Figure 7.11: Strouhal number (top) and lift coefficient (bottom) for an NES-less
linearly-sprung cylinder at Re = 48 with m∗ = 10 and f∗n = 0.167 obtained by
spectral-element computation.
This evolution of the flow from an equilibrium state to a von Kármán limit
cycle poses several issues when it comes to developing reduced-order models of
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the flow field. Galerkin methods have widely been considered as a convenient
framework for describing the synchronized dynamics (Deane et al., 1991; Ma
& Karniadakis, 2002; Noack & Eckelmann, 1994a); however, their relevance to
correctly capturing the physics while maintaining a small number of degrees
of freedom strongly depends on the nature of the expansion modes used in
the approximation. Noack et al. (2003) have shown that, for a fixed cylin-
der at Re = 100, a Galerkin expansion based on modes constructed by proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD) of snapshots sampled during the limit cycle
accurately reproduces the dynamics on the long-time attractor but fails to pre-
dict the transient instability whereby the trajectory evolves from the steady
solution to the limit cycle. This is because, by construction, the Karhunen–
Loève modes contain no information about the near-equilibrium dynamics or
the transient regime. Noack et al. (2003) suggested to augment the low-order
Karhunen–Loève expansion (that is, the steady flow together with the first two
unsteady POD modes) with a shift mode that accounts for the transient regime,
and with two additional instability eigenmodes (computed by a linear stability
analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations), which yielded a hybrid model capable
of realistically predicting the entire transient evolution of the dynamics of the
system.
A similar observation was made by Chen et al. (2012) who likewise studied
flow past a fixed cylinder at Re = 60 and identified the three aforementioned
dynamical regimes (near-equilibirum, transient regime and limit cycle). For
each of these regimes, the authors performed dynamical mode decomposition
(DMD), a data-driven technique first introduced in the context of fluid mechan-
ics by Schmid (2010) that extracts from numerical data frequencies, growth
rates and spatial structures for each mode. In particular, Chen et al. (2012)
have reported that DMD modes computed using data samples from the limit
cycle are equivalent to POD modes (up to a complex multiplicative constant),
and in addition, that in the near-equilibrium regime, DMD is capable of isolat-
ing the complex conjugate pair of eigenmodes primarily responsible for linear
instability. It is important to note that, in the latter case (i.e., the linearized
flow about the steady solution), the DMD modes are equivalent to those result-
ing from a global linear-stability analysis (GLA) (Schmid, 2010; Chen et al.,
2012).
These techniques (POD, DMD and GLA) may presumably be extended to
the case of VIV where the cylinder is allowed to execute rectilinear motion
transverse to the free stream. In such situation, it is advisable to transform the
boundary-value problem with moving boundary from the original laboratory
frame of reference to a non-inertial frame of reference that moves with the
cylinder. This procedure yields an additional term on the left-hand side of
(2.1a) proportional to the absolute acceleration of the cylinder. We note that
because the cylinder boundary is rigid, the lift coefficient is invariant under such
transformation (see appendix A).
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In the context of VIV, other more phenomenological endeavors entail in-
vestigation of wake oscillators, which aim to describe the coupling between the
motion of the cylinder and the wake with a single ordinary differential equation
(ODE) that most often includes a van der Pol or Rayleigh nonlinearity (or a
combination thereof) as the source of the limit cycle (Hartlen & Currie, 1970;
Iwan & Blevins, 1974; Nayfeh et al., 2003; Facchinetti et al., 2004; Gabbai & Be-
naroya, 2005). This is in contrast to Galerkin methods which typically require
(at best) a couple of degrees of freedom to capture the critical dynamics. Wake
oscillators, owing to their simplicity, are particularly well suited for analysis and
thereby provide easy access to the underlying physics of prime interest. In a
comprehensive review, Facchinetti et al. (2004), building on previous studies,
made an attempt to determine the type of coupling between the wake oscil-
lator and the cylinder that best reproduces the main features of laminar VIV
observed in experiments for a wide range of physical parameters. In that pa-
per, the authors concluded that for a van der Pol wake oscillator, acceleration
coupling (that is, in the form αÿ) leads to good agreement between analysis
and experiments (Facchinetti et al., 2004). This wake model was used very re-
cently by Dai et al. (2017) in a parametric investigation of VIV suppression by
a translational NES.
In the present study, we focus on those regimes of passive LCO suppres-
sion described in §7.1 where the response of the cylinder (and possibly the lift
coefficient) has been reduced by the action of the NES. Therefore, in our ap-
proximation, we exclude from the following analysis all nonlinear terms other
than those related to the NES, and consider only the flow regime in which the
dynamics is approximately linear; i.e., we consider the dynamics in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the steady solution. By doing so, we restrict the analysis to those
regimes of partial LCO suppression and therefore will not be able to describe
the dynamics in the event of no LCO suppression. Our task now reduces to
constructing a low-order linear model for the lift coefficient which, according
to the previous discussion, can be approached in two ways. On the one hand,
it is possible to perform a GLA of the infinite-dimensional system from which
the most unstable fluid eigenmode can be used to construct a linear ROM for
CL. This approach is consistent with the conclusions of Noack et al. (2003)
and Chen et al. (2012) since, close enough to the SSMC state, both the hybrid
model (Noack et al., 2003) and the DMD-based model (Chen et al., 2012) are
equivalent to a GLA-based model. On the other hand, one may consider a sim-
ple second-order wake oscillator governing the evolution of CL with the only
restriction being that it must be linear; that is, nonlinear terms (such as van
der Pol or Rayleigh terms) must be discarded.
We opt for the latter approach and, inspired by Facchinetti et al. (2004),
choose as a starting point a lift oscillator of the form
C̈L − σĊL + ω2CL = αÿ + γẏ, (7.7)
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where we have used a combination of velocity and acceleration coupling to
model the interaction between the fluid and the cylinder motion. It should
be clear that, consistent with the previous discussion, the van der Pol nonlin-
earity present in the work of Facchinetti et al. (2004) has been omitted here.
Equation (7.7) is a perfectly acceptable candidate to model the fluid–structure
interaction during the early interval of linear growth away from the equilibrium
state in the case of NES-less VIV. When the NES mass is attached to the cylin-
der, however, we slightly alter the velocity–acceleration coupling terms in such
a way that they reflect the motion of the center of mass of the cylinder–NES
system (and not that of the cylinder only), leading to
C̈L − σĊL + ω2CL = α(ÿ + εẅ) + γ(ẏ + εẇ). (7.8)
We note that in the limit ε→ 0, that is, in the limit where no NES is attached
to the cylinder, we recover (7.7). This means that the yet unknown values of the
parameters σ, ω, α and γ can be determined by only considering the linearly
growing portion of the NES-less cylinder case for which (7.7) is assumed to
hold. To this end, we extract from a spectral-element computation of the NES-
less system at Re = 48 time series for y and CL (shown in figure 7.11) and
of their respective first- and second-order time derivatives. We next determine
the values of the unknown parameters by minimizing the norm of the residual
formed by the difference between the left- and right-hand sides of (7.7). This
approach applied to the linearly growing portion of the time series yields the
following approximate values for the parameters of the lift oscillator (7.8):
α = 2.4, ω2 = 0.31, σ = −0.1, and γ = 0.09. (7.9)
We note that an approach in which the parameters are determined by mini-
mizing the residual between the spectral-element time series and the result of
integrating the two-DOF NES-less rigid-body equations yielded nearly identical
results. We also point out that the parameters in (7.9) are valid only for those
values of Re, m∗ and f∗n considered in this work (that is, Re = 48, m
∗ = 10,
and f∗n = 0.167), and that any extension to other values of Re, m
∗ or f∗n would
require recalibration of the model.
Equation (7.8) with parameters (7.9), together with (7.1a, 7.1b), constitute
the fundamental system of equations of the reduced-order model based on which
analysis will be performed. For subsequent reference, we rewrite the ROM as
C̈L − σĊL + ω2CL = α(ÿ + εẅ) + γ(ẏ + εẇ) (7.10a)




ẅ + λẇ +
4
3
w3 = −Ω2y + 2CL
πm∗
+O(ε), (7.10c)
where we have set δ = 1. We note that the only free parameters are the mass
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ratio ε and the damping coefficient λ. We emphasize that (7.10a–7.10c) are
valid only in regimes of linear growth and under the assumption that LCO
suppression is realized. In particular, because no van der Pol or Rayleigh ef-
fects are included, the coupled system (7.10a–7.10c) is not capable of producing
limit-cycle oscillations absent the NES. When the NES is present (i.e., ε 6= 0),
realization of limit cycles is solely due to the action of the NES and therefore
must result in (at least) partial VIV suppression. Conversely, situations in which
the NES mass is inefficient in suppressing VIV are necessarily characterized by
unbounded growth, since no limiting mechanism is present in (7.10a–7.10c).
This provides a simple method to determine the extent to which the NES mass
suppresses VIV, with limit cycles being synonymous with an efficient NES, and
unbounded responses with an inefficient one. Any other situation would re-
quire a different type of reduced-order model for the lift coefficient and its own
asymptotic analysis. This, however, will not be pursued in this work.
7.2.2 Order-reduction of the FSI dynamics
The analytical treatment of (7.10a–7.10c) by and large follows the work of Gen-
delman et al. (2010), who analytically studied passive nonlinear LCO suppres-
sion in the context of aeroelastic instabilities arising in Dowell’s model for flut-
ter (Dowell et al., 1995). The analytical techniques employed here are tanta-
mount to a center-manifold reduction (Iooss & Adelmeyer, 1992; Guckenheimer
& Holmes, 1983; Kuznetsov, 2013), numerous examples of which may be found
in the recent literature (Habib & Kerschen, 2015; Gai & Timme, 2016; Malher
et al., 2016).
The analysis starts with the reduction of the three-DOF system (7.10a–7.10c)
to a two-DOF system, by regarding the stable (structural) mode as being driven
by the unstable (lift-dominated) mode and the NES. For convenience, we continue
the analysis in matrix form and introduce the following vector variables:
S̄ =
[










−w αw −ẇ αẇ
]T
, (7.11c)
where p1 = y + εw and p2 = CL − α(y + εw) are two dependent variables. The
vectors S̄, P̄ and W̄ can be related through the expression P̄ + εW̄ = Φ0S̄,
where the matrix Φ0 is given by
Φ0 =

1 0 0 0
−α 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 −α 1
. (7.12)
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This allows us to rewrite (7.10a, 7.10b) as




0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 γ 0
 and Φ2 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−Ω2 2/(πm∗) 0 0
0 −ω2 0 σ
. (7.14)
Recognizing that S̄ = Φ−10 P̄ + εΦ
−1
0 W̄ , we rearrange (7.13) as
˙̄P = (Φ1 + Φ2Φ
−1
0 )P̄ + εΦ2Φ
−1
0 W̄ . (7.15)
These matrix manipulations are particularly advantageous in that the matrix
Φ ≡ Φ1 + Φ2Φ−10 that appears as an O(1) quantity on the right-hand side
of (7.15) only includes information about the primary structure (i.e., the lift–
cylinder system with no NES attached), while the second O(ε) term on the
right-hand side of (7.15) exclusively contains information about the coupling
between the NES and the primary structure.
In the basis of the eigenvectors of Φ, (7.15) becomes
˙̄Q = ΛQ̄+ εF−1Φ2Φ
−1
0 W̄ , (7.16)
where F is the matrix of (complex) eigenvectors of Φ, Λ = F−1ΦF is the
(diagonal) matrix of eigenvalues of Φ, and Q̄ = FP̄ . As noted in §7.1, it is
expected that, for a value of the Reynolds number sufficiently close to Recrit
(with Re > Recrit), there should be only one pair of eigenvalues with positive
real part. This, however, holds for the infinite-dimensional system governed by
the Navier-Stokes equations coupled to the rigid-body motion, but will carry
over to the present situation where the infinite-dimensional flow field has been
reduced to a one-DOF oscillator, provided that the reduced-order model for
the lift coefficient is capable of reproducing this feature. For the parameters
identified in (7.9), we find the eigenvalues of the reduced system (7.16) to be
λ1 = 0.01795 + 0.9333j, λ2 = −0.06795 + 0.6221j, (7.17)
where it is understood that they appear in complex-conjugate pairs. Letting
tilde denote complex conjugation, we see that the pair (λ1, λ̃1) has a positive
real part, whereas the pair (λ2, λ̃2) has a negative real part, thereby confirming
that the one-DOF lift model adequately captures not only the general behavior
of the solution during the period of linear growth, but also the critical underlying
features of the infinite-dimensional system (i.e., frequencies and growth rates)
during this time interval. In particular, we note that the real part of the unstable
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eigenvalue λ1 is comparatively small, which is related to the fact that Re = 48
is close to Recrit (for which <[λ1] would be exactly zero), and that =[λ1]/(2π) =
0.149 is close to the Strouhal frequency at Re = 48, which is expected since the
linear growth of the solution is predominantly at that frequency.
We now proceed to a critical step in the analysis which consists of regarding
the stable (structural) mode as being driven by the unstable (lift-dominated)
mode. Let Q̄ =
[
q1 q̃1 q2 q̃2
]T
, where the eigencoordinate qi corresponds to
the eigenvalue λi. Then, the third equation in (7.16) can be written as
q̇2 = λ2q2 + εL2(Q̄, W̄ ), (7.18)




from which it should be clear that for sufficiently long times, the response of
the stable mode is of order ε. This is a direct consequence of the fact that, in
regimes of LCO suppression in which we are interested, the stable, dominantly
structural mode is driven by the unstable, lift-dominated mode and the NES.
The effects of the former on the global dynamics therefore appear in the analysis
as higher-order terms, since q2(τ) = O(ε) for τ = O(1). A similar argument
likewise holds for q̃2. Then, recognizing that neither q2 nor its conjugate appear
in the equations governing the evolution of q1 and q̃1, and that terms involving
q2 and its conjugate will only introduce O(ε) corrections in (7.10c) governing
the motion of the NES mass, we conclude that all terms related to q2 and q̃2
can be dropped from the analysis.
In view of the above considerations, we reconsider (7.10c), which we rewrite
as
ẅ +HΦ−10 FQ̄+ λẇ +
4
3
δw3 = O(ε), (7.20)
where the O(ε) term on the right-hand side now also includes negligible correc-
tions due to the stable mode, and where we have introduced the vector
H =
[
−Ω2 2/(πm∗) 0 0
]
. (7.21)
Equation (7.20) together with the first equation in (7.16) can be cast into the
form
q̇1 = λ1q1 + ε(b1w + b2ẇ) (7.22a)
ẅ + λẇ +
4
3
δw3 + hq1 + h̃q̃1 = O(ε), (7.22b)
where, for the given parameters, h = −0.3460 + 0.1658j, b1 = 0.7452 − 1.332j,
and b2 = 0.
The above system of two coupled nonlinear ODEs constitutes the basis of
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the asymptotic analysis developed in the following. We emphasize that the
derivation of this reduced system, and therefore the asymptotic considerations
presented thereafter, are only valid in the aforementioned regimes of LCO sup-
pression in which the effects of q2 and q̃2 on the overall dynamics are negligible.
7.2.3 Slow–fast partition of the dynamics and
multiple-scales analysis
We continue the analysis by introducing a slow–fast partition of the transient dy-
namics based on the method of complexification–averaging (CX–A) as described
by Manevitch (2001). To this end, we introduce the complex representations
q1(τ) = φ1(τ)e
j$τ (7.23a)
ẇ(τ) + j$w(τ) = φ2(τ)e
j$τ , (7.23b)
where φ1(τ) and φ2(τ) are complex, slowly-varying amplitudes, and $ = =[λ1]
is the oscillation frequency of the unstable mode. Several remarks are in order
here. First, as discussed by Gendelman et al. (2010), the introduction of the
above complex variables eliminates the apparent inconsistency of mixing real-
and complex-valued functions in (7.22a, 7.22b). Second, it should be clear that
(7.23a, 7.23b) directly rely on the assumption that the variables q1 and w can
be partitioned in terms of two independent slow and fast scales. This is because,
in (7.23a, 7.23b), φ1 and φ2 characterize the slow modulations of the fast os-
cillations represented by exp(j$τ). Third, this complex decomposition assumes
that, in regimes of LCO suppression, the dynamics occurs predominantly at
the linearized frequency $ of the unstable mode, and that all other frequency
components are by comparison negligible. We emphasize that these two key-
assumptions (i.e., the time-scale separation and the transient response being
dominated by a single frequency close to $) may not hold in other regimes of
the FSI dynamics in which additional frequencies need to be accounted for in
the analysis. (As discussed in chapter 4, illustration of the CX-A method in
the context of multi-frequency dynamics can be found in Vakakis et al. (2008).)
As discussed in §7.1, however, these assumptions are consistent with numerical
simulations for those regimes of LCO suppression of interest.
We next substitute the complex representations (7.23a, 7.23b) in (7.22a,

























where we have introduced the notation <[λ1] = ε`. These equations govern the
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slow modulations of the fast oscillations of the variables q1 and w. We note that
they have meaning only in situations where the aforementioned assumptions
hold as they do not contain any frequencies higher than the basic averaging
(fast) frequency $. The complex slow-flow equations (7.24a, 7.24b) are cast
into real autonomous form as



















(d2 cos η − d1 sin η), (7.25c)
where we have introduced the polar decompositions N1exp(jη1) = 2jhφ1/$ and
N2exp(jη2) = φ2; the phase difference η = η1 − η2; and the complex quantity
d1 + jd2 ≡ [b2 − (jb1)/$]/2.
The real slow-flow equations (7.25a–7.25c) are further reduced by applying
the method of multiple scales. To this end, we introduce new independent
time scales τk = ε
kτ , k ∈ N, where τ0 = τ is the original time scale of the
problem and higher-order time scales τ1, τ2, ..., represent slower time scales.
We introduce the notation R(τ) = R0(τ) + εR1(τ) + ..., to expand a generic
time-dependent variable R(τ). Application of the multiple-scales method to the
slow-flow equations (7.25a–7.25) yields a hierarchy of subproblems at each order
of approximation.






















As discussed by Gendelman et al. (2010), only the equilibrium points of (7.26a–
7.26c) are of interest, as they correspond to constant slow-flow modulations
(with respect to the fast scale τ0) and, hence, to periodic solutions of the original
reduced-order model (7.22a, 7.22b). These are computed by setting all the
derivatives in (7.26b, 7.26c) to zero, which gives







We note that, in the above, N10 is a function of τ1 only (and of higher-order


















which defines the slow invariant manifold (SIM) of the problem. In (7.28), it
is understood that the amplitudes N10 and N20 are functions of the slow time
scale τ1, and that they are equilibrium points of (7.26) only with respect to the
original time scale τ0. (According to the method of multiple-scales, all fast and
slow scales are regarded as independent temporal variables.)
Equation (7.28) establishes a cubic functional relationship between N210 and
N220. Depending on the value of the combined parameter λ/$, (7.28) can have
one, two or three real solutions. For λ/$ > 1/
√
3, only one real solution ex-
ists, and in this case, the SIM is composed of a single branch, which can be
shown to be stable by a simple linear stability analysis. On the other hand, for
0 < λ/$ < 1/
√
3, (7.28) admits three distinct real solutions, and the SIM is
composed of three branches, as depicted in figure 7.12. A linear stability anal-
ysis shows that the leftmost and rightmost branches are stable, and that the
middle branch is unstable. As discussed below, this particular shape of the SIM
and, in particular, the unstable middle branch, gives rise to complex nonlinear
dynamical phenomena (Gendelman & Starosvetsky, 2007; Starosvetsky & Gen-
delman, 2008; Gendelman et al., 2010), which reflect directly on the capacity
of the NES to passively suppress VIV of the cylinder. Four special points will
prove to be worthy of interest in the following discussion, and we choose to




















as shown in figure 7.12.
As discussed in Guckenheimer et al. (2005, 2006), the structure of the SIM
in the case 0 < λ/$ < 1/
√
3, with its two folding points, paves the way for
relaxation oscillations in the form of slowly modulated responses, the existence
of which can be established by investigating the slow flow (7.25a–7.25c) on the
SIM at the super-slow scale. To this end, it is sufficient to consider only the
first equation of the O(ε) subproblem in the limit τ0 →∞, which is given by
∂N10
∂τ1
= `N10 + (d1 cos η0 + d2 sin η0)N20. (7.31)


























Figure 7.12: Slow invariant manifold (SIM) for λ = 0.32 and$ = =[λ1] = 0.9333
(here, λ/$ < 1/
√
3). The unstable branch is shown with a dashed line, the




















which describes the slow drift of the SIM at the slow scale τ1. The equilibrium
points of (7.32) are particularly important as they determine the behavior of
the super-slow flow on the SIM at the super-slow scale and therefore provide
insight into the dynamical mechanisms that can be realized. This is pursued in
the following section.
7.2.4 Dynamics on the slow invariant manifold
The evolution of the super-slow flow on the SIM can be determined (up to
the retained order of approximation) by considering (7.28) which describes the
structure of the SIM, together with the equilibrium points of (7.32) characteriz-
ing long-time attractors with respect to the slow scale τ1. For convenience, we





























Equation (7.33a) corresponds to the definition of the SIM given in (7.28), while
(7.33b) has been obtained by rearranging (7.32) after having set the left-hand-
side derivative to zero. Equation (7.33b) represents a parabola in the Y –Z plane,
whose intersection with the SIM (7.33a) fully determines the respective locations
of the equilibrium points of the super-slow flow. As discussed by Tumkur et al.
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(2013b) and Domany & Gendelman (2013), Equation (7.33b) is equivalent to
an averaged first-order statement of conservation of energy in the rigid-body
motion and is henceforth referred to as the energy-conservation parabola (ECP).
A quick calculation shows that the trivial solution Yeq,0 = Zeq,0 = 0 is always a
solution of (7.33), and that two other equilibrium points can exist under certain







d21 − 4` [`(λ/$)2 − d2(λ/$)]
}
. (7.34)
The stability of each of the equilibrium points can be assessed by first recognizing




2Z{`[(λ/$)2 + (1− Z/$4)2 + d1(1− Z/$4)− d2(λ/$)}
1 + (λ/$)2 − 4Z/$4 + 3Z2/$8 ≡ f(Z),
(7.35)
and then by evaluating df/dZ ≡ f ′(Z) at any of the three equilibrium points,
with positive values corresponding to instability. A thorough analysis of the
location and stability of the equilibrium points of (7.35) allows us to fully de-
scribe all possible scenarios of the super-slow dynamics on the SIM. As detailed
below, we find that exactly four qualitatively different mechanisms are possible,
illustrations of which are shown in figure 7.13. (In figure 7.13 and in all subse-
quent similar figures, the SIM is shown in black and the ECP in gray. Circles
and diamonds denote equilibrium points of the super-slow flow that are stable
and unstable, respectively.)
7.2.4.1 No LCO suppression
There are two configurations in which the NES is ineffective in suppressing
VIV. The first situation is one in which the trivial equilibrium Zeq,0 is the only
equilibrium point of (7.35) and it is unstable. This happens when the quantity






thus yielding complex values for the two non-trivial equilibrium points Zeq,±.
The second situation is one in which there are three unstable equilibrium
points such that
Z− < Zeq,− < Z+ < Zeq,+ < Zu, (7.37)
as shown in figure 7.13c. In this case, as the trajectory approaches and passes
the lower critical point Z−, it has but to jump to the rightmost stable branch of
the SIM (since the middle branch is unstable), only to encounter on the other
side, just below its landing point Zu, an unstable equilibrium point, Zeq,+. The
latter acts as a repeller which, in the absence of any limiting mechanism, leads

































Figure 7.13: Evolution of the super-slow flow on the slow invariant manifold
for (a) complete LCO suppression for ε = 0.12 and λ = 0.3, (b) partial LCO
suppression for ε = 0.07 and λ = 0.2, (c) no LCO suppression for ε = 0.02 and
λ = 0.12, and (d) relaxation oscillations for ε = 0.03 and λ = 0.15. Arrows
represent the path of the trajectory along the SIM.
The region in the ε–λ plane in which (7.36) or (7.37) are satisfied and no
LCO suppression is possible is referred to as region A. We recall at this point
that unbounded growth predicted by the analysis is the result of neglecting
any type of van der Pol or Rayleigh nonlinearity in the reduced-order model
for the lift coefficient, which, in turn, cannot produce limit-cycle oscillations,
should the NES mass be inefficient. As discussed in §7.1, the ROM is capable
of predicting no LCO suppression (in the form of unbounded responses), but
cannot describe the dynamics seen in such circumstances in the high-fidelity
spectral computations in which unbounded growth is not possible.
7.2.4.2 Complete LCO suppression
Complete LCO suppression is realized when (7.33) admits three distinct real so-
lutions, which are ordered as Zeq,− < Zeq,0 < Zeq,+, and the trivial equilibrium
point is stable; that is,
d1 + `[1 + (λ/$)
2]− d2λ/$ < 0. (7.38)
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Equation (7.38) defines a region in the ε–λ plane (referred to as region B)
where the asymptotic analysis predicts that the trajectory, to leading order and
for reasonably small initial conditions, is irremediably attracted to a state of
complete LCO suppression. This situation is illustrated in figure 7.13a.
7.2.4.3 Partial LCO suppression
Partial LCO suppression is realized under the condition that Zeq,0 be unstable
and the lower equilibrium point lie on one of the stable branches of the SIM;
that is,
0 < Zeq,− < Z− or Zeq,− > Z+, (7.39)
an example of which is shown in figure 7.13b. In this case, the trivial equilibrium
point acts as a repeller and the lower equilibrium point Zeq,−, which is always
stable in this case, as an attractor. The latter corresponds to a stable periodic
orbit of the three-DOF reduced-order system (7.10) and hence, to a mechanism
of partial LCO suppression. Here, the trajectory initially departs from the
unstable trivial equilibrium point and begins its journey along the leftmost
stable branch of the SIM. This interval of nearly-linear growth continues until
the trajectory approaches the lower stable equilibrium point and ultimately
settles into a long-time periodic orbit. We refer to the region in the ε–λ plane
in which conditions (7.39) are satisfied as region C.
7.2.4.4 Slowly modulated response and relaxation oscillation
When (7.33) admits three distinct real solutions such that
Z− < Zeq,− < Z+ and Zu < Zeq,+, (7.40)
then all three equilibrium points are unstable but their relative positions on
the SIM allow for the existence of slowly modulated responses in the form of
sustained relaxation oscillations. Figure 7.13d shows that, in this case, the tra-
jectory initially approaches the lower critical point Z−, then passes through Z−,
immediately jumps to the rightmost stable branch of the SIM, and finally lands
at Zu. Because the upper equilibrium point Zeq,+ is unstable, the trajectory
is promptly rejected from the vicinity of the upper landing point, and because
Zeq,+ > Zu, it has no choice but to head towards the upper critical point Z+.
Once arrived at Z+, the trajectory jumps to the leftmost stable branch of the
SIM, lands at the lower landing point Zd, and the relaxation cycle starts anew.
We refer to this solution as a relaxation cycle since it is composed of super-
slow components interrupted by sudden (fast) jumps. Hence, there exist both
super-slow and fast time scales within a single period of the response. This
mechanism is therefore characterized by successive bursts interspersed with in-
tervals of NES-induced suppression, corresponding to the trajectory traveling
along the leftmost and rightmost stable branch of the SIM, respectively. The
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set of combinations of ε and λ for which (7.40) are satisfied is denoted as region
D.
7.2.5 Phase diagram
The previous asymptotic analysis reveals the existence of four distinct mecha-
nisms for the super-slow dynamics on the SIM, three of which are shown to lead
to (at least partial) LCO suppression. The analysis also provides conditions that
delineate regions of existence of the four long-time solutions in the parameter
space. In the present case where the parameter space is two-dimensional, we
have found it useful to present these regions of existence in the form of a phase
diagram in the ε–λ plane. This is shown in figure 7.14.














Figure 7.14: Theoretical predictions for regions of existence of LCO suppression
mechanisms. The dashed line indicates Shilnikov bifurcations.
We make several remarks here. First, the phase diagram shows that no
two mechanisms coexist at a single combination of ε and λ, which confirms
that the conditions (7.36–7.40) are mutually exclusive. Second, we see that the
analysis predicts that LCO suppression is not realizable in the two limits ε→ 0
and λ → 0; that is, in the limit of a massless and non-dissipative nonlinear
attachment, respectively. This is expected since the former limit corresponds
to NES-less standard VIV in which the SSMC solution is unstable for the given
parameters, while the latter prevents targeted energy transfer to the NES mass.
Although not shown in figure 7.14, it should be clear that the limit λ → ∞
taken with a finite value of ε similarly reduces to standard VIV. Third, we see
that no SMR can exist for λ ≥ 0.538 since the SIM in this case has no critical
points. Lastly, we note that the complete-suppression mechanism (region B)
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only exists for relatively large values of ε and λ, and is the only mechanism
that shares boundaries with only one of the other three mechanisms. This is in
contrast to the no-suppression, partial-suppression and SMR mechanisms whose
regions of existence (regions A, C and D, respectively) are contiguous to at least
two others. The boundaries that demarcate the regions of existence of the four
mechanisms correspond to bifurcations of the equilibrium points of the super-
slow flow and, for this reason, are worthy of further investigation. The phase
diagram features four such borders, namely A–C, A–D, B–C, and C–D, each
of which corresponds to a different bifurcation scenario. As discussed in detail
below, we find that saddle-node, Hopf, and Shilnikov bifurcations are realizable.
Bifurcation B–C is defined by combinations of ε and λ for which the trivial
equilibrium point Zeq,0 is neutrally stable; that is, f
′(Zeq,0) = 0 and (7.38) is
an equality. An example of transition from region B to C is shown in figure 7.15
and highlights the birth of the stable lower equilibrium point which gives rise
to partial LCO suppression.
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Figure 7.15: Illustration of the bifurcation between regions B and C for λ = 0.3
and (a) ε = 0.08 and (b) ε = 0.07.
Bifurcation C–D corresponds to the dynamics where the lower equilibrium
point Zeq,− crosses the lower fold of the SIM and moves to the unstable branch,
as depicted in figure 7.16. This manifests itself in the super-slow flow by a
transition from a partial-suppression low-amplitude limit cycle to an SMR. The
asymptotic analysis of the averaged system predicts that this transition oc-
curs abruptly. This, however, is not consistent with the fact that the original
averaged system is smooth. This apparent contradiction is reconciled when re-
alizing that the multiple-scales analysis performed up to the second order of
approximation is insufficiently accurate to predict the smooth transition in the
neighborhood of the lower critical point. In fact, the transition from a partial-
suppression mechanism to an SMR is related to a Hopf bifurcation of the aver-
aged system, which usually takes the form of a Canard explosion (Benoit et al.,
1981; Gendelman & Bar, 2010).
Bifurcation A–C marks the boundary between the region of partial sup-
pression and that of no suppression and, for large values of ε, is character-
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Figure 7.16: Illustration of the bifurcation between regions C and D for λ = 0.12
and (a) ε = 0.085 and (b) ε = 0.055.
ized by the lower equilibrium point coinciding with the lower critical point
(Zeq,− = Z−), and the upper equilibrium point lying below the upper land-
ing point (Zeq,+ < Zu), as shown in figure 7.17. At the bifurcation, it takes an
infinite amount of time for the trajectory to reach the low-amplitude limit cycle.
Past the bifurcation, the periodic orbit disappears and gives way to divergent
responses. For small values of ε, bifurcation A–C corresponds to situations in
which (7.36) is an equality and the two equilibrium points (7.34) coalesce into
a double root. This is a case of saddle-node bifurcation where two equilibrium
points collide and annihilate each other. A graphical interpretation is that the
ECP is tangent to the rightmost branch of the SIM at Zbifur,A = $
4`{2`+d2}/2,
corresponding to a line in the ε–λ plane.
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Figure 7.17: Illustration of the bifurcation between regions A and C for λ = 0.03
and (a) ε = 0.19 and (b) ε = 0.14
Bifurcation A–D corresponds to the dynamics where the trivial equilibrium
point Zeq,0 is unstable, the lower equilibrium point lies on the unstable branch
of the SIM, and the upper equilibrium point Zeq,+ coincides with the upper
landing point Zu. This is illustrated in figure 7.18. Such cases are examples
of Shilnikov homoclinic bifurcations (Shilnikov, 1965, 1967; Wiggins, 1990) in
which the SMR becomes a homoclinic orbit for the upper saddle equilibrium
point Zeq,+. As an SMR approaches the bifurcation, the modulation period
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of the relaxation cycle grows and, exactly at the bifurcation, becomes infinite.
We note that Shilnikov bifurcations of relaxation cycles are not uncommon in
systems of oscillators equipped with nonlinear energy sinks (Gendelman & Bar,
2010; Gendelman et al., 2010; Domany & Gendelman, 2013).
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Figure 7.18: Illustration of the bifurcation between regions A and D for λ = 0.1
and (a) ε = 0.04 and (b) ε = 0.03
7.3 Numerical results
We now compare the theoretical predictions derived from the previous asymp-
totic analysis to integration of the three-DOF reduced-order model (7.10a–
(7.10c), and to high-fidelity spectral-element simulations of the infinite-dimensional
system consisting of the Navier–Stokes equations (2.1a, 2.1b) coupled to the
two-DOF rigid-body equations (7.1a, 7.1b). It is generally expected that the
asymptotic analysis should capture the dynamics of the three-DOF system with
sufficient accuracy, provided that the hypotheses postulated in §7.2 are valid;
that is, the mass ratio ε should be small enough for the O(ε) multiple-scales
approximation to be satisfactory, and time-scale separation should hold. In
contrast, comparison between the results from the asymptotic analysis and the
high-fidelity spectral-element simulations of the flow should be done with ex-
treme care, since the projection of the infinite-dimensional dynamics onto a sin-
gle second-order oscillator constitutes a confounding approximation that adds to
those strictly related to the asymptotic analysis of the ROM. Therefore, in this
case, we expect at least qualitative agreement between asymptotic predictions
and the spectral-element simulations.
7.3.1 Comparison of asymptotic analysis and numerical
integration of the reduced-order model
Numerical solution of the three-DOF system (7.10a–7.10c) is performed using
a fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm with zero initial conditions, except for
ĊL(0) = 0.01 (and unless otherwise specified). We have observed no sensitivity
of the nature of the long-time solutions, provided that the initial conditions
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are sufficiently small (that is, less than about 0.1 in magnitude). Small initial
conditions attempt to mimic those used in the spectral-element computations in
which the cylinder and NES-mass are initially at rest, the inlet flow is uniform
for τ ≥ 0, and the instability of the SSMC solution is triggered by accumulation
of round-off error.
A global survey of the ε–λ parameter space suggests that for the three-DOF
system, there exist only four qualitatively different long-time solutions which
do not coexist for the same combination of ε and λ. This is consistent with
the asymptotic analysis which predicts the existence of four mechanisms on the
SIM, namely complete LCO suppression, partial LCO suppression, SMR, and
unbounded responses. In figure 7.19, we superimpose the results of numerical
integration of (7.10a–7.10c) on the phase diagram of figure 7.14 produced by
the asymptotic analysis. We find the agreement between the two to be satisfac-
tory; in particular, the analysis is able to capture all the qualitative and some
quantitative features of the ROM.










Figure 7.19: Comparison between integration of the three-DOF ROM (7.10a–
7.10c) and theoretical predictions for regions of existence of the LCO suppression
mechanisms. Red upright squares correspond to SMRs, brown diamonds to no
LCO suppression, green triangles to partial LCO suppression, and blue dots to
complete LCO suppression.
This is confirmed in figures 7.20a–7.20d, where we depict time series of y,
CL, z and w for selected combinations of ε and λ, each of which leads to one
of the four long-time solutions. For cases where the trivial equilibrium point
is unstable, these time series are complemented by a graphical representation
of the trajectory (computed numerically) as it evolves on the SIM (predicted
analytically), as shown in figure 7.22. The agreement between theory and com-
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putation again is satisfactory as the computed trajectory follows very closely the
leftmost stable branch of the SIM in the initial interval of nearly-linear growth.
In the case of partial suppression shown in figure 7.22c, the trajectory settles
into a periodic state, the amplitude of which coincides with that of the lower
non-trivial equilibrium point predicted by theory. Likewise, the scenario lead-
ing to relaxation oscillations is confirmed in figure 7.22a. We note that in this
latter case, the asymptotic analysis approximates the intervals of suppression
somewhat more crudely than the periods of quasi-linear growth.
In view of subsequent comparisons to high-fidelity spectral-element simula-
tions, we note that, while the exponential decay of the time series shown in
figure 7.20d may suggest that the trajectory in cases of complete LCO suppres-
sion ultimately settles down to a steady state as τ →∞, careful examination of
the time series reveals that the dynamics actually settles into a finite-amplitude
limit cycle. This is more easily seen when considering weaker initial distur-
bances to the equilibrium state, as is done in figure 7.21. This shows that the
state of complete suppression predicted by the asymptotic analysis consists of
a periodic orbit with very small, yet non-zero oscillation amplitude. This be-
havior can be explained by recalling that the trivial attractor identified in the
asymptotic analysis is an equilibrium point of the averaged flow at the slow
scale τ1, but may drift with respect to the slower scales τ2, τ3, etc.
7.3.2 Comparison of asymptotic analysis and
spectral-element computations
In figure 7.23, we show superimposition of the spectral-element results onto the
phase diagram of figure 7.14 produced by the asymptotic analysis of the ROM
(7.10a–7.10c). The nomenclature used to describe the outcomes of the spectral-
element computations is the one introduced in §7.1, where the four long-time
solutions are denoted by Roman numerals. Figure 7.23 strongly suggests that
each of the four long-time attractors seen in the spectral-element computations
can be associated with one of those four distinct mechanisms occurring on the
SIM as established by the analysis in §7.2.
Consistent with the phase diagram, we associate Type-I solutions to SMRs
in the form of relaxation oscillations by which the trajectory on the SIM jumps
from one stable branch to the other. Type-II solutions correspond to cases
of no LCO suppression resulting in large-amplitude limit cycles with large ex-
cursions of the NES mass. We note that, in contrast to the corresponding
solutions predicted by the ROM (7.10a–7.10c), which become unbounded with
increasing time in the case of the infinite-dimensional FSI system, the case of
no-suppression corresponds to large but bounded oscillations of the cylinder and
the NES, as no unbounded motions can be physically realized in the full system.
Type-III solutions correspond to partial LCO suppression where the oscillation






























































































Figure 7.20: Time series of y, z, w and CL obtained by numerical integra-
tion of the three-DOF ROM (7.10a–7.10c) for (a) an SMR with ε = 0.02 and
λ = 0.3, (b) a no-suppression mechanism with ε = 0.01 and λ = 0.2, (c) a
partial-suppression mechanism with ε = 0.05 and λ = 0.26, and (d) a complete-
suppression mechanism with ε = 0.12 and λ = 0.3.
and the super-slow dynamics on the SIM is attracted to a low-amplitude peri-
odic orbit. Type-IV solutions correspond to cases of complete LCO suppression,
which were shown to be related to the stability of the trivial equilibrium point
on the SIM.
To confirm that these associations are well founded, we represent the three






























Figure 7.21: Time series of y, z, w and CL for a complete-suppression mechanism
with ε = 0.12 and λ = 0.3 obtained by numerical integration of the three-DOF
ROM (7.10a–7.10c). Integration is performed with zero initial conditions, except
for ĊL(0) = 10
−12.
as we did earlier for the ROM. Moreover, we have verified that the trajectory
corresponding to the Type-IV solution behaves as one for which complete LCO
suppression is realized as it perpetually remains in the vicinity of the trivial
equilibrium point. The results shown in figure 7.24 prove that Type-I and
Type-III solutions indeed correspond to relaxation oscillations and partial LCO
suppression, respectively, with the trajectory behaving according to the ana-
lytical predictions of §7.2, with small discrepancies being attributable to the
various levels of approximation discussed above.
The case of Type-II solutions is to some extent less unequivocal. First, com-
parison to the no-suppression mechanisms seen in the ROM is not conclusive
since in the three-DOF system, the corresponding solutions are unbounded due
to the absence of any limiting mechanism in the equations of motion. In con-
trast, in the high-dimensional system, unbounded growth is prohibited since
the nonlinearity of the Navier–Stokes equations allows for scattering of energy
from the most unstable modes to stable ones, thus bounding the growth of the
oscillations of the cylinder and the NES; as discussed in §7.1, it is precisely
this source of nonlinearity that was omitted in the wake oscillator (7.8). Sec-
ond, figure 7.24b shows that, for a computation performed with ε = 0.01 and
λ = 0.26, the trajectory on the SIM, after traveling along the leftmost stable
branch, jumps to the rightmost stable branch and remains in the vicinity of the
landing point where it ultimately settles into a periodic state. This behavior is
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Figure 7.22: Projection of the trajectory computed by integration of the ROM
(7.10) onto the slow invariant manifold for (a) an SMR with ε = 0.02 and
λ = 0.3, (b) a no-suppression mechanism with ε = 0.01 and λ = 0.2, and (c) a
partial-suppression mechanism with ε = 0.05 and λ = 0.26.
typical of a Shilnikov bifurcation in which a trajectory on the homoclinic orbit
reaches the leftmost node in infinitely-long time. This observation is a strong
indicator that all Type-II solutions seen in the spectral-element computations
actually correspond to homoclinic trajectories or, equivalently, to what appears
as a Shilnikov bifurcation in the asymptotic analysis. In this case, we conjec-
ture that the fact that Type-II solutions exist in a large region of the parameter
space as opposed to appearing as a simple bifurcation (as the analysis suggests)
is related to the projection of the infinite-dimensional fluid dynamics onto a
one-DOF wake oscillator. Rigorous verification of this hypothesis is beyond the
scope of this work and not pursued here.
In view of the previous discussion, we claim that the asymptotic analysis
of the low-order system reproduces the general qualitative (and to a certain
extent quantitative) trends seen in the high-dimensional computations quite
well. Indeed, the regions of existence of the long-time solutions in the ε–λ plane
agree well with analytical predictions. In particular, the asymptotic analysis
accurately predicts the existence of the SMR suppression mechanism in a region
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Figure 7.23: Comparison between spectral-element computations and theoret-
ical predictions for regions of existence of the LCO suppression mechanisms.
Red upright squares correspond to Type-I solutions, brown diamonds to Type-
II solutions, green triangles to Type-III solutions, and blue dots to Type-IV
solutions.
enclosed between the no-suppression mechanism and the partial-suppression
mechanism, as well as the existence of the complete-suppression mechanism
for relatively large values of ε and λ. The agreement of course is not everywhere
close, and we report in figure 7.23 a few instances for which the analytical
prediction does not match the outcome of the spectral-element computation.
However, we deem the final results satisfying for several reasons. As discussed
above, the phase diagram suffers from accumulation of approximations resulting
from a) projecting the infinite-dimensional dynamics onto a six-dimensional
phase space, and b) performing asymptotic analysis (which involves numerous
assumptions, as discussed in §7.2) on that approximate low-order system. In
that respect, the phase diagram should be regarded only as an approximation
of the dynamics. This can also be seen in figure 7.19 which reveals that there
are a few combinations of ε and λ for which asymptotics and numerics do not
match. For these reasons, we are content with the satisfactory quantitative
and qualitative agreement between the asymptotic predictions, the numerical
























Figure 7.24: Projection of the trajectory from spectral-element computation
onto the slow invariant manifold for (a) a Type-I solution with ε = 0.01 and
λ = 0.26, (b) a Type-II solution with ε = 0.04 and λ = 0.42, and (c) a Type-
III solution with ε = 0.12 and λ = 0.3. The magenta line in (b) denotes the
long-time periodic orbit.
7.4 Conclusions
Prior work by Tumkur et al. (2013a) had shown that the addition of a trans-
lational NES to a linearly-sprung cylinder undergoing laminar vortex-induced
vibration can lead (under certain conditions) to significant VIV suppression that
may take the form of low-amplitude periodic attractors or relaxation oscillations.
Tumkur et al. (2013a) hinted at the connection between those VIV-suppression
mechanisms seen at Re = 100 and the topological structure of a presumed un-
derlying slow invariant manifold of the dynamics, which they derived using an
ad hoc model of the fluid–structure interaction.
In the present work, we showed that at Re = 48, slightly above the Hopf
bifurcation of the SSMC solution for the fixed cylinder, nonlinear interactions
between the NES, the cylinder and the fluid led not only to low-amplitude limit
cycles and slowly modulated responses (as reported at Re = 100 by Tumkur
et al. (2013a)), but also to larger-amplitude time-periodic solutions and to situ-
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ations where VIV was nearly completely suppressed. More specifically, for fixed
values of the cylinder-to-fluid density ratio and the dimensionless spring con-
stant, and for a fixed set of initial conditions, we identified in our high-fidelity
spectral-element computations four qualitatively distinct long-time attractors,
two of which were characterized by partial VIV suppression, and one of which
by significant VIV suppression.
To analytically predict and better understand the nonlinear mechanisms by
which the presence of the NES mass and its parameters influence the long-time
dynamics of the sprung cylinder as it interacts with the flow, we constructed a
reduced-order model of the lift coefficient as it is the only mediator of transfer of
energy between the cylinder–NES system and the fluid. Rather than modeling
the interaction between the lift and the cylinder with ad hoc nonlinear terms (as
in Tumkur et al. (2013a)), we defined a self-excited wake oscillator consisting
of a single second-order ODE governing the evolution of the lift coefficient. We
thus obtained a three-DOF ROM much less impervious to analysis than the
original infinite-dimensional system.
Asymptotic analysis of the ROM was performed using a complexification-
averaging method, slow–fast partition of the dynamics, and multiple-scale ex-
pansions; these techniques and the associated assumptions were consistent with
the spectral-element computations. The analysis yielded an analytical expres-
sion for the slow invariant manifold of the nonlinear dynamics and provided
conditions for the existence and stability of equilibrium points on the SIM.
More specifically, the analysis predicted four possible outcomes depending on
the NES parameters, one of which corresponded to a situation in which the
NES is ineffective and no LCO suppression is realizable, two corresponded to
partial and complete LCO suppression, respectively, and the last to relaxation
oscillations and strongly modulated responses of the cylinder–NES system.
Synthesis of the analysis was presented in the form of a phase diagram where
the regions of existence of the aforementioned mechanisms were delineated in
the parameter space by mathematical conditions. We established that, con-
sistent with the spectral-element computations, no two regions overlapped in
the parameter space. We thoroughly investigated all four bifurcation scenarios
that corresponded to the four boundaries between the regions of existence in
the phase diagram. In particular, we found that a variety of bifurcations were
realizable, including saddle-node, Hopf, and Shilnikov.
In general, the analytical predictions agreed well with numerical integra-
tion of the ROM both qualitatively and quantitatively (within the order of
approximation considered), but even more striking was the agreement with the
spectral-element computations. We showed that a) the reduced-order model
was able to reproduce the main features of the four long-time solutions seen in
the spectral-element computations, and b) the asymptotic analysis of the ROM
provided satisfactory predictions of the behavior of the high-dimensional system.
We finally note that the methodology used in the present work paves the way
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for predictive design of translational nonlinear energy sinks for VIV-suppression
purposes and can be conveniently extended to higher Reynolds numbers pro-
vided that only one of the eigenmodes of the linearized flow is unstable.
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Chapter 8
Three-dimensional VIV of a
linearly-sprung cylinder with an internal
rotational NES
In this final chapter, we investigate the effect of a rotational NES on the dy-
namics of a finite-length three-dimensional (3-D) circular cylinder undergo-
ing laminar and turbulent VIV. We begin with a description of the physical
problem and our computational approach, and present results validating the
three-dimensional code in the fixed-cylinder case. We then describe our ap-
proach to computing an estimate of the critical Reynolds number Re3Dcrit at
which flow past a 3-D fixed cylinder undergoes transition from two- to three-
dimensionality. This is followed by preliminary results showing that the onset of
three-dimensionality is affected when the cylinder is linearly-sprung, regardless
of whether or not it is equipped with a rotational NES. Finally, we investigate
the potential for use of a rotational NES as an efficient energy harvester at a
value of the Reynolds number (Re = 10,000) for which flow past a linearly-
sprung circular cylinder is known to be three-dimensional and fully turbulent.
This makes this work the first of its kind to focus on the fluid–structure inter-
action of a bluff body with nonlinear attachments in a turbulent flow.
8.1 Formulation of the problem and
computational approach
8.1.1 Formulation of the problem
We consider the three-dimensional analog of the problem presented in §2.1; that
is, flow of an incompressible fluid past a three-dimensional rigid circular cylinder
of spanwise extent Lz. The main difference compared to the two-dimensional
problem discussed in §2.1 is that the parameters characterizing the mass, stiff-
ness and damping of the mechanical parts are no longer defined “per unit-
length.” In particular, we denote by M̂cyl, K̂cyl, M̂NES, ĈNES, the total mass of
the cylinder, stiffness of the supporting spring, total mass and damping coeffi-
cient of the attached rotational NES, respectively. These quantities are related
to their two-dimensional un-hatted counterparts through the (multiplicative)
spanwise length of the cylinder Lz. We note that, in the 3-D configuration also,
the rotational NES can be thought of as a line mass that rotates at constant
radius about the cylinder axis. We emphasize that the 3-D cylinder is assumed
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to be rigid (i.e., there is no deformation of the cylinder surface along its span, as
opposed to Evangelinos & Karniadakis (1999)), and more generally, that there
is no dependence of the parameters characterizing the rigid-body motion of the
NES-equipped cylinder on the spanwise coordinate.
When a rotational NES is attached to the linearly-sprung cylinder, the rigid-


































where g∗n/Re ≡ f∗n and ζ/Re ≡ λ. We note that the non-dimensional formula-
tion is identical to (3.11a, 3.11b), save for the lift and drag forces which have
been additionally scaled by the spanwise length of the cylinder Lz. The equation
of motion for the NES-less standard-VIV configuration is obtained by setting
ε = 0 in (8.1a) and discarding (8.1b).
8.1.2 Computational approach
The solution is effected using Nek5000 in a 3-D set-up. A given 3-D compu-
tational mesh is constructed by replicating one layer of a 2-D domain in the
spanwise direction. The process by which a 3-D mesh is generated by extruding
a 2-D mesh on a given number of levels takes full advantage of the tensor-product
structure of 2-D meshes in Nek5000. In what follows, we perform computations
on 3-D domains that are extensions of the 2-D meshes labelled M5 and M6
(see table 2.1). The spanwise length Lz of the computational domain and the
number of elements nelz in the spanwise direction will be discussed later.
We note that the computational cost associated with the additional spanwise
dimension can be significant. This is why, for 3-D computations, it is advisable
to construct a mesh with as few elements as possible without, however, sacri-
ficing accuracy. It is precisely with this in mind that meshes M5 and M6 were
designed. It should indeed be clear from table 2.1 that the number of elements
per spanwise layer for meshes M5 and M6 is much lower than that for meshes
M1a–M3 with which most of the 2-D production runs were performed.
As was done in the 2-D case, we prescribe a no-slip boundary condition
on the cylinder surface, symmetry boundary conditions at the side (“top” and
“bottom”) boundaries, a stress-free boundary condition at the outlet, and a
user-specified (possibly time-dependent) velocity profile at the inlet. We allow
the inlet velocity profile to be a function of τ , y, and z, but require that it relaxes
to uniform flow at long times. We prescribe periodic boundary conditions for the
velocity and pressure fields in the spanwise direction. We do so in recognition
of the fact that periodic boundary conditions appropriately model a cylinder of
infinite spanwise length.
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The code is validated by computing flow past a fixed cylinder and a linearly-
sprung cylinder with no NES at Re = 100, where the flow is expected to be
two-dimensional. Tables 8.1(a, b) show statistics computed for these two con-
figurations using extrusions of meshes M5 and M6 (labeled M53D and M63D,
respectively). For this convergence study, the 3-D meshes were composed of ten
layers of elements in the spanwise direction (nelz = 10) with Lz = 8D. Good
agreement is found between the values reported in tables 8.1(a, b) and their 2-D
counterparts in tables 2.2 and 2.3, which gives us confidence that the 3-D code
produces consistent and converged results.
(a)
Mesh St CL,max C̄D
M53D 0.167 0.330 1.347
M63D 0.170 0.342 1.392
(b)
Mesh St CL,max C̄D y1,max
M53D 0.167 0.195 1.873 0.508
M63D 0.167 0.161 1.895 0.497
Table 8.1: Computed values for 2-D flow past (a) a 3-D fixed cylinder and (b)
a 3-D linearly-sprung cylinder at Re = 100. The 3-D meshes are extrusions of
their 2-D counterparts from table 2.1 with nelz = 10 and Lz = 8D.
In situations where the flow is expected to be fully turbulent (see §8.3), we
use a filtering approach that removes a small amount of energy associated with
the higher modes within each element (Fischer & Mullen, 2001; Deville et al.,
2002). Specifically, the Nth mode is filtered by 5% and the (N − 1)th mode by
1.25%. (Here, N is the polynomial order, and the modal space is composed of
the Legendre polynomials of degree N .) We note that application of a low-pass
filter to the velocity field does not preserve the divergence-free condition (2.1b).
However, this is not expected to have any significant effect on the solution. The
number of modes to filter and the damping factor associated with each filtered
mode should be determined on a case-by-case basis, as there is no physical
justification behind the filtering model. We note, however, that this approach
is in the same spirit as any large-eddy-simulation (LES) model, in which the
smaller scales are filtered out through a similar procedure.
8.2 Onset of three-dimensionality for flow past
a circular cylinder
Here, we discuss the methodology that we use to investigate the effect of a
rotational NES on the critical Reynolds number, Re3Dcrit, at which flow past a
3-D cylinder undergoes transition from two- to three-dimensionality. We begin
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by outlining the procedure followed to determine the value of Re3Dcrit in the fixed-
cylinder case, and detail how this approach carries over to the linearly-sprung
case with and without NES.
8.2.1 Three-dimensional wake for flow past a fixed
cylinder
For the fixed cylinder, the critical value Re3Dcrit of the Reynolds number at which
two-dimensionality is lost and the flow becomes three-dimensional is known to
be close to 190 (Barkley & Henderson, 1996; Dauchy et al., 1997; Barkley et al.,
2000). Table 8.2 provides a listing of previous studies focusing on determining
the value of Re3Dcrit. These references all have in common the use of periodic
boundary conditions in the spanwise direction. We will not attempt to compare
our results against others (Zhang et al., 1995; Persillon & Braza, 1998; Behara &
Mittal, 2010) that were generated with different spanwise boundary conditions.
Re3Dcrit Method
Barkley & Henderson (1996) 188.5 Floquet
Posdziech & Grundmann (2001) 190.2 Floquet
Rao et al. (2013) 190.5 Floquet
Jiang et al. (2016) 194.0 DNS
Table 8.2: Critical Reynolds number for onset of three-dimensionality for a fixed
cylinder.
It is well known that the onset of three-dimensionality originates from a
single linearly unstable mode (referred to as mode A) with spanwise wavelength
close to 4D (Barkley & Henderson, 1996). At a higher Reynolds number (Re ≈
260), another unstable mode appears, with a much smaller spanwise wavelength,
on the order of 0.8D (see figure 8 of Barkley & Henderson (1996)). We note
that the majority of the results reported in table 8.2 were computed by Floquet
analysis, in which case Re3Dcrit will depend on the spanwise wavelength of the
disturbance, which can be chosen arbitrarily. This is similar to the approach
of Jiang et al. (2016), who used direct simulation of the full nonlinear system,
in which case the estimate of Re3Dcrit is sensitive to the spanwise extent of the
computational domain. Specifically, the value of Re3Dcrit will be overestimated if
Lz is not equal to an integer multiple of the most unstable wavelength.
Our approach is based on direct numerical simulation of the flow, along the
lines of Jiang et al. (2016). We use an asymmetric inlet transient to disturb the
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flow, given by
vx(0, y, z, τ) =
{













vy(0, y, z, τ) = 0, (8.2b)
vz(0, y, z, τ) = β
{










for 0 ≤ τ ≤ 20, and vx(0, y, z, τ) = 1 and vy(0, y, z, τ) = vz(0, y, z, τ) = 0 for
τ > 20. In the above formulas, Ly and Lz are the cross-stream and spanwise
dimensions of the domain, respectively, and α and β govern the degree of asym-
metry of the disturbance. The streamwise component of the inlet transient is
nonuniform in the spanwise direction and has a broad spectrum that has the
potential to excite many asymmetric modes. As discussed below, we use rel-
atively small-amplitude disturbances so as to not suffer from finite-amplitude
effects that may bias the results. Since the onset of three-dimensionality is
widely believed to be the result of a linear instability mechanism, we expect
sufficiently small disturbances to decay below Re3Dcrit and grow above Re
3D
crit. In








to measure growth or decay of the applied disturbance.
As discussed above, a critical aspect of the procedure is to adequately de-
termine the spanwise length Lz of the computational domain. Our approach is
to obtain an estimate for Re3Dcrit for a particular value of Lz, then “iterate” on
Lz to obtain a new estimate, until we resolve the “tongue” shown in figure 8 of
Barkley & Henderson (1996).
Figures 8.1(a, b) show the evolution of ||vz||2 for two degrees of asymmetry
of the inlet transient, computed on mesh M53D with nelz = 10 and a spanwise
extent (Lz = 8D) close to an integer multiple of the most unstable wavelength
(which was found to be about 4D in previous studies; see table 8.2). The
results depicted in these figures indicate that the value of Re3Dcrit is sensitive
to the strength of the disturbance. For α = β = 1 (corresponding to strong
asymmetry), finite-amplitude effects are prevalent and the disturbance does not
decay for Re = 180 and 187 (see figure 8.1a). This is because the amplitude of
the disturbance is too large for growth or decay to be the result of only linear
effects. For α = β = 0.01, however, the amplitude of the disturbance is small
enough that growth or decay is solely due to a linear mechanism (see figure
8.1b).
When the disturbance is sufficiently small, it is possible to extract decay rates
from the time series of ||vz||2 by fitting a linear function of time to log ||vz||2.
For the time series shown in figure 8.1b, this approach yields decay rates of
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−0.0159, −0.00665, and −0.00299, for Re = 180, 185, and 187, respectively.
(We note that the decay rate appears to depend linearly on Re sufficiently close
to the critical value.) Extrapolating the decay rate to zero, we estimate that
Re3Dcrit = 188.62. This value is consistent with those obtained by Floquet analysis
and listed in table 8.2.
(a)





























Figure 8.1: Evolution of ||vz||2 for flow past a fixed cylinder with (a) α = β = 1
and (b) α = β = 0.01.
8.2.2 Three-dimensional wake for flow past a
linearly-sprung cylinder
It is straightforward to extend the approach described above to the linearly-
sprung case with and without an internal NES. Along the lines of what was
done in §3.3, we consider a fixed value of the density ratio (m∗ = 10) and a
range of dimensionless spring constants (1/g∗n). For the NES-equipped case,
we consider the same set of NES parameters as the one for which the stability
boundaries were computed in §3.3 (ε = 0.3, ζ = 4/3, and r̄0 = 0.3). We expect
that, for fixed m∗, the onset of three-dimensionality will depend continuously
on the value of the dimensionless spring constant 1/g∗n, with the limit 1/g
∗
n → 0
corresponding to the fixed-cylinder case.
The solution is effected on mesh M53D. As a starting point, we use the
same spanwise length (Lz = 8D) and number of layers (nelz = 10) as for the
fixed-cylinder case. We emphasize that, when the cylinder is linearly sprung,
there is no reason to assume that the critical Reynolds number and the critical
spanwise wavelength are the same to those for the fixed-cylinder case.
For the NES-less case, we perform computations with 1/g∗n = 0.3 at Re =
180, 185, 190 and 195, using α = β = 0.01. We find that the prescribed
disturbance grows at Re = 195, and decays at Re = 180, 185 and 190, for
which we measure a decay rate of −0.0237, −0.0132, and −0.00330, respectively.
Linear extrapolation of the decay rates to zero yields an estimate of Re3Dcrit =
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191.56, which value is slightly larger than that for the fixed-cylinder case. We
note that, while it has been rigorously proven that the critical Reynolds number
for steady, symmetric flow past a fixed cylinder is an upper bound for the
critical Re in the linearly-sprung case (Tumkur et al., 2017a), there is no strong
basis to assert that a similar logic carries over to the critical Re for transition
from 2-D to 3-D — in fact, there is every reason to believe that it does not
(Pearlstein, 2017). This is because, for transition from 2-D to 3-D, the time-
periodic “standard VIV” base flow whose stability is sought depends on 1/g∗n,
whereas for transition from steady to unsteady flow, the steady base flow does
not depend on 1/g∗n and is identical for the fixed and linearly-sprung cases
(Pearlstein, 2017).
For the NES-equipped case and the same values of 1/g∗n, α, and β, we per-
form computations at Re = 185, 188, 190, and 192. We find that the disturbance
grows in the latter case and decays in the former three, with respective decay
rates of −0.0139, −0.00771 and −0.00334. As done above, linear extrapolation
gives Re3Dcrit = 191.65. We note that the decay rates for the NES-equipped case
at Re = 185 and 187 (−0.0139 and −0.00334, respectively) differ from those
computed for the NES-less case (−0.0132 and −0.00330, respectively) by only
5% and 1%, respectively. We also note that in both cases, the decay rates ex-
tracted from the time series of ||vz||2 are quite sensitive to the length of the time
window and the portion of the time series used for the linear fitting. Hence, we
do not claim more that two significant figures of accuracy in the extraction of the
decay rates. We therefore consider that the above differences are within the ex-
perimental margin of error, and conclude that the onset of three-dimensionality
occurs at the same Re (close to 191.6) for the NES-less and NES-equipped cases
considered above.
8.3 Hydrokinetic energy harvesting and
passive VIV suppression
As discussed in chapter 1 and Ghosh & Prelas (2011), there is a growing inter-
est in generation of electrical power by extraction of kinetic energy from sub-
marine currents. Several approaches have been proposed, including axial-flow
horizontal-axis turbines (Ng et al., 2013), and vibrating cylinders (Bernitsas &
Raghavan, 2008; Bernitsas et al., 2008, 2009). A key advantage of the vibrating-
cylinder approach is that there are no sharp edges or rotating blades. This ap-
proach thus poses much less threat to marine life, and has no high-aspect-ratio
rotating elements that can be damaged by impact or fatigue.
The experimental study by Bernitsas and co-workers (2008; 2009) focused
on using the rectilinear motion of the cylinder to move a magnet attached to
the cylinder rectilinearly past a conducting coil to generate an electrical current.
This approach, dubbed “Vortex Induced Vibration Aquatic Clean Energy” (VI-
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VACE), suffers from at least two major shortcomings. First, at each end of
its travel, the magnet’s velocity relative to the fixed coil is zero, resulting in
significant intermittency in the electrical current produced. Second, for the
cylinder-to-fluid density ratios so far investigated, the approach works well in
a relatively narrow range of Re (between 20,000 and 30,000) where the VIV
amplitude is significantly higher than at other Re. This leads to significantly
reduced efficiency during periods when Re is not in that range.
Here, we investigate how a rotational NES can be used to enhance perfor-
mance of hydrokinetic power generation by VIV. We work at Re = 10,000,
which is comparable to the values of Re investigated by Bernitsas & Raghavan
(2008) and Bernitsas et al. (2008). The other parameters are chosen as f∗n = 0.2
and r̄0 = 0.458. We consider several values of the mass ratio (ε = 0, 0.28, and
0.33) and the dimensionless damping coefficient (λ = 0.09, 0.1, and 0.11) so
as to determine the extent to which small variations of these two parameters
affect the statistics of the solution. The dimensionless spring constant is cho-
sen close to the shedding frequency (St) for a fixed cylinder at Re = 10,000.
As shown by Roshko (1954), the Strouhal number maintains a nearly constant
value (St = 0.19 ± 0.02) over 102 ≤ Re ≤ 104, i.e., from the laminar two-
dimensional regime well into the turbulent regime. As discussed by Roshko
(1954) and Williamson (1996), significant aspects of vortex shedding by a cylin-
der are qualitatively similar over wide ranges of Re, including at least part of
the turbulent regime. Thus, there is reason to believe that an understanding of
the flow, of VIV, and of approaches to modifying VIV at Re = 100 (see chapters
3 to 5), will be useful or can be adapted for use, at much higher Re.















respectively, where P ∗max and P̄
∗ denote the dimensionless peak and average
powers computed over a given number T of convective time units as









respectively. These definitions rely on the assumption that all of the energy
dissipated by the rotational viscous damper of the NES can be harnessed with
no loss. This assumption is consistent with prior work done in a similar context
where an NES was used to harvest kinetic energy from an oscillating structure
through electromagnetic coupling between the mechanical parts and an annex
electrical circuit (Barton et al., 2010; Remick, 2015; Remick et al., 2016). We
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also note that (8.4a, 8.4b) are directly proportional to the mass ratio ε and the
dimensionless damping coefficient. For a higher value of Re (close to 9.2× 104),
Bernitsas et al. (2009) reported maximum peak power and averaged power of
Pmax,VIVACE = 0.154ρfLDU
3 and P̄VIVACE = 0.11ρfLDU
3, respectively. In the
VIVACE experiment (Bernitsas et al., 2009), the factors multiplying ρfLDU
3
are functions of the properties of the electrical circuit. In contrast, for VIV
with rotational NES, the same factors in (8.4a, 8.4b) depend on the mechanical
components of the NES.
We perform a computation on mesh M63D with Lz = 12D, nelz = 8, ε =
0 (this corresponds to NES-less VIV), and the other parameters as discussed
above. Figure 8.2 shows time series for y1, CL, CD, and CE, the latter being
computed according to (5.1), where T is taken to be the time between two
instants at which the cylinder crosses the midplane y = 0 with positive velocity.
We note that, as discussed above, the oscillation amplitude of y1 is nearly twice
as large as what is seen at much lower Re (compare figures 2.9a and 8.2a).
The average drag also appears to be larger than at Re = 100. The wavelet
spectra shown in figure 8.3 demonstrate that the response is weakly chaotic
with broadband frequency content. We also note that there is no distinct trend
in the time series for CE in that the energy-transfer coefficient changes sign as
kinetic energy is exchanged between the cylinder and the flow.
Next, we consider the NES-equipped system. We define the energy dissipated





where T is the same as for the computation of the energy-transfer coefficient
CE. Figure 8.4 shows time series computed for NES parameters ε = 0.28 and
λ = 0.1 (and the other parameters chosen as indicated above). These time series
have several notable features. First, there is a considerable diminution of the
oscillation amplitude of y1, with a nearly two-fold reduction compared to figure
8.2a. The same goes for the oscillation amplitude of CL. Second, figure 8.4b
shows that the presence of the NES significantly affects the drag coefficient,
whose average and maximum values appear to be only a fraction of what is seen
when no NES is present (see figure 8.2c).
Figure 8.4a also shows that the time series for y1 features a number of qui-
eter intervals (for example near τ = 270, 338, 628, and 877), during which the
cylinder executes very small-amplitude oscillations (with amplitude less than
a tenth of the cylinder diameter). Each such quieter episode is followed by a
growth in y1, which is almost immediately suppressed. The physical mecha-
nism is as follows. During each interval of growth of y1, the angular velocity
of the NES is quite low, and the energy-transfer coefficient is positive, indi-
cating that growth in y1 is caused by transfer of kinetic energy from the flow
to the cylinder. As the oscillation amplitude of the cylinder grows, the NES
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Figure 8.2: Time series for NES-less VIV at Re = 10,000. The zero-level line in
(d) is shown in dashed grey.
is energized and enters a regime of nearly unidirectional rotation (see figures
8.4b and 8.4c). This corresponds to TET from the rectilinear motion of the
cylinder to the rotational motion of the NES. A significant fraction of kinetic
energy is thereby dissipated by the linear viscous damper of the NES. Thus,
the latter is able to passively suppress the flow-induced growth of the cylinder
through targeted energy transfer. As the NES dissipates the surplus of energy,
the cylinder motion quiets down, and the NES ultimately disengages from res-
onance. This mechanism is evident from figure 8.4f, which shows that each
burst in CE (corresponding to energy intake by the cylinder from the flow) is
immediately followed by a peak in Cdiss (corresponding to dissipation of the
energy transferred to the cylinder by the flow). We also note that CE is almost
always positive, suggesting one-way transfer of kinetic energy from the flow to
the cylinder motion, to the NES which dissipates it. This is in contrast to the
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Figure 8.3: Wavelet spectra of (a) y1 and (b) CL for NES-less VIV at Re =
10,000.
NES-less case discussed above. Such behavior is typical of quasi-unidirectional,
irreversible TET (Vakakis et al., 2008).
The number and succession of peaks in the evolution of the energy dissipated
by the NES, and the fact that all of those peaks are immediately preceded by a
similar burst in the energy-transfer coefficient, demonstrate that the rotational
NES is capable of suppressing large-amplitude VIV in the turbulent regime.
This is accompanied by considerable reduction in drag, which can prove partic-
ularly attractive for real-life applications.
To prove that this mechanism is robust, we perform three additional com-
putations for other values of ε and λ (see figure 8.5 for ε = 0.33 and λ = 0.11).
Table 8.3 compares statistics computed over 100 ≤ τ ≤ 1000 for the NES-less
case and four NES-equipped cases. It is clear that the NES leads to significant
VIV suppression and drag reduction in the four cases investigated. We also note
that the peak power extracted by the NES damper is comparable to that re-
ported by Bernitsas et al. (2009), suggesting that a large fraction of the kinetic
energy associated with cylinder motion can be harnessed by the NES, which, in
turn, leads to reduction in y1.





ε = 0 0.9334 3.1110 1.3338 2.3234 - -
ε = 0.33, λ = 0.10 0.4604 1.9595 0.8445 1.3128 0.2004 0.0142
ε = 0.33, λ = 0.11 0.4177 1.9293 0.8539 1.3243 0.1917 0.0152
ε = 0.28, λ = 0.10 0.4438 1.8178 0.7573 1.2965 0.1851 0.0182
ε = 0.33, λ = 0.09 0.3947 1.8523 0.8079 1.2994 0.1965 0.0138
Table 8.3: Comparison of statistics for flow past linearly-sprung cylinder at
Re = 10,000 with and without rotational NES.
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Figure 8.4: Time series for NES-equipped VIV at Re = 10,000 with NES pa-
rameters ε = 0.28, λ = 0.1, and r̄0 = 0.458. In (f) are shown time series for CE
(black) and Cdiss (red), with the zero-level line shown in dashed grey.
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Figure 8.5: Time series for NES-equipped VIV at Re = 10,000 with NES pa-
rameters ε = 0.33, λ = 0.11, and r̄0 = 0.458. In (f) are shown time series for
CE (black) and Cdiss (red), with the zero-level line shown in dashed grey.
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We note that the average powers reported in table 8.3 are one order of
magnitude less than that of Bernitsas et al. (2009). We surmise that this is
because the recurrent suppressing episodes are interspersed by intervals during
which the velocity of the NES is relatively small and, hence, not much kinetic
energy is dissipated by the rotational damper. This suggests that the average
harvested power could be much higher if the regime of unidirectional rotation of
the NES were to be prolonged to a much larger number of convective time units.
This would require a sustained energy input from the flow to the cylinder, as
opposed to what was discussed above.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and future directions
This thesis compiles a number of scientific contributions related to vortex-
induced vibration of a linearly-sprung circular cylinder with nonlinear energy
sinks. It builds on the work of Tumkur and co-workers (2013a; 2013b; 2014;
2017b), who were the first to show that the interaction between the flow, the
cylinder and an attached NES can lead to profound and unexpected changes in
the rigid-body dynamics of the cylinder and in the flow itself. In this chapter,
we summarize the main findings presented in this thesis, and describe potential
directions in which the present work can be extended.
9.1 Summary of the main findings
The fluid–structure interaction problem was investigated numerically using a
spectral-element approach whose applicability to the problem at hand was de-
scribed in chapter 2. The computational approach was validated for two-
dimensional flow past a cylinder at Re = 100 in three configurations (fixed cylin-
der, forced cylinder subject to prescribed sinusoidal oscillations, and linearly-
sprung cylinder undergoing VIV). For these three flows, good agreement was
found between our spectral-element code and results available in the literature.
Having validated our computational approach for flow past a linearly-sprung
cylinder with no NES, we then considered a cylinder equipped with a rotational
NES at Re = 100 and successfully reproduced some of the results generated
by Tumkur et al. (2017b) for the same system. We focused on one particular
mechanism of VIV suppression consisting of slowly decaying cycles accompanied
by wake elongation and drag reduction, interrupted by chaotic intervals. This
mechanism had originally been found by Tumkur et al. (2017b) for sparse values
of NES parameters. In chapter 3, we addressed Tumkur’s suggestion that “a
parametric search [could] be performed to determine additional regions of NES
parameters leading to effective and robust VIV suppression” (Tumkur, 2014),
and showed that the slowly decaying response existed over a wide range of
NES parameters, with qualitative differences in the structure of the wake. We
introduced quantitative measures of unsteadiness and asymmetry for the flow to
determine the extent to which the NES partially stabilized the wake at the end
of each slowly decaying cycle. We found that, within the range of our parametric
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study, a relatively heavy NES (with mass ratio close to one-third that of the
NES-equipped cylinder) tends to promote wake elongation and symmetrization.
On the other hand, we showed that for a lighter NES, the wake behind the
cylinder remains qualitatively similar to what is seen in NES-less VIV.
In chapter 3 also, we investigated how a rotational NES affects the linear sta-
bility of the steady, symmetric, motionless-cylinder flow in a range of Reynolds
number below the critical value for the fixed cylinder. We showed that, con-
sistent with the analysis by Tumkur et al. (2017b), the linear stability of the
SSMC solution in the NES-equipped linearly-sprung case depends not only on
the Reynolds number Re and the dimensionless spring constant 1/g∗n (as is the
case for the NES-less configuration), but also on a combined NES parameter,
ε sin2 θs. We computed the stability boundaries of the SSMC solution for a range
of parameters, and found situations in which the NES can stabilize or destabi-
lize the SSMC solution for the linearly-sprung cylinder. Thus, we showed that
a rotational NES can be used to completely suppress VIV at combinations of
Re and 1/g∗n for which the SSMC solution is unstable in the absence of NES.
This result is significant in that it exemplifies intentional use of nonlinearity to
completely suppress a linear instability mechanism.
Chapters 4 and 5 provided an unequivocal explanation for the slowly decay-
ing behavior seen for VIV with a rotational NES at Re = 100, and described
in chapter 3. In chapter 4, we constructed a reduced-order model for the lift
coefficient based on numerical data from spectral-element computations, which
allowed reduction of the dimensionality of the FSI problem to a system of two
coupled second-order ordinary differential equations. We performed an asymp-
totic analysis of the reduced-order system with the goal of gaining insight into
the underlying nonlinear dynamics governing the slowly decaying response. We
considered separately the limits of small and finite mass ratios between which
qualitative differences in the dynamics are seen, and employed scale-partitioning
techniques to show that, in both cases, the slowly decaying response was caused
by successive resonance captures on a slow invariant manifold. The structure of
the SIM provided evidence for why the trajectory alternated between intervals
of slowly decaying motion and transient chaos. This analysis, however, was in-
sufficient to explain why vortex elongation was seen for heavier NES, and not
for lighter NES. This point was addressed in chapter 5, where we showed that,
in addition to resonance capture on the SIM, efficient targeted energy transfer
was necessary for wake elongation. Specifically, we established through proper
orthogonal decomposition of the flow field that wake elongation is synonymous
with “leakage” of kinetic energy from the cylinder to the high-frequency, low-
energy fluid modes, which happens only when the NES mass is relatively large.
Chapter 6 focused on the key issue of multiplicity of coexisting solutions for
two-dimensional VIV with a rotational NES at subcritical Reynolds number.
Our approach was based on the use of several symmetric and asymmetric finite-
duration inlet transients to excite an initially motionless cylinder equipped with
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a rotational NES. We showed that for fixed values of the density ratio and
the NES parameters, situations exist in which different inlet transients lead to
different long-time solutions. We found as many as eight qualitatively different
long-time solutions in the range of Re and 1/g∗n values considered, with as many
as four coexisting solutions at a given combination of Re and 1/g∗n. We found
solutions that were steady, unsteady and time-periodic, quasi-periodic, and even
chaotic, all of which appeared to be locally stable in the phase space.
In chapter 7, we considered a translational NES at Re = 48, i.e., slightly
above the critical Re for a fixed cylinder. We addressed Tumkur’s unproven
conjecture that, sufficiently close to the critical Re, complete suppression of
limit-cycle oscillations could be realized using a translational NES (Tumkur,
2014). We constructed a reduced-order model of the fluid–structure interac-
tion, the analytical treatment of which, based on complexification–averaging
techniques and slow–fast partition of time scales, ultimately led to a complete
understanding of the dynamical mechanisms by which the translational NES
could or failed to suppress VIV. However, in contrast to Tumkur et al. (2013a)
in whose reduced-order model of the FSI all the information related to the flow
had been encapsulated in two ad hoc nonlinear terms (a damping term and
a frequency term) in the equation for the cylinder motion, here we adopted a
more physics-based approach to modeling the interaction between the cylinder
and the flow by introducing a wake oscillator, the most refined examples of
which had been shown to accurately describe all critical qualitative and quan-
titative features of NES-less VIV as observed in computations and experiments
(Hartlen & Currie, 1970; Iwan & Blevins, 1974; Nayfeh et al., 2003; Facchinetti
et al., 2004; Gabbai & Benaroya, 2005). This procedure allowed reduction of the
infinite-dimensional system to a much more tractable low-order set of second-
order ordinary differential equations. The analysis of the latter, based on aver-
aging techniques and regular-perturbation theory, a) established the existence
of non-trivial stable attractors of the slow flow, b) completely determined the
regions of existence of these attractors in the parameter space, and c) shed light
on those bifurcation mechanisms by which the long-time attractors are born or
disappear. We ultimately compared the results of the asymptotic analysis to
numerical integration of the ROM and to high-fidelity spectral-element compu-
tations of the full nonlinear system.
In chapter 8, we presented preliminary results on the three-dimensional VIV
of a circular cylinder with a rotational NES. We first established proper con-
vergence of the 3-D computational algorithm by computing 2-D flow past a
fixed cylinder and a linearly-sprung cylinder at Re = 100, for which sufficiently
small 3-D disturbances decay to zero. We then investigated how, for an NES-
less linearly-sprung cylinder in a 3-D set-up, the onset of three-dimensionality
depended on the Reynolds number and the dimensionless spring constant for
a fixed value of the cylinder-to-fluid density ratio. In the same spirit of what
was done for the linear stability analysis of the SSMC flow at low Re, we stud-
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ied how a rotational NES with fixed parameters affected the critical value for
onset of 3-D effects. For the specific combination of parameters investigated,
we found that the rotational NES had only minor effects on the emergence of
three-dimensional effects.
Chapter 8 also included a preliminary study of potential use of an NES as
an energy harvesting device in submarine currents. We considered a value of
Re (10,000) at which flow past a linearly-sprung cylinder is three-dimensional
and fully turbulent, and showed that a rotational NES is capable of harnessing
a significant amount of kinetic energy from the motion of the cylinder, with
performance comparable to previous attempts. We also found that the rota-
tional NES can lead to significant suppression of cylinder oscillations, which
was accompanied by a nearly two-fold reduction in drag. We believe that this
preliminary study, the first of its kind to focus on the effect of a rotational NES
in three-dimensional turbulent VIV of a circular cylinder, provides sufficient
motivation to pursue investigation of the fluid-structure interaction problem at
such high Re values. This, along with other possible research directions, is
discussed below.
9.2 Future work
While considerable effort has been devoted in this thesis to understand the non-
linear dynamics of the NES-equipped cylinder in the laminar regime, we believe
that several questions remain unanswered. One of them is the issue of the
existence and stability of the multiple coexisting long-time solutions found in
chapter 6. While proof of existence of long-time solutions for the Navier–Stokes
equations are tractable in only a limited number of cases, it is conceivable to
investigate the basins of attraction associated with each of the solutions using
direct computations of the full nonlinear system. Along the same lines, sta-
bility of the long-time solutions identified in chapter 6 was only assumed as
the solutions were shown to persist over thousands of convective time units.
Rigorous proof of stability for the time-periodic solutions can be readily inves-
tigated by means of Floquet theory of the linearized equations. This approach
has proved successful in a number of applications involving flow past a cylinder
(Barkley & Henderson, 1996; Posdziech & Grundmann, 2001). There is also
significant potential to investigate transitions between the long-time solutions
reported in chapter 6, and more generally to address the question of how the
long-time attractors are born and disappear as Re and 1/g∗n (and possibly the
other parameters) vary.
Another key aspect in the laminar regime has to do with symmetrization and
stabilization of the wake behind the cylinder. In this thesis, we showed that, with
a rotational NES, it is possible to completely suppress the VIV provided that,
for the combination of Re of 1/g∗n considered, there exists a range of θ values
for which the SSMC solution is stable. We also showed that, for a translational
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NES slightly above Refixedcrit , nearly complete VIV suppression in the form of
very small-amplitude limit cycles is realizable. We finally established that the
partial wake stabilization seen for the slowly decaying solution at Re = 100 is
the result of successive captures on a slow invariant manifold of the dynamics. In
the former case, stabilization of the SSMC solution is caused by the dependence
of the eigenvalue problem on the angular displacement of the rotational NES.
Here, it would be of interest to determine whether the range of stable values
of θ can be maximized or, more generally, altered. We note that this system
displays great potential for being used as a “switch” that could be turned on
and off at will to induce either an oscillatory time-periodic state or a steady,
quiet one. In contrast, in the latter two cases, partial stabilization results from
capture of the trajectory on an underlying manifold. In that context, it would
be desirable to “insert” a stable fixed point on the stable branch of the SIM,
as it could arrest the “sliding” of the trajectory during resonance capture and,
hence, permanently (rather than intermittently as was the case in chapter 4)
stabilize the wake.
More generally, we envision situations at low-to-intermediate Re in which
different types of NESs lead to different topological features of the SIM. One
possible way to achieve this is to consider a case in which the cylinder itself serves
as its own NES. In other words, rather than attaching a rotatable mass to the
cylinder (in which configuration the rotational motion of the NES is inertially
coupled to the rectilinear motion of the cylinder), we propose an alternative
system in which the mass distribution of the cylinder is not axisymmetric, and
the cylinder can rotate freely. In this case, the rotational motion of the cylinder
itself is inertially coupled to the cylinder’s rectilinear motion, and the rotational
motion of the “shell” is damped by viscous forces on the cylinder surface. Thus,
a freely-rotatable cylinder has the potential to be “its own NES,” since the
inertial coupling of the rotational motion of a nonaxisymmetric cylinder to its
own rectilinear motion provides the essentially nonlinear element, and viscous
dissipation of the rotational motion by the flow provides (nearly) linear damping.
From a dynamics point of view, the degree of freedom associated with cylinder
rotation replaces the rotational degree of freedom of the NES mass.
Besides two-dimensional VIV at low-to-intermediate Re, we find it promising
to continue investigation of how a rotational NES affects the onset of three-
dimensionality in laminar VIV. Although the results presented in chapter 8
suggested that the NES has nearly negligible effects on the growth or decay of
three-dimensional disturbances in the flow, we believe that this issue requires
further investigation, and in particular exploration of the NES parameter space.
It would be significant to find combinations of the parameters for which the
NES strongly affects the onset of three-dimensionality. This would show that
a rotational NES can be used to suppress (resp. promote) development of
three-dimensional effects in a flow which, in the absence of NES, is nominally
three-dimensional (resp. two-dimensional). Moreover, we are confident that the
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approach described in chapter 8 (based on direct numerical simulations on the
full nonlinear system) is a valid one to determine the onset of 3-D effects in the
flow. It would be useful, however, to compare this approach with one in which
the critical Re is determined by solving the collection of 2-D problems arising
from linearizing the equations of motion around the time-periodic VIV state.
This would yield not only a value of Re3Dcrit, but would also provide an estimate of
the wavelength associated with the most unstable eigenmode that would be more
accurate than the one obtained by DNS (because, in the linearized problem, the
spanwise wavelength of the perturbation can be chosen arbitrarily).
Increasing Re further, a detailed investigation of the dynamics of an NES-
equipped linearly-sprung cylinder in the transitional and turbulent regimes is
the natural path forward. One critical point to address is the key issue of con-
vergence of statistical turbulent measures, such as the dimensionality of the
attractors, under spatial and temporal refinement. This can be investigated us-
ing the URANS (unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes), LES (large-eddy
simulation) and DNS capabilities of Nek5000, and will be the first step toward
understanding the mechanisms by which the NES affects the dimensionality of
these attractors in the turbulent regime. We ultimately wish to clarify the ex-
tent to which an NES (rotational, translational, or of another kind) can suppress
VIV in a turbulent flow, thus extending the results obtained for intermediate
Reynolds numbers.
In the transitional and turbulent regimes, development of reduced-order
models, together with analytical techniques such as slow–fast dynamical par-
titions and invariant-manifold approaches, are in order to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the phase space and make analysis possible. In particular, compu-
tational data can be used to isolate underlying coherent structures in the flow
by means of proper orthogonal decomposition. (The POD was first introduced
in the context of turbulence by Lumley (1967, 1981), and has been widely used
as a basis for describing turbulent flows ever since.) In the present context,
POD can be used to study the dominant structural and fluid modes that are
responsible for the dynamical phenomena seen in the computations, as well as
the nonlinear targeted energy transfers that are realized between these modes.
Gaining insight into the underlying dynamics governing the fluid–structure in-
teraction will reveal how the NES indirectly affects the surrounding flow, and
paves the way for predictive design of the device for various applications.
One of these applications is related to energy-harvesting from real-life sub-
surface currents. In such cases (for rivers or oceans, for example), the flow from
which kinetic energy is extracted is generally well established into the turbulent
regime. The results shown in chapter 8 provide preliminary evidence that, for
such flows, it is possible to use an NES to drastically enhance the performance
of VIV-induced power generation. Intensive numerical simulations will be criti-
cal in order to identify combinations of cylinder and NES parameters for which
power pick-off from the cylinder motion is maximized over a range of Re. The
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ultimate goal is to show how TET can be employed for effective hydrodynamic





This appendix describes the procedure used to compute the POD modes referred
to in chapter 5.
The POD modes are constructed by employing the method of snapshots as
described by Sirovich (1987). Briefly, we consider Ns snapshots of the dimen-
sionless velocity and pressure fields (denoted by v(x, τ) and p(x, τ), respectively)
obtained from numerical integration of the Navier–Stokes equations coupled to
the rigid-body motion of the cylinder–NES system. In cases where the cylin-
der is allowed to move in the cross-flow direction (free VIV with and without
NES), we restrict our analysis to a subdomain Ω̂ that always lies within the
original computational domain on which the spectral-element computations are
performed, and whose midline in the streamwise direction passes through the
fore and aft stagnation points of the oscillating cylinder. In essence, this proce-
dure amounts to interpolating the computational data from the original inertial
frame of reference (x, τ) to a non-inertial frame (x̃, τ) that is moving with the











p̃(x̃, τ) = p(x, τ), (A.1c)
where ṽ and p̃ denote the velocity and pressure fields in the new non-inertial
frame, respectively; and y1 and ẏ1 denote the displacement and velocity of
the cylinder (with respect to an inertial frame, i.e., the motionless ground) at
time τ , respectively. To facilitate comparison of the results, we adopt the same
approach for the fixed-cylinder case as well (in which case y1 is identically zero),
and compute the POD modes on a domain whose extent is smaller than that of
the original spectral domain. In the following, we drop the tilde for clarity and
conciseness.
We now outline the procedure by which the velocity modes are constructed
(a similar approach is followed for constructing the pressure modes). The ve-
locity snapshots computed in the non-inertial frame moving with the cylinder
are decomposed as the sum of mean (v̄) and time-varying (u) components as
v(x, τ) = v̄(x) + u(x, τ), and only the time-varying component is retained for
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u(x, τi) · u(x, τj) dΩ, (A.2)
where τi denotes the time instant at which the ith snapshot is recorded. The
eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix C produces a set of Ns eigenvalues and
associated eigenvectors, which we denote by λ(k) and ψ(k), respectively, where
k ∈ {1, . . . , Ns}. The velocity POD modes are constructed by combining the
(normalized) eigenvectors ψ(k) and the computational data. The ith velocity




ψ(i)n u(x, τn), (A.3)
where ψ
(i)
n denotes the nth component of the ith eigenvector ψ(i). The velocity
POD modes are by construction incompressible and form a complete orthogonal
set. The eigenvalue associated with each mode (when scaled appropriately) is
the “energy” captured by that mode, and, therefore, the sum of all eigenvalues
provides an estimation of the total (fluctuating) energy of the system for the
specific response analyzed. We define the cumulative energy ratio of the first q








The time-dependent velocity field can be then reconstructed by taking linear
superpositions of the POD modes as




where the time-dependent coefficients ai(τ) are solutions of ordinary differential
equations obtained by projecting the Navier–Stokes equations onto the POD
modes. In our analysis, however, we compute these coefficients by projecting
each individual snapshot onto the basis of eigenvectors. These two approaches
yield identical results only when the projection of the Navier–Stokes equations
onto the modes is done using all of the POD modes. In contrast, if only a small
number of POD modes is retained in the former approach, the resulting reduced
system of ODEs might be unstable with solutions having very large energy.
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Appendix B
POD-based reconstruction of the
lift coefficient
This appendix describes the procedure employed to construct the reduced-order
model for the lift coefficient referred to in chapter 5.




(σ · n) · ey dΓ, (B.1)
where Γcyl is the moving cylinder boundary, σ is the dimensionless stress tensor,
and n is the outward unit normal to the cylinder surface. Because the cylinder
boundary is rigid, the lift coefficient is invariant under the transformation (A.1)




[(σ · n) · ey]b dφ, (B.2)
where φ is the azimuthal coordinate and the subscript “b” refers to the cylinder
boundary. Recognizing that the time-dependent pressure and velocity fields
appear in the expression of the dimensionless stress tensor, and that they may
be expanded in the non-inertial reference frame in terms of the eigenvectors









where i = 0 corresponds to the mean modes (in particular, a0(τ) and b0(τ)
are identically equal to 1), and Nv ≤ Ns and Np ≤ Ns are the number of
velocity and pressure modes retained in the Galerkin expansion of the velocity






























respectively. In the above formulas, r is the radial coordinate, Pi is the ith
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pressure mode, and Ur,i and Uφ,i are the radial and azimuthal components
of the ith velocity mode Vi, respectively. We note that a similar POD-based
approach for developing a reduced-order model of the lift coefficient has been
successfully applied in the context of flow past a bluff body (Akhtar et al., 2009;
Ghommem et al., 2011).
The ith velocity (pressure) lift number may be regarded as the individual
contribution of the ith velocity (pressure) mode to the lift coefficient. Hence, the
lift numbers inherit from the POD modes their energetic content, in the sense
that lift numbers associated with those POD modes that account for a significant
fraction of the total energy are bound to capture the main features of the lift
coefficient (amplitude variations and frequency content, for instance); while the
contributions of lift numbers associated with high-frequency, low-energy POD
modes are expected to be insignificant.
Symmetry considerations reveal that not all lift numbers contribute to the
lift coefficient: Lift numbers associated with pressure modes whose spatial dis-
tribution is symmetric about the midplane, and with velocity modes whose
vorticity distribution is antisymmetric about the midplane are identically zero
and therefore do not contribute to any term in (B.3). In particular, the mean
modes can be excluded from the summations in (B.3) as their associated lift
numbers identically vanish.
The number of pressure modes Np and the number of velocity modes Nv
retained in the expansion (B.3) need not be the same. However, because the
cumulative energy distribution of the pressure modes is more “spread out” than
that of the velocity modes (see figures 5.2 and 5.3), it is generally expected that
a larger number of pressure modes is required to achieve a satisfactory level of
accuracy in the reconstruction of the lift coefficient in comparison to velocity
modes.
Retaining a large number of modes clearly results in a nearly exact represen-
tation of the lift but does not provide any useful insight as to which modes have
the most important contribution to the lift coefficient. Here we wish to isolate
a set of lift numbers that includes no more (and also no fewer) modes than
necessary in order to obtain a minimal yet satisfactory representation of the
lift coefficient. To this end, we introduce a quantitative measure based on the
L2-error between the lift coefficient obtained by high-fidelity spectral-element
computations and the approximate lift coefficient reconstructed using a limited
number of velocity and pressure modes. Specifically, we identify the smallest
value of Nv and Np such that, for this particular pair, the error norm is below
a certain threshold. Because the energy contained in the modes decays roughly





C.1 Description of the supplemental movies
The supplemental movies are downloadable at https://drive.google.com/
open?id=0B3Ycil-MidhQcW44Wnp3WHR6YXc.
Supplemental Movie 5.1 (Movie5_1.mp4): Proper orthogonal decomposition
of a slowly decaying cycle for light NES.
Supplemental Movie 5.2 (Movie5_2.mp4): Proper orthogonal decomposition
of a slowly decaying cycle for heavy NES.
Supplemental Movie 6.1 (Movie6_1.mp4): “Periodic, predominantly unidi-
rectional rotation” solution found for Re = 38, 1/g∗n = 0.18 and inlet transient
C.
Supplemental Movie 6.2 (Movie6_2.mp4): “Periodic, predominantly unidi-
rectional rotation” solution found for Re = 36, 1/g∗n = 0.17 and inlet transient
A.
Supplemental Movie 6.3 (Movie6_3.mp4): Back-and-forth periodic solution
found for Re = 24, 1/g∗n = 0.4 and inlet transient A.
Supplemental Movie 6.4 (Movie6_4.mp4): Back-and-forth periodic solution
found for Re = 35, 1/g∗n = 0.18 and inlet transient A.
Supplemental Movie 6.5 (Movie6_5.mp4): Quasi-periodic solution found for
Re = 33, 1/g∗n = 0.19 and inlet transient A.
Supplemental Movie 6.6 (Movie6_6.mp4): Fully developed chaotic solution
found for Re = 31, 1/g∗n = 0.28 and inlet transient C.
Supplemental Movie 6.7 (Movie6_7.mp4): Step-like chaotic solution found
for Re = 36, 1/g∗n = 0.17 and inlet transient B.
Supplemental Movie 6.8 (Movie6_8.mp4): Slowly decaying solution found
for Re = 46, 1/g∗n = 0.15 and inlet transient B (entire computation).
Supplemental Movie 6.9 (Movie6_9.mp4): Slowly decaying solution found
for Re = 46, 1/g∗n = 0.15 and inlet transient B (first slowly decaying cycle).
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C.2 Supplemental tables for chapter 6
(a)
Frequency Power a b af1 + bf2
0.0205 0.01607 1/3 −1/3 0.0205
0.0453 0.01639 3 −14/3 0.0454
0.0644 0.02387 −5/3 11/3 0.0644
0.0805 0.03364 8/3 −11/3 0.0806
0.1010 0.1074 3 −4 0.1011
0.1244 0.9777 2/3 1/3 0.1244
0.1449 1540.0 1 0 0.1449
0.1654 4.271 4/3 −1/3 0.1654
0.1889 0.3566 −1 4 0.1888
0.2064 0.01102 2 −1 0.2064
0.2357 0.00466 2/3 5/3 0.2357
0.2460 0.01102 4 −4 0.2460
0.2679 0.04979 3 −2 0.2679
0.2899 0.08576 2 0 0.2899
0.3104 0.02517 7/3 −1/3 0.3104
0.3558 0.000575 −1 6 0.3557
0.4188 0.000221 −4/3 22/3 0.4186
0.4364 0.000357 5/3 7/3 0.4363
(b)
Frequency Power a b af1 + bf2
0.0190 10.81 5/3 −8/3 0.0191
0.0395 0.01411 2 −3 0.0396
0.0615 0.0001092 1 −1 0.0615
0.0834 5121.0 0 1 0.0834
0.1039 94.11 1/3 2/3 0.1039
0.1274 0.8002 −2 5 0.1273
0.1493 0.4257 −3 7 0.1493
0.1684 0.3478 −4/3 13/3 0.1683
0.1845 0.2916 3 −3 0.1845
0.2064 0.1836 2 −1 0.2064
0.2284 133.7 1 1 0.2284
0.2489 38.97 4/3 2/3 0.2489
0.3295 0.05397 4 −3 0.3294
0.3514 0.01068 3 −1 0.3514
0.3734 0.02888 2 1 0.3733
0.3939 0.1461 7/3 2/3 0.3938
Table C.1: For caption see next page.
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(c)
Frequency Power a b af1 + bf2
0.1230 18.26 2 −2 0.1230
0.1449 16500.0 1 0 0.1449
0.1654 65.3 4/3 −1/3 0.1654
0.1889 0.4307 −1 4 0.1888
0.2108 0.1146 −2 6 0.2108
0.2460 0.4085 4 −4 0.2460
0.2679 5.155 3 −2 0.2679
0.2899 7.845 2 0 0.2899
0.3104 2.555 7/3 −1/3 0.3104
0.3558 0.008192 −1 6 0.3557
0.3910 0.01803 5 −4 0.3909
0.4129 0.008135 4 −2 0.4129
0.4349 0.1625 3 0 0.4348
0.4554 0.09797 10/3 −1/3 0.4553
0.4759 0.0003415 11/3 −2/3 0.4758
Table C.1: (Continued) Extracted frequencies for (a) y1, (b) θ and (c) CL, for
quasi-periodic solution with Re = 33, 1/g∗n = 0.19 and inlet transient A.
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Table C.2: For caption see next page.
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Table C.2: (Continued) Relationship between inlet transients and long-time so-
lutions for a range of Re at 1/g∗n = 0.15. SSMC: steady, symmetric, motionless-
cylinder solution; FDC: fully-developed chaotic solution; QP: quasi-periodic
solution; SLC: step-like chaos; PPUR: periodic, predominantly unidirectional
rotation; SDC: slowly decaying cycle.
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